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The Hon. 0. C. MacKINNON: I have
not, as a matter of fact; that is just to
make a liar of me. However, It is purely
an oversight. I can recall the election that
followed the introduction of the 1964 Bill
to amend the industrial Arbitration
Act. I can recall, in Forrest Place,
representatives of the T.L.C. carrying
a large coffin around with the words,
"The Death of Arbitration". It must
be admitted that the present system
has worked extremely well and it is only
towards the end of its term that the A.L.P.
has seen fit to introduce an amending ill
to change the system. It is only since what
virtually amounts to a campaign of indus-
trial disputation that we have seen this
Bill introduced to amend the Industrial
Arbitration Act, and I believe It contains
little which will relieve the situation; grim
though It may be,

I think we are all aware of some of the
new strike techniques that have evolved.
One is the technique of holding a strike In
a factory that is part of a manufacturing
process, a component of which is, for
example, a special sort of gear wheel. The
men in the small plant manufacturing that
gear wheel go on strike so that the major
Plant which manufactures the complete
article gets loaded up with incomplete
articles. When that strike is settled the
men then start to produce the gear
wheels, following which another strike is
held, say, in the tyre plant which again
holds up the manufacturing of the com-
plete article in the major factory.

This is a technique which was cold-
bloodedly worked out by industrial union
management to confound and upset in-
dustry. It was cold-bloodedly worked out
to Inconvenience the people of this State
and, of course, in turn, to do it great
damage, and I contend there is nothing In
this legislation that will ease that situa-
tion; it will not be eased by increasing the
number of conciliation commissioners, or
by the registration of the unions, the abo-
lition of the certified solicitors, and a few
like matters.

I will conclude my speech in the belief
that I have not done this Bill justice; I
have not dealt with it as fully as I should.
1 make no excuses for that because the
Bill deals with a complex subject. I go so
far as to say that there is only one man
in the entire Parliament of this State who
has a complete grasp of the subject; that
is Mr. O'Neil who was formerly the Minis-
ter for Labour. That is no reflection on
Mr. Herman who has not had sufficient
time to make himself fully acquainted with
the subject. The old masters of the sub-
ject of arbitration, such as Mr. Bill Heg-
ney, have long since gone from the Labor
Party.

The Hon. J. Dolan: They have not gone
from the Labor Party.

The Hon. 0. C. MacKINNON: The in-
dustrial experts have gone, because there
Is; no-one in the Labor Party who would

know the Industrial Arbitration Act as well
as does Mr. Des O'Neil. I only wish I pos-
sessed his knowledge, because I could
really deal with the Bill as I should. How-
ever, I1 hope in dealing with the Bill as I
have done I have demonstrated that there
is need for concern and that my speech
will cause members to read the measure
with great care and be prepared to study
its clauses extensively when the Bill
reaches the Committee stage.

Debate adjourned, on motion by The
Hon. L. D. Elliott.

House adjourned at 9.21 p.7n.

£upgwhatuwr Aatwiiihlg
Wednesday, the 7th November, 1973

The SPEAKER (Mr. Norton) took the
Chair at 2.15 p.m., and read prayers.

QUESTIONS (36): ON NOTICE
1. NATURAL GAS AND OIL

Pipeline Authority Act: Validity
Sir CHARLES COURT, to the Pre-
mnier:
(1) (a) Has he or his Government

had the constitutional valid-
ity of the Commonwealth
Pipeline Authority Act, 1973.
examined further since the
recent censure motion on this
and other matters associated
with the Commonwealth ac-
tion In respect of the north-
west shelf oil and gas;

(b) If so, with what result?
(2) (a) Has he communicated with

the Commonwealth Govern-
ment on the matters;

(b) If so, with what result?
(3) (a) Does he know that since the

debate on the censure motion,
additional legal opinion from
reputable Queen's Counsel
supports the view that the Act
is unconstitutional;

(b) If he does not know of this
additional opinion, will he
please check the point with
the Commonwealth Govern-
ment?

Mr. J. T. TONKIN replied:
(1) (a) No.

(b) Answered by (a).
(2) (a) No.

(b) Answered by (a).
(3) (a) No, but the probability is that

additional opinions, for and
against, have since been
expressed,
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(b) The Australian Government
informed the Parliament that
the Hill did not contravene
the Constitution.

2. PUBLIC MONEYS
INVESTMENT ACT

Income Applied to Consolidated Revenue
Mr. R. L. YOUNG, to the Treasurer:
(1) How much Income has been earn-

ed under the Public Moneys In-
vestment Act from 20th February,
1971 to 30th June, 1973?

(2) As distinct from funding specific
deficits, how much of the Income
from the Public Moneys invest-
ment Fund was applied to Con-
solidated Revenue-
(a) to 20th February, 1971;
(b) from 20th February, 1971, to

30th June, 1973.

Mr.
(1)
(2)

to make up the Treasurer's figure
of $11.2 million contained in hIls
Budget speech?
J. T. TONKIN replied:
$10,879,638.
(a) $3,880,000.
(b) $3,000,000.

TOWN PLANNING
Sub divisions: Farmlets

Mr. RUSHTON, to the Minister for
Town Planning:
(1) Have a number of local authorities

requested him to receive a deput-
ation to enable them to put for-
ward a case for further subdivision
of near rural areas?

(2) Which local authorities have
sought this hearing?

(3) When Is the deputation to be re-
ceived?

(4) Is the reason for disallowing
farmiet subdivision, despite the
obvious demand, to ensure easier
planning?

(5) If "No" to (4), what are the
reasons?

Mr. DAVIES replied:
(1) A formal request for a deputation

has not been received, but I under-
stand that a number of local auth-
orities may be making a request.
The Local Government Association
has made a submission for a re-
view of the Town Planning
Board's policy regarding rural
subdivision and this is currently
being investigated.

(2) and (3) Answered by (1) above.
(4)
(5)

No.
In considering applications for
subdivision of rural zoned land,
the Town Planning Board has
regard to the purpose of that zone;
the effect the subdivision would

4.

have on the rural character of the
area; the demand it might create
for additional services and the
associated problems, particularly
in relation to water supply; the
number of similar size lots in the
locality which are undeveloped and
any other factors pertinent to a
particular subdivision.

TRADE UNIONS
Pressure to Join

Mr. RUSHTON, to the Minister for
Labour:

What redress has a worker against
a union or other persons who pres-
sure him or her to join a union
when he or she has no require-
ment to do so?

Mr. May (for Mr. HARMAN') replied:
If a worker is covered under an
award which has the preference
clause, there is no obligation to
join the union.
If the worker is not covered by an
award or there is no preference
clause in the award covering the
work there is no requirement to
join the union and such person
has the rights of any ordinary
citizen in redress which are de-
pendent on the form that the
pressure takes.

5. ARMADALE TO KELMSCOT
RAILWAY STATIONS

Naming
Mr. RUSHTON, to the minister for
Lands:
(1) Did the Nomenclature Advisory

Committee receive a request ap-
proximately 12 months ago for the
naming of one of the two new
rail stopping places between Arm-
adale and Kelmscott after the
highly regarded late Dr. Karl
Streich?

(2) Why did the committee not accede
to this request?

Mr. Jamieson (for Mr. H. D. EVANS)
replied:
(1) No. In response to a request con-

cerning the suitability of two
names suggested by the Railways
Department, the Shire of Arma-
dale-Kelmscott indicated In a let-
ter dated the 16th October, 1973,
its desire to commemorate the
name of the late Dr. Karl Streich.

(2) The matter is still under conside-
ration.

6. RAILWAY STATION
Armadale: Car Park

Mr. RUSHTON, to the Minister repre-
senting the Minister for Railways:
(1) What additional parking facilities

are to be provided at Annadale
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station now and in the future to (5) Assay information from drilling
adequately accommodate the pre-
sent Patronage and confidently ex-
pected Increases?

(2) Will he advise me of the details
of any planned for Improvement
and when this work will be com-
menced?

Mr. MAY replied:
(1) and (2) Existing and future park-

ing requirements at suburban rail-
way stations generally are con-
stantly reviewed. The necessity
for future redevelopment of the
park-n-train area at Armadale is
appreciated and this work has an
early priority.
The amount required to substan-
tially increase the number of
Parking bays is not inconsiderable:
nevertheless, It Is anticipated that
sufficient finance will become
available in 1974-75 Common-
wealth programme for improve-
ment of urban public transport
facilities.

7. NEWMOWT PTY. LTD.
Drilling Activities: Reports

Mr. ORAYDEN, to the Minister for
Mines:
(1) Does Newmont Pty. Ltd. supply

reports of Its drilling activities to
the Department of Mines?

(2) If so, on how many mineral claims
and gold leases held by Newmont
Pty. Ltd. in the Paterson Range
area has drilling taken place and
which are the mining tenements
in question?

(3) How much drilling has been com-
pleted?

(4) To what depth is drilling being
undertaken?

(5) Has the Minister specific inform-
ation as to anomalous gold values
on each, or on the majority, of
Newmont Pty. Ltd. mining tene-
nments in the Paterson Range?

(6) How many, if any,' of the mining
tenements held by Newmont Pty.
Ltd. in the Paterson Range have
no anomalous gold values?

(7) When did the Department of
Mines first become aware that
anomalous gold values had been
obtained by Newmont Pty. Ltd.
over a wide area in the Paterson
Range?

(8) What is the approximate length
of the mineralised zone in-
(a) the Paterson Range;
(b) the nearby parallel range?

Mr. MAY replied:
(1) Yes.
(2) to (4) and (6) The information

requested is confidential.

and prospecting has been included
in reports submitted by Newmont.

(7) In May. 1972, when Newmont in-
dicated that anomalous copper
and gold values occurred in the
Paterson Range. These values
were not over a wide area but
only at the places now referred
to as the parallel range and
Fanny Hill.

(8) (a) Approximate length of gold
nineralisation of economic
potential is 2 kilometres.

Mr. Grayden: Absolute nonsense!
Mr. MAY: To continue-

(b) Copper mineralisation with
only traces of gold occur
sporadically aver a strike
length of about 3 kilomnetres.

Mr. Grayden: Completely devoid of
t act.

8. NEWMONT PTY. LTD.
Temporary Reserves: Number

Granted
Mr. CiRAYDEN, to the Minister for
Mines:
(1) How many temporary reserves

have been granted to Newmiont
Pty. Ltd. In the Paterson Range
area?

(2) Are temporary reserves Nos.
5653H1, 5672H!, 5673H, 5806H, and
53071H among those that have been
granted?

(3) What is the area of each of these
temporary reserves?

(4) Has an additional temporary re-
serve No. 5889H1 been granted?

(5) Is there another temporary re-
serve numbered 3354H! In the
area?

(6) On what dates were the tempor-
ary reserves ranted and for how
long do occupancy rights apply?

To what company were the above
temporary reserves granted?
Have any companies, apart from
Newmont Pty. Ltd., been granted
temporary reserves in the Pater-
son Range area?

(7)

(8)

Mr. MAY replied:
(1) 31.
(2) Yes.
(3) 565311-149 km 2

5672H-1994L km2

5673H1-199.7 km
2

5806H1-200 km2

5807H-200 ki
(4) Yes.
(5) No.
(6) 5653H!, 5672H, 567311-Occupancy

rights approved 29/11/72 for one
Year from 8/12/72.
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5806H, 5807H!, 58111H to 58351!-
Occupancy rights approved
21/8/13 for one Year from 31/8/73.
5889H-Occupancy rights ap-
proved 25/9/73 for one year from
5/10/73.

(7) Newmont Proprietary Limited.
(8) No.

9. NEWMONT PTY!. LTD.
Temporary Reserves: Nos. 5811

to 5835
Mr. GRAYDEN, to the Minister for
Mines:
(1) Are the reserves 5811 to 5835 In-

clusive shown in the temporary
reserves book at the Mines De-
partment ministeri reserves?

(2) Are they also shown In the tem-
porary reserves book as being re-
serves for gold?

(3) Was Newmont Pty. Ltd. recently
granted occupancy rights of these
reserves?

(4)

(5)

If so. on what date was occupancy
granted and for what period?
In all, how many ministerial re-
serves for gold were granted to
Newmont Pty. Ltd.?

Mr. MAY replied:
(1) Temporary Reserves 58111! to

583511 inclusive are shown In the
Register of Temporary Reserves
at the Mines Department with oc-
cupancy rights granted to New-
mont Proprietary Limited.

(2) They are shown in the Temporary
Reserves Register as being re-
serves for gold, copper, lead, zinc,
silver, chromium, platinum, niickel,
palladium, cobalt, vanadium,
uranium, bismuth, tungsten and
antimony.

(3) Yes.
(4) Occupancy approved on 21/8/73

for one year from 3i/8/73.
(5) Gold was included in 25 of the

occupancy rights granted to New-
mont Proprietary Limited.

10. NEWMONT PTY. LTD.
Mineral Claims and Gold Leases
Mr. ORAYDEN. to the Minister for
Mines:
(1) How many mineral claims have

been pegged and applied for by or
on behalf of Newmont Pty. Ltd.
In the Paterson Range area?

(2) How many leases for gold have
been pegged and applied for by or
on behalf of Newmont PtY. Ltd.,
In the Paterson Range area?

(3) Do the mineral claims and gold
leases in the Paterson Range ex-
tend over a distance of approxi-
mately 30 miles or more and, If
not, what Is the distance over
which they extend?

(4) Do the mineral claims and gold
leases in the nearby parallel range
extend over a distance of approxi-
mately 20 miles or more and, If
not, what Is the distance over
which they extend?

(5) Will he lay on the Table of the
House a map depicting the tem-
porary reserves and mining tene-
ments which, as far as the De-
partment of Mines is aware, are
currently held or applied for In
the Paterson Range area?

Mr. MAY replied:
(1) 231.
(2) 104.*
(3) They are in separated groups, the

longest being approximately 101
miles at Fanny Hill. The ground
In between the groups Is not held
for gold.

(4) Newmont has applied for two
separated groups of mineral
claims in the parallel range ap-
proximately 3 miles and 8 miles
in length. No gold leases have
been applied for here and the
ground between the groups is not
held for gold.

(5) Yes.
The Plan was tabled (see paper No.
458).

11. IRON ORE PROJECTS
Sales Contracts: Representations

Sir CHARLES COURT, to the Pre-
mier:
(1) (a) Is it correct that he and/or

the Government has made
representations to senior exe-
cutives of the Japanese iron
and steel Industry asking for
their support In negotiating
sales contracts to enable an
announcement to be made
fairly soon and preferably be-
fore the end of the year ir.
respect of a particular irot:
ore project;

(b) 11 "Yes" which is the project
and on what basis have repre-
sentations been made;

(c) what are the proportions of
Australian and overseas capi-
tal Involved In the project?

(2) Is it correct the Commonwealth
Government at senior officer and/
or Ministerial level has made
representations to the Japanese
clarifying that they would support
and approve sales contracts for
the same project?

Mr. J. T. TONKCIN replied:
(1) (a) Representations have been

made with a view to the early
establishment of an additional
source of iron ore production.
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(b) The project is Wittenoom-
Marandoo, and representa-
tions were made on the basis
that it Is desirable to have an-
other Iron-ore producer estab-
lished. This is in sharp Con-
trast to the attitude adopted
by the Leader of the Opposi-
tion himself when, as Minis-
ter for Industrial Develop-
ment, he directed senior
executives of the Japanese
iron and steel industry not
to deal with any iron ore pro-
ducer until Robe River was
established.

(c) Finality has not been reached
on the capital. At present, it
is on the basis of 50-50 equity
between Texasgulf Inc. and
Hanwrlght, with an under-
standing that these propor-
tions may have to be altered.

(2) Yes.

12. WATER SUPPLIES

Bickley Brook Reservoir

Mr. THOMPSON, to the Minister for
Water Supplies:
(1) Is water stored in the Bickley

Brook reservoir used In the Metro-
politan Water Board system?

(2) If not, is it intended that It will
be in the future?

(3) Is the present reservoir of suffi-
cient size to accommodate all the
water that flows from the catch-
ment?

(4) If "No" to (3), is It intended to
provide a new structure to in-
crease the holding capacity?

(5) What is the estimated annual
yield?

(6) How many private land holdings
are on the catchment. area?

(7) Is it intended that the catchment
is to be cleared of private owners;,
if so, when, and what is the esti-
mated cost of land acquisition?

Mr. JAMIESON replied:

(1) No.
(2) A long term probability is that

the Bickley Brook will be used.
(3) Nd.
(4) Yes, if and when the probability

referred to In (2) arises.
(5) In the order of three million

cubic mnetres.
(6) Approximately twenty-five.
(7) No, but subdivision is opposed. if

properties go on the market, con-
sideration is given to acquisition
on the merits of each case.

13. TOWN PLANNING

Canning Locations 260., 1166, and
768: Subdivision

Mr. THOMPSON, to the Minister for
Town Planning:
(1) Is It a fact that the owners of lot

1 part Canning location 260 and
Canning location 1166 were re-
cently granted approval to sub-
divide their land?

(2) Is It also true that the owner of
Canning location 768 was denied
approval to subdivide his land?

(3) As each of these pieces of land
is--
(a) on the Lower Helena catch-

ment area;
(b) zoned "rural" In the metro-

politan region scheme;
(c) similar in size;
(d) physically divided into two

sections by a road,
will he state the reasons for the
Inconsistency?

Mr.
(1)
(3)

14-

DAVIES replied:
and (2) Yes.
In the case of Canning location
768, this is bisected by Piesse
Brook and it was considered that
the risk of pollution would likely
be reater if subdivision was ap-
proved. Also one of the resultant
lots would have been considerably
smaller than those proposed In the
subdivision of lot 1 part Canning
locations 260 and 1166.

GOVERNMENT
VETERINARIAN

Transfer from Moora

Mr. E. H. M. LEWIS, to the Minister
for Agriculture:-

(1) Is the Agricultural Department's
veterinary officer to be transferred
from Moora?

(2) If so, what Is the reason?

(3) When will an equally qualified
veterinary officer be appointed In
his stead?

Mr. Jamieson (for Mr. H. D. EVANS)
replied:

(1) He has already been transferred.

(2) Normal departmental poicy Is
to move young officers from time
to time to other areas in order
to widen their prof essional
experience.

(3) Immediately.
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15. TOODYAY-MfLOANG
RAILWAY LINE
Changeover Point

Mr. E. H. M. LEWIS, to the Minister
representing the Minister for Rail-
ways:
(1) Are there any proposals for chang-

Ing the changeover point for train
crews on the Toodyay-Mlling rail-
way?

(2)
(3)

17.

If so, what are they?
What is the reason for the pro-
posals?

Mr. MAY replied:
(1) There are no firm. proposals for

altering the changeover point on
the Toodyay-Millng section but the
operation of this line together with
others is under examination. This
examination Is still in the preil-
minary stage.

(2) The feasibility of working trains
from either Porrestfield or Avon
to Miling is being examined.

(3) To determine the most economical
operation for the section.

16. GILIAINGARRA AND
MOGUMEER SCHOOLS

Enrolments

Mr. E. 1H. MW. LEWIS, to the Minister
representing the Minister for Educa-
tion:
(1) As at 1st August what were the

enrolments in 1970, 1971, 1972 and
1913 at Gillingarra, school and
Mogumber school respectively?

(2) Are there any proposals for the
closure of Gillingarra school as
from the end of 1973?

(3) Will the Gilingarra parents be
consulted prior to a final decision
to close the school?

(4) What are the reasons for any pro-
Posed closure?

(5) What arrangements will be made
for the future education of Gillin-
garra children?

Mr. T. D. EVANS replied:
(1) Enrolment as at 1st A

1970 1971
Gifingatra primary -. 15 14
Hogumber primary 54 45

ugust:
1072
12
43

1073
17
29

(2), (4) and (5) There are no Immedi-
ate proposals for closure but it
should be recognised that there
are three one-teacher schools
within a -short distance of each
other in this area and this might
necessitate a review of the situa-
tion in the future.

(3) yes.

EDUCATION
Earmel Report:, Analysis

Mr. E. H. M. LEWIS, to the Minister
representing the Minister for Educa-
tion:
(1) Has he arranged with the Direc-

tor-General for a critical analysis
of the implications of the Karmel
report?

(2) If not of the whole report, which
aspects have been examined?

(3) Has any report consequently been
received from the Director-Gen-
eral?

(4) Would he furnish the House with
either the Director-General's
assessment or a summary of It?

(5) If no such request has been made
of the Director-General, will the
Minister do so and as soon as
possible Inform the House of the
result?

Mr. T. D. EVANS replied:
(1) to (5) The Karinel Report has

been the subject of moat detailed
analysis by a task force estab-
lished within the Education De-
partment. Some senior depart-
mental officers, with the assistance
of the research branch, have work-
ed on a fuitime basis to invest-
igate details of the implementa-
tion of the grants. The results of
these investigations have been
fully discussed in committee and
the Minister for Education advised
of the projected developments.
The report has also been the topic
of continuing discussions between
the Australian Department of
Education and the States and has
been considered fully at meetings
of the Australian Education
council and at special conferences
of Directors-General of Education.
On each of these occasions full
background information has been
prepared for those concerned.
As an overall assessment, the Gov-
ernment considers that the re-
port's basic philosophies which
relate to needs and priorities in
education are to be commended.
The concepts have been estab-
lished on broad educational prin-
ciples and can be accepted as be-
ing in the best interests of Aus-
tralian education. The principle
of identifying many areas of dis-
ability ensures that assistance will
be available over a wide spectrum.
The system of basing some grants
on a per capita basis according to
indices, whilst in other cases block
grants are available, is the most
appropriate course of action.
The administration of the grants
has been the subject of consider-
able continuing negotiation and
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the Government considers that
when details are finally accepted.
States will retain considerable
freedom and that opportunities
will be Provided for community
participation.

18. SOIL EROSION
Pastoral Leases: Gaseoyne

Sir CHARLES COURT, to the Minis-
ter for Agriculture:

With reference to the report in
The West Australian 6th Novem-
ber under heading "Aid to Com-
bat Erosion i~kely"-
(1) Is it intended that the Gov-

ernment will abandon the ori-
ginal recommendations to re-
duce the stock numbers in the
Gascoyne area affected from
500,000 to 200,000 over the
next 10 Years?

(2) How much information is he
able to give the Parliament
ahead of the discussions he
is going to have with the Pas-
toralists later this week, and
in particular, can he advise
whether any of the stations
are to be shut down or re-
duced below levels that the
pastoralists would regard as
economic for their continuous
operation?

(3) floes he agree that many of
the pastoralists have taken
effective action which, if con-
tinued, would result in the
rehabilitation of their proper-
ties to a satisfactory state?

Mr. Jamieson (for Mr. H. D. EVANS)
replied:
(1) No. However some modifications

may be made.
(2) The remedial measures to be

undertaken are to be determined
in consultation with the Pastoral-
ists affected.

(3) The effectiveness of any remedial
measures adopted by pastoralists
will be subject to review.

19. FARM WATER ADVISORY
COUNCIL
Members

Mr. W. G. YOUNG, to the Minister
for Agriculture:
(1) Prom what organisations are the

members of the Parm Water Ad-
visory Council drawn?

(2) Who are the members of the above
council?

Mr. Jamieson (for Mr. H. D. EVANS)
replied:
(1) The Farm Water Supply Commit-

tee has a representative from
each of the following-

Public Works Department.

Mines Department (hydrology
branch).

Department of Agriculture.
Rural and Industries Bank.

(2) The current membership of the
Farm Water Supply Committee Is
as follows--

Mr. S. T. Smith, Chairman,
representing the Department
of Agriculture.

Mr. K. Permain, representing
the Public Works Depart-
ment.

Dr. K. Berliat, representing the
Mines Department.

Mr. D. Fisher, representing the
Rural and Industries Bank.

20. ESPERANCE SCHOOL
Staff Amenities

Mr. W. 0. YOUNG, to the Minister
representing the Minister for Educa-
tion:
(1) When will work on the staff

amenities at the Esperance prim-
ary school be-
(a) started;
(b) completed?

(2) Have funds been allocated for
these works?

(3) If no funds have been allocated
when will money be made avail-
able?

Mr. T. D. EVANS replied:
(1) Sketch plans have been approved

and working drawings are being
undertaken. Until f ull documenta-
tion is complete It is not Possible
to give commencement and com-
pletion dates.

(2) and (3) Funds have been allocated
for the work as from 1st January,
1974, from money to be made
available by the Australian Gov-
ernment.

21. HOUSING
Broome Touwnsite: Roads

Mr. RIDGE, to the Minister for
Housing:
(1) Has the State Housing Commis-

sion received a quote from the
Main Roads Department for the
construction of roads in Streeter
Avenue, Frewer Avenue, Norman
Street and Dixon Drive in the
Broome townsite?

(2) If so. when?
(3) As some of the 19 houses which

which are under construction in
the streets referred to are near-
ing completion, will he advise
what action is being taken in re-
lation to the early provision of
road access to the properties?
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Mr. May (for Mr. BICKERTON)
replied:
(1) to (3) The State Housing Com-

mission is not the subdivider of
this land but it is understood the
responsible authority is negotiat-
Ing with the Main Roads Depart-
ment for the early construction
of the roads to give access to
these properties.

22. This question was postponed.

23. PRE-SCHOOL EDUCATION
CENTRES

Recurrent Expenses
Mr. MENSAROS, to the Minister rep-
resenting the Minister for Education:

Further to question 20 on 24th
October, 1973 regarding pre-school
education, could he please give in-
formation as to under what
item(s) in Part V (Minister for
Education) of the current Budget
the $1,600,000 is allowed for in the
1973-74 Estimates?

Mr. T. D. EVANS replied:
The sum of $1,600,000 Is provided
under item 169, division 23, part
2 of the Estimates for 1973-74.

24. EDUCATION
Schools in Agricultural Areas:

Disruptions
Mr. MENSAROS, to the Minister rep-
resenting the Minister for Education:

What, if any, steps has he taken
to investigate the disorders in
some northern agricultural area
schools, as reported from witness
testimony to the Commonwealth
Royal Commission inquiring into
Aboriginal affairs, and what steps
is he going to take to remedy the
situation?

Mr. T. D. EVANS replied:
The only information available to
the Education Department is con-
tained in Press reports.
The department views such re-
ports with concern and Individual
cases are investigated.

25. CONSUMER PROTECTION
Used Car Buyers

Mr. MENSAROS, to the Minister for
Consumer Protection:

in view of the fact that both the
State and Federal Governments
have announced consumer protec-
tion legislation aimed to protect
car buyers, could he advise whe-
ther the Government's policy is
to vacate this field to the Com-
monwealth or is he going ahead
with the proposed State legisla-
tion?

Mr. May (for Mr. HARMAN) replied:
The Australian Government Is
specifically concerning itself with
motor vehicle manufacturing
standards.
The State Government is con-
cerned with the standards of
roadworthiness and equipment of
motor vehicles under the Traffic
Act.
The specific selling practices and
consumer protection aspects of
used vehicle sales will be covered
under the proposed Motor Vehicle
Dealers Act.
There is no conflict between the
existing and proposed State legis-
lation and what we believe Is In
the thinking of the Australian
Government.
The Motor Vehicle Dealers Bill
will be Introduced into Parliament
next week.

26. MENTAL HEALTH
Commonwealth Finance

Mr. MENSAROS, to the Minister for
Health:

In connection with the reported
$590,000 Commonwealth spending
on Western Australia's mental
health-
(a) is this money being received

in way of special grants;
(b) is it going to be spent in ac-

cordance with the previous
plans of the Department of
Mental Health;

(c) will the Commonwealth Gov-
ernment have any participa-
tion in administration of pro-
jects financed from this
$590,000 or other mental
health institutions in Western
Australia;

(d) if so. to what extent;
(e) can he give assurance that all

the required expert personnel
is or will be available for
these projects?

Mr. DAVIES replied:
(a) and (b) Yes.
(c) No.

27.

(d) Answered by (c).
(e) Yes, within the limits

normal staff availability.
of

COUNTRY HIGH SCHOOL
HOSTELS

Commonwealth Finance
Mr. McPHARLIN, to the Minister rep-
resenting the Minister for Education:
(1) Has the Federal Government made

any greater amount of money
available which could be directed
to the Country High School Hos-
tels Authority?
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(2) Has any further consideration
been given to the proposal to build
a hostel at Wyalkatchem?

Mr. T. D. EVANS replied:
(1) The Australian Government does

not provide finance for the estab-
lishment of hostels.
The Country High School Hos-
tels Authority has power to bor-
row money upon the guarantee of
the Treasurer of the State.

(2) Consideration of the building of
a hostel at Wyalkatchem has been
deferred pending completion of the
current building programme.

CHILD WrELFARE
Adoptions: Sale of Babies

Mr. MePHARLIN, to the Minister rep-
resenting the Minister for Community
Welfare:
(1) Has the Minister seen the report

in The Sunday Times of 4th Nov-
ember alleging that babies are for
sale in Western Australia and in-
dicating that rich people could
obtain babies for adoption quicker
than others?

Q2) If so, will he take action to ascer-
tain the authenticity of the re-
port?

Mr. T. D. EVANS replied:
(1) Yes.
(2) Until more specific Information Is

available the authenticity of the
report is questionable.
Officers of the Community Wel-
fare Department have no evidence
to suggest that the practices re-
ferred to do in fact occur and the
Minister considers that Journalists
who write such reports should sub-
stantiate them.

TOWN PLANNING
Grac clown

Mr. BLAIKIE, to the Minister for
Town Planning:
(1) What is the planned population

capacity of Gracetown?
()Is it the department's Intention

to require future subdivisions to
have reticulated water?

(3) If "No" to (2), would he give
reason for the department's policy
in this area?

(4) Would he table any plan showing
future subdivisional proposals?

Mr. DAVIES replied:
(1) to (4) Gracetown is Crown Land

and therefore not subject to part
III of the Town Planning and
Develar-mcnt Act.

Land is released by the Lands De-
partment on terms decided by the
Minister for Lands, to whom It

30.

31.

may be advantageous to direct
further questions. It Is general
Town Planning Hoard policy that
coastal holiday and residential
subdivisions should have reticu-
lated water supply to provide
adequate health standards.

WINE

Appellation

Mr. BLAIKIE, to the Minister for
Agriculture:
(1) Has he received arty request for

the introduction of legislation
proposing appellation of wine?

(2) Does the Government intend to
introduce legislation, and if so
when?

(3) Would he advise the situation that
exists in other wine producing
states?

Mr. Jamieson (for Mr. H. D. EVANS)
replied:
(1) Yes.
(2) The matter is receiving considera-

tion.
(3) Recent amendments to the Food

and Drug Regulations in all States
provide control of labelling to
protect the authenticity of regional
wines. There is no other form of
appellation control in any State of
Australia.

FRUIT

Codling moth and oter
Pests: Checks

Mr. BL&IKIE, to the Minister for
Agriculture:
(1) In view of the possibility that

Western Australia may be permit-
ted to export fresh apples and
pears to Japan and in order that
this State may be kept free of
codling moth and any other un-
wanted pests and diseases, Is It
Intended to increase surveillance
at the Norseman check point, par-
ticularly during the months when
infestation is likely to occur?

(2) Has the Government considered
substantially increasing the pen-
alty for bringing prohibited fruit
into the State and prohibiting
entry of all f ruit into the State
from States where cofng moth is
present?

(3) If "No" to (2), has consideration
been given to requiring stone and
citrus fruits entering the State
from other States where codling
moth is present be either fumi-
gated or held in cold storage for
the required period?
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Mr. Jamieson (for Mr. H. D. EVANS)
replied:
(1) Yes.
(2) Yes, but it is considered more ef-

fective to concentrate on educa-
tibn and publicity as means of
limiting the transport of prohi-
bited host fruits of codling moth.
Importation of other fruits from
Eastern States is conditional upon
approved treatment or an official
declaration of freedom from pests
and diseases and inspection on ar-
rival.

(3) No. All known host fruits of cod-
ling moth are prohibited. As citrus
is not a host fruit it Is permitted
entry as outlined in (2).

32. ALBANY HIGH SCHOOL
FIRE

Extent of Damage
Mir. ELAIKI, to the Minister for
Works:
(1) Would he advise the total cost of

damage to the Albany high
school?

(2) Was the building or contents or
personal belongings covered by
insurance and, if so, would he give
details of extent of policy cover?

(3) If "Yes" to (2), what is the extent
of claims lodged for reimburse-
ment of damage?

(4) Have any claims for damage been
satisfied and, if so, would he give
detail?

Mr. JAMIESON replied:
(1) No estimate has been prepared.
(2) Only the building and fixed fit-

tings are covered.
(3) and (4) The insurance company

is aware that no estimated cost
has been prepared and no aspect
of reimbursement can be consid-
ered until the actual costs are
known.

33. DEPARTMENT OF
TOURISM

Takeover of Functions of
Authority

Mr. BLAIKI, to the Minister repre-
senting the Minister for Tourism:

Has the Department of Tourism
absorbed any function of the
Tourist Development Authority
and, if so, would he give detail
when this was done and the
extent of any move?

Mr. T. D. EVANS replied:
No. The establishment of the
Department of Tourism has had
no effect on the operation or func-
tioning Of the aulthority.

34. EUSSELTON AND MT.
BARER HOSPITALS
Staff Retrenchments

Mr. BLAIKIE, to the Minister for
Health:
(1) Why has it been necessary to re-

duce staff at the Busselton and
Mt. Barker hospitals?

(2) Is it the department's intention
to Provide employment in other
Government institutions?

(3) If "Yes" to (2), would he give de-
tails?

(4) What is the number of persons
involved in this retrenchment?

Mr. DAVIES replied:
(1) Any reductions would be because

hospitals were employing a
greater number of staff than their
approved establishments.

(2) and (3) Reductions are applied
on the basis of not replacing staff
who resign.

(4) There will be no retrenchments.
I would refer the Member to the
circular to hospitals copy of
which was tabled yesterday.

35. DEVELOPMENT AGREEMENTS
Processing of Natural Resources

Mr. RUSHTON, to the Minister for
Development and Decentralisation:
(1) Will he please name the industrial

development agreements enacted
by our State which Include con-
ditions for processing of our
natural resources?

(2) Will he atlso list against each
agreement the processing required
and the timetable for each stage
of the processing development?

Mr. TAYLOR replied:
(1) and (2) Yes. List tabled here-

with.
The papers were tabled (see paper
No. 459).

36. EDUCATION
One Arm Point

Mr. RIDGE, to the Minister repre-
senting the Minister for Education:
(1) Of the estimated 90 children liv-

ing at One Arm Point. how many
are of school age?

(2) What facilities exist for the edu-
cation of the children at this
settlement?

Mr. T. D. EVANS replied:
(1) The number is subject to consider-

able variation but at the present
time it would be approximately
sixty.

(2) Teachers' quarters are now unader
construction and demountable
classrooms will be Provided as soon
as teachers can be appointed.
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QUJESTIONS (9): WITHOUT NOTICE
1. NATURAL GAS AND) OIL
Pipeline Authority Act: Validity

Sir CHARLES COURT, to the Premier:
Arising out of the Premier's ans-
wer to question 1 on today's notice
paper, in view of the f act that It
seems to be generally accepted In
both Government and non-Gov-
ernment circles at Canberra that
the Pipeline Authority Act, 1973.
Is outside the Constitution, would
he please make some Inquiries of
the Prime Minister or the appro-
priate Commonwealth Minister to
obtain the latest views which the
Commonwealth Government has
on this particular Act?

Mr. J. T. TONKIN replied:
The Leader of the Opposition has
based his question on an assump-
tion of which 1 have no evidence;,
that is to 'say, it now appears to
be generally accepted in Canberra
that the legislation is outside the
Constitution. I do not accept that
statement, without some evidence
being given.

Sir Charles Court: I am not asking
you to.

Mr. J. T. TONKIN: I suggest the
Leader of the Opposition put this
question on the notice paper. By
doing that I will be given the
opportunity to make some inquiry
at Canberra.

Sir Charles Court: I am merely ask-
Ing you to make inquiries at
Canberra.

2. NEWMONT PTY. LTD.
Temporary Reserves: Appointment of

Royal Commission
Mr. GRAYDEN, to the Premier:

In view of the fact that-
(a) the Government has reversed

the previous Government's
policy In respect of temporary
reserves and the Minister for
Mines has granted T.R.s total-
ling In excess of 361 square
miles In the Paterson Range
to Newmont Pty. Ltd., thus
effectively preventing Aus-
tralian mining companies from
continuing to explore In the
area;

(b) at least two of the T.R~s each
totalling 72.2 square miles
were granted long after he
was aware that anomalous
gold values had been found
over a wide area on the Pater-
son Range and that this con-
stitutes an unheard of abuse
of T.R.s:

3.

(e) the size of the potential field
is indicated by the fact that
Newmont Pty. Ltd. has already
pegged mineral claims and
gold leases In the T.R.s over
an area 30 miles long and up
to six miles wide and a
parallel range has been pegged
over a distance of 20 miles;

(d) altogether a huge number of
mineral claims and gold leases
have been pegged and pegging
Is proceeding;

(e) only a small portion of the 361
square miles has yet been
explored for gold and yet
reserves of the extent dis-
closed by Newmont Pty. Ltd.
have already been proven:
and

(f) If the area becomes a great
new gold region Australians
could find themselves almost
completely excluded from the
area;

would he appoint a Royal Com-
mission to Inquire Into the cir-
cumstances In which the 'I.R.s
were granted?

Mr. J. T. TONKIN replied;.
I want to make two observations.
Firstly, this question should have
been directed to the Minister for
Mines and, secondly, a copy of the
question was handed to me some
70 or 80 seconds ago. In the cir-
curnstances I would ask the hon-
ourable member to put the ques-
tion on the notice paper.

INDUSTRIAL STOPPAGE
Waterside Workers at Wyndham

Mr. RIDGE, to the Minister for Works:
I apologise f or the late notice of
this question. As the Wyndham
waterside workers are on strike
for the second time In 10 days,
and considering their major
demand is for pay slips which
Itemnise the hours worked, the
rates of pay, and the different
categories of work undertaken.
will he explain why settlement
has not been reached on a claim
which has the appearance of
being quite reasonable?

Mr. JAMIESON replied:
I have not received a copy of this
question, but some notice was
given over the phone yesterday.. I
have been making Inquiries into
the situation end according to the
Secretary of the Waterside Work-
ers' Federation the demnands of
the men at the port are far In
excess of what they should be,
and the men are acting un-
reasonably. He has despatched an
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officer from his union. Mr. Bull.
who will arrive there tomorrow
to investigate the situation. An
agreement has been arrived at
by the Waterside Workers' Fed-
eration in respect of what in-
formation will be made available
on pay slips by employers, and
this has been complied with. To
go any further would be beyond
the scope of the present agree-
ment which the waterside workers
have on this matter: and un-
fortunately the dispute lingers on.
However, it is hoped that when
Mr. Bull reaches Wyndham
tomorrow good sense will prevail
after his discussions with the men
and that they will return to work.
Unfortunately the co-op and
others are being hurt because
there is, I understand, a charter
ship In port. This is unfortunate,
but there Is no way by which we
can overcome the situation when
such a dispute erupts in an out-
port as It has on this occasion. All
we can do is to try to brink all
the People together In a spirit of
mediation. It would appear that
the dispute in this ease is between
the union headquarters and a
branch of the union.

SEWERAGE
Woodlands

Mr. R. L. YOUNG, to the Minister for
Water Supplies:
(1) What would be the cost of ex-

tending present sewerage works
in Woodlands to Include Sabina
Street, Lefroy Street. Humbert
Street, and Hale Road-
(a) while the contractors are In

the area at present;
(b) should the work be done at

a later time?
(2) If the work cannot be extended

in this financial year when Is It
estimated that It will be done?

(3) Why was this tiny pocket of the
suburb left out of the present ex-
tensions?

Mr. JAMIESON replied:
This question was rung through in
time for me to obtain the answer.
which Is as follows-

(1) (a) and (b) A detailed design
has not been made and therefore
an estimate is not available. How-
ever the cost to mobilise, etc., is
not significant in a work such as
this.

(2) The work has been listed for con-
sideration In the financial year
1975-76, but construction will
depend on capital funds avail-
able.

(3) Priority was given to land at a
lower level where diffculties were
occurring in the dlspcosal of septic
tank effluent.

5. IRON ORE PROJECT
Sales Contracts: Represent ations
Sir CHARLES COURT, to the Premier:

Arising from the answer to ques-
tion 11 (1) (b) in which he said,
among other things, that he-
that Is referring to me- "directed
senior executives of the Japanese
iron and steel industry not to deal
with any iron ore producer until
Robe River was established".
would he table the Papers on
which he based tile statement
regarding my alleged direction?

Mr. J. T. TONKIN replied:
I probably gained my information
from the same source he received
his information which enabled
him to ask this question. There
are no papers with regard to It.

Sir Charles Court: Hardly. It is not
true.

The SPEAKER: Order!
Sir Charles Court: You talk about

supposition!1
Mr. J. T. Tonkin: No supposition in

this.
The SPEAKER: Order!
Sir Charles Court: It is absolute sup-

position or misinformation.
The SPEAKER: Order!

6. NEWMONT PTY. LTD.
Mineral Claims and Gold Leases

Mr. GRAYDEK. to the Minister for
Mines:

If mineralisation does not occur
over a distance of 30 miles In
the Paterson Range and 20 miles
of the nearby Parallel range, why
has Newinont Ply. Ltd. Pegged
m~ineral claims and gold leases
over a distance of 30 mniles in
the Paterson Range and 20 miles
in the nearby Parallel range?

The SPEAKER: I think that is a ques-
tion which should go onto the
notice paper.

Mr. O'Neil: He Probably will not be
able to answer it.

7. TRADlE UNIONS
Pressure to Join

Mr. RUSHTON, to the Minister for
Labour:

I would like to ask the Minister
representing the Minister for
Labour for further clarification of
the reply to question 4 on today's
notice paper.

4.
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The reply indicates that we are
to have voluntary unionism. I
ask the Minister: Does this In-
dicate a change of heart from the
Previous stand, and does it now
appear that Individuals will have
some rights?

Mr. May (for Mr. Harman) replied:
In view of the fact I answered
the question on behalf of the
Minister for Labour. I ask that
this further question be placed
on the notice paper.

8- ALB3ANY HIGH SCHOOL FIRE
Extent of Damage

Mr. BLAIKIE, to the Minister for
Works:

I refer to part (2) of question 32
on today's notice paper. Would
the Minister advise what amount
of liability was accepted by the
Insurance company involved?

Mr. JAMIESON replied.
Obviously, I cannot answer that
question off the cuff. I must have
research carried out and I ask
that the question be put on the
notice paper.

9. NEWMONT PTY. LTD).
Mineral Claims and Gold Leases

Mr. GRAYDEN, to the Minister for
Mines:

The previous question I asked
without notice arose out of an
answer which the Minister gave
a few minutes ago to an earlier
question.
I asked what Is the possible length
of the mnineralised zone in the
Paterson Range. His reply was
as follows-
(a) Approximate length of gold

mineralisation of economic
Potential is 2 kilometres.

(b) Copper mineralisation with
only traces of gold occur
sporadically over a strike
length of about 3 kilometres.

I now ask the Minister why New-
mont Pty. Ltd. pegged mineral
claims and gold leases over an
area exceeding 3D miles?

The SPEAKER: I still adhere to my
previous ruling. It should not be
expected of the Minister to answer
a question on behalf of the com-
pany.

LEAVE OF ABSENCE
On motion by Mr. Moiler, leave of ab-

sence for two weeks granted to Mr. Jones
(Collie) on the ground of fi-health.

MARITIME ARCHAEOLOGY BILL AND
MUJSEUM ACT AMENDMENT BILL

Presence of Dr. Ride
THRE SPEAKER (Mr. Norton): I would

advise members that during the debate on
the next two Bills, Orders of the Day Nos.
1 and 2, Dr. Ride will be sitting behind
my Chair.

MARITIME ARCHAEOLOGY BILL
Second Reading

Debate resumed from the 24th October.

MR. J. T. TONKIN (Melville-Minister
for Cultural Affairs) [2.53 p.m.]: When I
introduced this Bill, I made it clear that
the proposed Act was made necessary by
certain legislative weaknesses in the cur-
rent Museum Act, the relevant actions be-
ing based upon the concept of wrecks.

I also pointed out that the existing legis-
lation did not cover certain material which
was previously excluded from the Act on
the ground that it was not derived from
wrecked vessels but which was, neverthe-
less, of very great historical importance to
the State. The Flinders anchors is a case
in point.

In order to achieve its purpose, the pro-
posed Act relies upon two concepts. Firstly,
the maritime archaeological site and,
secondly, that such a site may be declared
by the Governor to be within a protected
zone and that regulations may be made by
the Governor to prevent pillage or disturb-
ance of such sites.

Other matters In the Bill concerned
changes in the nature of the manner in
which rewards were to be decided and
specific powers which were given to the
Governor on the recommendation of the
trustees to pass, to specified classes of
persons, material obtained from the
wrecks.

In the ensuing debate it has been made
very clear by all members who have spoken
that there is a very general approval of
the intentions of the Bill but members
have also raised numbers of serious mat-
ters which are of great consequence if the
assumption can be made that those res-
ponsible for the operation of the Bill would
be permitted to trespass outside its pur-
pose; namely, to preserve, on behalf of the
community, the remains of ships lost in our
colonial period and before.

In response to the widespread Concern,
I authorised the Director of the Museum
to discuss with members who had shown
interest in this matter-and appointed by
both Opposition parties--the areas of con-
cern to discover whether solutions could
be found which would not necessarily alter
the nature of the proposed legislation but
which would dispel the anxiety.

These discussions, I am pleased to say,
have been most fruitful and I am grateful
to members of all parties for the spirit in
which the discussions have taken place.
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I shall be moving in Committee amend-
ments which have arisen out of the dis-
cussions.

As I have already said, it is a matter
of general public Interest that the law
concerning these historic relics should be
clarified and made workable. in general
terms, the amendments which I shall be
moving relate to three major areas of
concern, as well as to some minor details.
The areas of concern are--

(1) The need to ensure that the con-
cept of protected zones cannot be
applied unnecessarily in such a
way that public recreation and
commercial fishing shall be In-
hibited.

(2) Legal matters-and, in particular,
to reconsider the question of re-
wards for information leading to
conviction and to look more closely
at the question of the onus of
proof which the Bill places upon
a defendant.

(3) To provide for an equitable system
of rewards to be made to those
who act in the public Interest so
that they are encouraged to ire-
port relics or wrecks found by
them.

I take these matters in the above order
in general terms. They will be presented
In detail In Committee; because, as I have
already said, the Bill is essentially a Comn-
mittee measure.

In general terms, I1 refer to the concept
of protected zones which depends, in turn,
upon the concept of the maritime archaeo-
logical site, which requires definition. It
is the responsibility of the director to
designate such sites and fears were
expressed that he might designate sites
which did not contain unrecovered wrecks.
This was not the purpose of the legislation
and I shall be moving an amendment to
clause 4 which will place this matter
beyond doubt.

In order to ensure that the Parliament
has the right to review any protected zone,
I shall be moving that clause 9 be amended
to enable the Parliament to disallow any
such declaration. To ensure that a reason-
able Person shall be able to recogniie a
protected zone and not stray into it by
mistake, I am also proposing that, where
recognisable landmarks do not occur, those
responsible for the operation of the Act
shall also be responsible for providing them.

So that the innocent use of waters by
vessels shall not be impeded, I am provid-
ing for the exception of vessels being used
for the purpose of innocent passage, re-
creation, or commercial fishing of a kind
not likely adversely to affect the site.

Finally, in this clause, I am also providing
that the liability of an owner--or char-
terer-following from the actions of the
person in command of the vessel shall be

limited to cases where he can be shown
to have caused or permitted the contra-
vention of the regulation.

I have mentioned some legal matters
which have to be attended to. Although
it was not sought by any member in the
discussions, we have thought it desirable
to make provision to empower the Gover-
nor, acting on the advice of the trustees,
to broaden the second schedule to the Act.

If, by chance, it should transpire that
a person is lawfully in possession of ma-
terial from an historic ship which is not
known to the Museum at this time, but
which was lawfully held by him because
he recovered it before the coming into
operation of the 1964 Act, the second
schedule can be amended to take
account of this material so that the
trustees need not call upon him to sur-
render it.

At the request of the members who con-
ferred with Dr. Ride-namely, the mem-
ber for Floreat and his colleagues from
the Legislative Council-I have agreed to
the deletion of the words "area" and
"site" from the clause concerning the
onus of proof.

In my opening speech, I referred to
the reasons which we have for the re-
moval of the mandatory requirement
which implied that the reporter of a
wreck bad property rights in the bullion
value contained in it. The Provision, as
drafted, made all matters in the payment
of rewards discretionary upon the
trustees and the Minister, but removed
the previous ceiling of $2,000 which had
been placed upon them. This was intended
to remove any implication of rights in
property, but, on the other hand, to make
it possible for realistic rewards to be paid.

I have listened to the argument that,
while it might be realistic in times of in-
flation to remove the ceiling on the re-
ward, it is bad Psychology for a person not
to know what he might expect to get by
way of a reward. Accordingly, I have
agreed to the imposition of a new ceiling
of $5,000. However, noting that a ceiling
of this sort might be unrealistic in the
light of metals recovered from the wreck
or other features, I have provided-

(a) that the Minister may direct the
trustees that they may recom-
mend up to a greater amount:

(b) that a person may appeal to a
judge in chambers either for a
review of the amount within the
ceiling set by the Act, or by the
Minister, on general grounds or,
in the event of the metal value
of the neck being particularly
high, that the judge may direct
the awarding of a higher amount
not exceeding one half of the
market value of the metal, in
addition to any amount payable
under the limitation.

475%
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Finally, in order to define the time during
which a reporter might reasonably ex-
peat to receive notification of the reward,
I have included, at the request of the dir-
ector, a provision which requires notifica-
tion to be given to the reporter within 12
months unless the Minister directs that a
longer period shall apply.

I have already said that this Bill should
not be considered on party lines and I do
not intend to comment on the statements
of members except to put certain factual
matters right.

Firstly, the Bill which we have before
us contains amendments to two successive
Acts introduced by an earlier Government
which received the support of my party,
which I was at the time leading in Oppo-
sitioni.

The earlier legislation in those Acts,
which is continued in this Bill, is very
much in the nature of pioneering legisla-
tion in a new field which was not visual-
ised at the time legislation concerning
shipwrecks grew up in various parts of
the world. In such a complex field of
national and international law it must be
expected 'that amendments to concepts
and details will be found to be necessary.
This Bill results from our experience.

At the time we started in this work the
only overseas experience available was
based upon the laws of salvage, which are
totally inapplicable in archaeological re-
covery or in the subsequent determination
of the best use for the material. Measures
which preserve the rights of salvers are
Inevitably contrary to the concept of the
preservation of national heritage in
archaeological material and the proper his-
torical evaluation and research into the
material recovered.

Some members, In speaking to the Bill,
implied that salvage laws, such as those
attributed to Florida, are to be commended.
I can only say that those laws are out-
moded in this field of law today and that
such modern measures as the law of
Sweden and the new Protection of Wrecks
Act of the United Kingdom, which fol-
lowed, in time, our own Western Austra-
lian Act, reject the concepts that salvers
have rights to salvage or possess material
from the wrecks found by them. In fact,
the new United Kingdom legislation also
operates upon the concept of restricted
areas.

In what I have said about the rights of
salvers, one must recognise that one lives
in a world where the discoverers of wrecks
must be encouraged to report their finds
and not loot them, even If they have no
rights of salvage. It has therefore been
our policy in all legislation in this State to
make reasonable provision for rewards to
encourage the finders of wrecks to behave
in the public Interest.

Question put and passed.
Bill read a second time.

In Commnittee
The Chairman of Committees (Mr.

Bateman) in the Chair; Mr. J. T'. Tonikin
(Minister for Cultural Affairs)3 in charge
of the Bill.

Clause 1 put and passed.
Clause 2: Commencement-
Mr. E. H. M. LEWIS. I do not rise to

question the clause so much as to express
appreciation for the Minister's explanation
of the reasons for his amendments. I also
appreciate having bad the opportunity to
discuss the Bill with the Director of the
Museum. My discussions were quite sep-
arate from those held by the other Party
in Opposition, and while they were quite
amicable I did not have the opportunity to
make a further close study of the amend-
ments, which had to be submitted to the
Minister for final approval and subse-
quently be placed on the notice paper.

The amendments were not placed on the
notice paper until today, and as they com-
prise about 2k pages of the notice paper I
would like to have the opportunity to
examine them closely in order to ascertain
their effect on the Bill. I therefore ask
that the 'Premier have Progress reported
and continue the Committee stage tomor-
row or at some other time convenient to
him.

Mr. J. T'. TONKIN: I appreciate the
point raised by the member for Moore. I
have no desire to rush the Bill through.
However it will be realised that If further
consideration of this measure is postponed
I will also have to postone the next Bill.
which means we will have to proceed
straightaway with the Appropriation Bill.
I hope I will not be charged with mis-
management of the notice paper and of
the House If I do that. I will be pleased
If the Government Whip will now move
that progress be reported.

Progress
Progress reported and leave given to sit

again, on motion by Mr. Moiler.

APPROPRIATION BILL
(CONSOLIDATED REVIENUE FUND)

Second Reading
Debate resumed from the 31st October.

MR. THOMPSON (Darling Range)
[3.11 p.m.]: Recently the Grants Com-
mission Bill of 1973 was passed by both
Houses of Federal Parliament to provide
for the setting up of a new Grants Com-
mission. When introducing the Bill the
Prime Minister said-

This Bill Is a key part of our new
charter for local government.

I believe that this is another nield in
which the Federal Government is horming
in on powers of the State Governments.
This is a very drastic step which the
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Federal Government proposes. It has rec-
ognised the considerable build-up In the
population of the metropolitan areas of
Sydney and Melbourne.

Mr. Taylor: And of Western Australia,
Mr. THOMPSON: Yes, a build-up In

the urban areas generally.
Mr. Taylor: Things have changed tre-

mendously in 60 years.
Mr. THOMPSON: In 1947, 31 per cent.

of the population lived in nonurbant areas.
By 1972, this was reduced to 14.7 per
cent. In my opinion the Federal Govern-
ment decided It wanted to woo the people
living In these areas. I suggest that Its
encroachment into the sphere of local gov-
ernment through the Grants Commission
is designed to strengthen 'the position of
the Labor Government.

Mr. Taylor: Can you suggest It would
gain more than your own party, for ex-
ample?

Mr. THOMPSON: Yes, and I will ex-
plain this as I proceed.

Mr. Taylor: I would have thought It
was the other way round.

Mr. THOMPSON: I do not think It Is
that way at all, and I will explain tuis to
the House and to the Deputy Premier as
I continue.

It is true that since Its Inception in
1933, the Grants Commission has done a
splendid job for Australia. The first Grants
Commission Bill was presented in 1933 as
a result of the depression. In ray research
I examined the comments made at the
time of its introduction, and I would like
to quote a small passage from the speech
of Prime Minister Lyons. I quote from
Hansard of the 19th May, 1933, as fol-
lows-

The disturbed financial conditions
of Australa generally have empha-
sised the difficulties of the smaller
States% and the grants made to them
from time to time by the Common-
wealth have now assumed consider-
able dimensions. The subject of the
bill Is, therefore, of great Importance
alike to the smaller States which
have been receiving assistance; to the
bigger States, which have really to
provide the assistance: and to the
Commonwealth Parliament and Gov-
ernment, which has to decide the
extent to which such assistance shall
be given. The framers of the Con-
stitution anticipated that some of the
States might, in certain circum-
stances, need assistance of this char-
acter, for it was provided in section
96 of the Constitution that-

During a period ef ten years
after the establishment of the
Commonwealth, and thereafter
until the Parliament otherwise
provides, the Parliament may

grant financial assitance to any
State on such terms and conidi-
tions as the Parliament thinks fit.

Now the interesting point is that the pur-
pose of the Grants Commission was to
assist the mendicant States to balance
their Budgets. In the Bil passed by the
House of Representatives In recent days
we see that this principle has been thrown
over, The Federal Government will now
come directly Into the field of local gov-
eminent.

Mr. Taylor: Does that mean you feel
that less money will come to the State. or
Is Your point that It will now be divided
between two groups? Would you not agree
that the same amount will come to the
States but it will come in two nmounts
rather than in one?

Mr. THOMPSON: The Grants Commnis-
sion does not produce money-it only dis-
tributes it.

Mr. Taylor: That Is true.
Mr. THOMPSON: It allocates the money

to the States with the greatest need,
Mr. Taylor: That is true.
Mr. THOMPSON: Hitherto this money

went to the States with the greatest peed.
and not to those States which -are not In
need. The significant point about the
legislation just passed by the House of
Representatives Is that the money will be
distributed to regions within some of
the States, some of which, such as New
South Wales and Victoria, have not been
given favourable consideration by the
Grants Commission. That is the significant
point to be recognised.

A certain amount of money is allocated
at the suggestion of the Grants Commis-
sion. In the past this money has gone to
the States to help balance their Budgets.
However, the money will be directed now
to some other areas. It stands to reason
that less money will be coming to those
States which have financial problems.

Mr. Taylor: Less money for tbe State
Government to allocate, but perhaps a
greater amount to the State as a whole.

Mr. THOMPSON: How can it be a
greater amount? There is only one sum of
money to be distributed. The further it is
spread, the thinner the layer.

Mr. Taylor: I do not want to distract
the honourable member, as he has chosen
a very important subject. Let us consider
the Kimberley area. Under this legisla-
tion the Commonwealth Government
would be able to direct money to the Kim-
berley. The State would thus gain and the
Kimberley will also gain. I see nothing
wrong with the principle.

Mr. THOMPSON: Whoever puts a case
for a particular State to the Grants Com-
mission will say, "We need money for par-
ticular areas and for particular matters."

Mr. Taylor: But usually for the metro-
politan area.
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Mr. THOMPSON: The Grants Commis-
sion should distribute the money to the
States for those Governments to use in
the areas where it is needed. I believe
that the States know best the areas where
the most assihtanee is required. If a par-
ticular area needs money badly, the State
and not some bureaucrat In Canberra
should be the one to direct the money
there. I can see the member for Mt. Haw-
thorn wants to interject.

Mr. Bertram: Do you want the system
to be altered from the one which has op-
erated for same years?

Mr. Taylor: That seems to be the point.
Mr. THOMPSON: I believe the Com-

monwealth Government ought to keep its
hands off the distribution of this money.
The States should allocate it to the areas
where it is most needed.

Mr. Bertram: Does that involve an al-
teration in the Constitution?

Mr, Hutchinson: No, it is the Feder-
ation.

Mr, Taylor:, Since 1933, while the State
Governments have been allocated all the
money, the greatest growth has been in
the urbanised areas. Surely this shows the
States have given priority in expenditure
to the cities? The new legislation will allow
the Commonwealth to direct the money
away from the cities. I think this point
assists your argument rather than defeats
it.

Mrt. THOMPSON: Not at all; the States
are in a position to know best the areas
that need asistance, and they can direct
the money to those areas.

Mr. Taylor: Yet metropolitan areas In
all States have continued to grow dispro-
portionately to country areas for 60 years
under the present system.

Mr. THOMPSON: I do not think that
is a logical statement at all. Is there any
great disparity between the conditions
that apply in a country area and those
that apply in the city?

Mr. Taylor: I will let some of your
country members answer that.

Mr. THOMPSON: I think one of the
features of Australia is that the conditions
applying throughout the Commonwealth
are fairly uniform.

Mr. Taylor: You will get that statement
thrown back at you later.

Mr. THOMPSON: Certainly the condi-
tions are even in this State: more so than
in any other State. I suggest the imnple-
mentation of this measure will produce
greater problems than those we have at
present. A great deal of alarm has been
expressed throughout the community as a
result of this move by the Commonwealth
Government.

Mr. Bertram: Arc you sure of that?
Mr. THOMPSON: I was interested to

read a report In the Daily News of the 1st
November. It is the report of a statement

made by a person who is recognised as
knowing something about the Constitu-
tion. I would like to quote the following
extract from the article-

Federal government moves to
strengthen local government should
not be used to destroy the states, ac-
cording to Australia's foremost con-
stitutional lawyer.

Professor Geoffrey Sawer of the
Australian National University
strongly defended the role of state
governments at the annual confer-
ence of the Australian Institute of
Urban Studies.

Here we have a man who is skilled in In-
terpreting the Constitution coming out
and saying that the States should be par-
amount in our Federal system,

Mr. Bertram: Is what you are saying
contained in the Liberal Party platform
these days?

Mr. A. R. Tonkin: They don't have one.
Mr. THOMPSON: Oh, we have one, and

It is available.
Mr. Bertram: When was it produced?
Mr. A. R. Tonkin: Fine phrases.
Mr. THOMPSON: I am one who believes

that Government administration ought to
be as close to the people as it possibly can
be.

Mr. Bertram: Hear, hear!
Mr. THOMPSON: For that reason I be-

lieve local government ought to be
strengthened and that its powers should
not be eroded. I have to admit that this
has occurred in the past, but I would hope
that future liberal State Governments will
do more to assist local government so
that we will have a better system of govern-
ment overall.

Mr. Bertram: They have not done it in
the past.

Mr. Bickerton: There is only one way
to strengthen local government and that
is to have adult franchise. Do you realise
that a woman cannot stand for local gov-
ernment unless she is a ratepayer?

The SPEAKER: Order!
Mr. THOMPSON: Much has been said

in the Press in recent days regarding the
attitude adopted by various people towards
this move of the Commonwealth Govern-
ment, and several suggestions have been
made In respect of the number of regions
which may be established throughout the
Commonwealth to enable the new system
to operate. Throughout Australia we have
something in the order of 900 local au-
thorities.

Mr. Brown: Do you think that Is enough?
Mr. THOMPSON: If the member for

Merrediln-Yflgarn wishes to interject, I
would like him to say something that is
constructive.
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Mr. Bickerton: What about bringing in
adult franchise for local government?

Mr. THOMPSON: That is beside the
Point. Throughout Australia there are
something in the order of 900 local au-
thorities. It has been recognised by the
Prime Minister and by the Minister re-
sponsible for the administration of the
regions that the Commonwealth will not
be able to negotiate with each local au-
thority; so it is intended to establish a
number of regions throughout Australia.
If the Commonwealth Government is to
become involved in local government-
and I do not think it should-then I can
see that a regional system is the one that
ought to be used.

Mr. Bickerton: Do you think they are
democratically elected?

Mr. THOMPSON: We will come to that
in a minute.

Mr. Bickerton: I am just asking you.
Mr. THOMPSON: I have been told that

in the Sydney metropolitan area some-
thing like eight regions will be formed,
and that a similar number will be formed
In the Melbourne metropolitan area.

I was interested recently to receive a
submission from a group of local authori-
ties, one of which is the Shire of Kala-
munda, which forms the principal part
of my electorate-

Mr. Bickerton: That is the most im-
portant Part of Western Australia.

Mr. THOMPSON: Of course it is--to me.
Mr. Bickerton: Are they democratically

elected?
Mr. THOMPSON: Yes, they are. The

group of local authorities to which I refer.
wishing to take advantage of this carrot
which is being dangled by the Common-
wealth Government, decided that as they
had similar problems they would form a
region-logical. So they got together with
a view to making a submission to the
Federal and State. Governments in support
of their establishment as a region. The
local authorities involved in this group are
as follows--

Shire of Kalamunda.
Shire of Wanneroo.
Shire of Swan.
Shire of Mundaring
Shire of Rockinghax
Shire of Serpentine
Shire of Armadale-T2
Shire of Kwinana.

~-Jarrahdale.
~elmscott.

Town of Gosnells.
Those local authorities prepared a case,
which has been submitted, in order that
they might be recognised as a region.

In compiling their case they pointed out
that, as no regulations had been formed
under the Grants Commission legislation,
there was a lack of criteria and it was

(160)

difficult for them to decide just how the
case should be prepared. So they pre-
pared their submission on the basis of
assumed criteria.

In their submission they pointed out
some of their common characteristics.
Each local authority in the group has large
tracts of rural land, and each has a rapidly
increasing urban population. So rapidly
is the urban Population increasing that
they are experiencing considerable growth
problems. In order to provide an illustra-
tion of the population growth in some of
these local authorities. I would point out
that in the Perth statistical division the
annual growth rate is 4.5 per cent. or
annum, whereas the growth rate of some
of the municipalities in question is as fol-
lows-

Per cent.
per annum

Shire of Kalamunda
Shire of Wanneroo ..
Town of Gosnells ...
Shire of Kwinana ..

... 14

. . 80

... 14
.. 17

So it can be seen that those local authori-
ties have a problem which is far greater
than the problem of the majority of local
authorities in the inner Part of the metro-
politan region, which have a growth rate
of 4.5 per cent. That was one of the
reasons that the group of local authorities
felt they should be recognised as a region
under section 17 of the Grants Commis-
sion legislation.

They have similar Problems in so far
as road construction is concerned. Many
of these local authorities have in their
areas roads constructed to a very low
specification, in the days when not many
people desired to live there. They have
many miles of roads in the rural Parts of
their shires to service very few ratepayers.
They are at a disadvantage in that they
are Included in the metropolitan area when
being considered for funds under the Com-
monwealth Aid Roads Agreement legisla-
tion.

They also have considerable problems in
respect of town planning. In the seven-
month period to the 31st July of this Year
5,769 lots were provided in the inner metro-
politan region, whilst in the area of the
nine local authorities which seek to be
recognised as a region 4,014 lots were pro-
vided. So it may easily be seen that the
outer metropolitan area has a tremendous
growth rate, which is reflected by the fact
that in that period 5,769 lots were pro-
vided in the inner metropolitan area,
whilst in the outer metropolitan area, 4,014
lots-almost as many-were created.

It is said also that in the outer metro-
politan region the majority of the tourist
attractions are available to the people in
this part of the State. There again, there
is something of a common interest. It is
also a fact that nearly all of these bodies
are involved in some other form of regional
co-operation. I cite the Regional Bushflre
Control Committee: the Metropolitan Ward
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-Shire Councils' Association; the Outer
Metropolitan Vermin and Noxious Weeds
Control Group, and Zone 3 of the Refuse
Control Committee. So this group of local
authorities appears to have a natural
grouping and should be considered as a
region.

In The West Australan of the 26th Oct-
ober, 1973, an article was published on
the proposed regional groups throughout
Australia, and I will quote part of this
article as follows-

CANBERRA, Thursday.-The Fed-
eral Government has proposed the
splitting of local councils into 68
regional groups that would apply for
aid from the Grants Commission,

The plan was submitted to the open-
ing hearing of the Grants Commission
in Canberra today.

The commission is hearing submis-
sions on guidelines for possible use in
allocating grants to local governments.

The Federal Minister for Urban and
Regional Development, Mr Uren, will
seek the views of State Ministers and
local authorities before approving the
regions,

Mr. Drown: Did you know that the Aus-
tralian Council for Local Government for
24 years has been trying to get direct
grants from the Commonwealth?

Mr. THOMPSON: I am having enough
trouble sorting out my papers as it is, so
I will not break my line of thought to
answer that interjection, After quoting
that article from The West Australian
dated the 26th October, 1973, 1 would
point out that on the 29th October, 1973,
all local authorities received a circular
from the Local Government Association of
Western Australia and the Country Shire
Councils' Association of Western Australia
laying down certain conditions and rules
that were to apply when making an
approach to the Grants Commission, as
is provided for in the Commonwealth Act.

In paragraph 2 of the circular the fol-
lowing appears-

The Minister for Urban and Reg-
ional Development has approved of
Regions as set out later In this Cir-
cular. These cannot be changed with-
out a recommendation by the Minister
for Local Government, and this% may
not be easy to secure unless there is
an outstandingly good case. Reque:5ts
for any changes should be made
urgently.

I would like to contrast those two state-
ments. On the 26th October, 1973, the
Federal Minister is reported as saying
he would confer with the Minister for Ljocal
Government in each State as to how reg-
ions would be formed, and yet a circular
was sent out advising local authorities that
the regions have already been established.
This Indicates the sort of voice local
government will have in the administra-
tion of this legislation.

I decided I would find out whether the
Minister for Local Government was happy
with the regions laid down in the circular
whill was sent out on the 29th October,
1973. and in this Rouse, on the 6th Nov-
ember, 1973. 1 asked the Minister rep-
resenting the Minister for Local Govern-
ment a question, and I now quote that
question together with the Minister's
answer-

(1) Has he seen a circular dated 29th
October, 1973 issued by Jnc Local
Government Association and the
Country Shire Councils' Associa-
tion setting out the pricedure to
be adopted by regions in their
approach to the Grants Comumis -
sion, following the passage of a
Bill through the Federal Parlia-
ment to give access by local gov-
erment to that commission?

(2) Did he have any say in defining
the regions?

(3) Is he satisfied with the composi-
tion of the regions?

Mr. MAY replied:
(1) Yes,
(2) The Minister for Urban and

Regional Development has sought
my comment on the suggested
regions.

(3) Generally yes. Any comments
received from municipal councils
will be considered before final
acceptance Is notified.

I again draw attention to the advice con-
tained in the circular that was forwarded
to the local governingw bodies wherein it
is stated that the regions cannot be
changed without recommendations by the
Minister for Local Government and these
may not be easy to secure unless there is
an outstandingly good case; and that re-
quests for any such change should be made
urgently.

It appears there is no doubt that the
regions, as defined in this circular, will
stand. It appears also that the Minister for
Local Government in this State is happy
with the regions. I would like to refer to
some of the groups that have been defined.
There are 10 regions within Western Aus-
tralia, and I will read to the House the
local authorities that constitute two or
three of these regions--the better to in-
dicate the imbalance in the regions. For
example, in the Merredin region the local
authorities of Bruce Rock, Kellerberrin.
Merredin, Narembeen, Nungarin, Westonia,
and Yilgarn are included. The regional
population is 13,122. In other words, the
region has seven local authorites and ap-
proximately 13,000 local residents.

The region of Perth includes the local
authorities of Armadale-Kelmscott, Has-
sendean, Bayswater, Belmont, Boddlngton,
Canning, Chittering, Claremont, Cockburn,
Cottesloe. flandaragan, East F'remantie,
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Fremnantle, Gingin, Gosnells, Kalamunda,
Kwinana, Mandurah, Melville, Moora, Mos-
man Park, Mundaring, Murray, Nedlands,
Peppermint Grove, Perth, Rockingham,
Serpentine-Jarrabdale, South Perth, Stirl-
ing, Subiaco, Swan, Victoria Plains, and
Wanneroo. That constitutes the region, and
the population is 722,731. That is the region
which the Commonwealth Government
proposes will gain some advantage from
the Grants Commission. There are 72:2,000
people in one region. Contrast that with
another region which has a population of
13,000. How can a region the size of the
Perth region possibly go to the Grants
Commission and make a meaningful sub-
mission?

For example, how can we equate the
problems of Boddington with the problems
of the City of Nedlands? How can we go
along to the Grants Commission and say
we want X number of dollars to look after
this region? It is absolutely absurd and
I believe that anybody who studies this
subject could only be alarmed at what Is
proposed by the Federal Government in
relation to this matter.

Mr. Rushton: It just means destroying
local government.

Mr. THOMPSON: Of course it does. A
little earlier I made reference to what I
believe to be a logical composition of a
region in the move that was made by the
nine local authorities who, I think, desire
to call themselves "the outer metropolitan
region".

In that area there are 125,000 people;
and in the inner part of the metropolitan
area there will be a population of 550,000
people. Certainly there is some imbalance
as far as the population numbers are con-
cerned in those two regions. However,
there is some degree of rhyme and reason
in their composition.

The problems that are evident in an
inner metropolitan local authority would
not be anything like the problems that are
evident in an outer metropolitan or rural
shire. It is logical that a case should be
advanced on behalf of the people in the
inner metropolitan area, and another case
presented in respect of those in the outer
metropolitan area.

I am assuming we will have this arrange-
ment of the Commonwealth foisted on us,
and I am trying to get some sanity into
the thinking of the Minister and those
who are charged with the responsibility
of implementing this proposal.

There is precedent for the suggestion to
establish an inner metropolitan region and
arn outer metropolitan region. I would
point out that in Adelaide there is art
inner metropolitan region which will have
a population of 800,000, and there is an
outer metropolitan region which has a
population of 60,000. I realise there is a
great disparity in the population numbers,
but here again a particular set of problems

would be experienced in the inner metro-
politan area, and another set of problems
would be found in the outer metropolitan
area.

One wonders Just how the proposed
system will work. I refer again to the
circular dated the 29th October that has
been sent to all local authorities, so as to
give members some idea of what has been
proposed. Paragraph (8) of the circular
is as follows--

At the hearings before the Com-
mission, only one speaker will be ac-
cepted.

So, in respect of the proposed local autho-
rity region of Perth with a population of
720,000, there will be one representative
to speak on their behalf before the Grants
Commission. There is to be one repre-
sentative to speak on behalf of the people
in the Moora Shire, the Boddington Shire,
and the City of Perth.

Mr. J. T. Tonkini: There is only one
person speaking at the Loan Council meet-
ings for the population of Western Aus-
tralia.

Mr. THOMPSON:, But that person rep-
resents the Government before the Grants
Commission. The Government having been
elected by the people of the State has the
responsibility of deciding how the money
derived from the Federal Government will
be spent. In respect of the proposal before
us who will decide how the money will be
spent? What sort of body will be set up
in the proposed region? The Prime Minis-
ter has advanced this proposal as a way
of overcoming the problems of local gov-
ernment. I say that this action will des-
troy local government as we know it today,
because local authorities will have to amal-
gamate and form a great big monolithic
block, and this block will have only one
person to represent it.

Sir Charles Court: This is intended to
destroy local government. It is also in-
tended to destroy the States.

Mr. THOMPSON: My leader makes the
comment that it is intended to destroy the
States; there is no doubt about that.

Mr. Bertram: Who said there is no doubt
about that?

Sir Charles Court: The very grouping of
over 700,000 people is clear evidence of
what the Commonwealth Government
seeks to do.

Mr. Bertram: We are not discussing that.
Let us deal with the facts of the case.

Sir Charles Court: Of course you are
not discussing that, but we are.

Mr. THOMPSON: Paragraph (9) of the
circular states-

The Commission will take special
note of the differences between the
inner and outer Metropolitan Councils,
as well as differences between various
zones of each State.
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Obviously this circular was prepared in
Canberra with a view to coping with the
Sydney, Melbourne, and Adelaide situa-
tions where there are areas of common
interest embracing the inner and outer
metropolitan areas.
Sitting suspended from 3.45 to 4.04 p~m.
Mr, THOMPSON: Before the afternoon

tea suspension I had referred to clause 9
of a circular from the Local Government
Association and the Country Shire Coun-
cils' Association to all local authorities.
Clause 9 reads-

The Commission will take special
note of the differences between inner
and outer Metropolitan Councils, as
well as differences between various
zones of each State.

I would like to highlight the difficulty
which would be experienced by only one
person being permitted or empowered to
make a sensible submission on behalf of
the region of Perth as defined in the cir-
cular. That region has a population of
722,000 people.

I want to sum up by saying that the
Grants Commission was never designed for
the purpose for which it is now being used.
Section 96 of the Constitution was never
designed or included to enable Govern-
ments to do what the present Whitlam
Government intends to do.

Mr..A. R. Tonkin: It would be amazing
if it was because that was included 70
years ago. Are you suggesting that the
needs of Australia were known at that
time?

Mr. THOMPSON: They had a fair idea.
The Constitution reads-

During a period of ten Years after
the establishment of the Common-
wealth, and thereafter until the Par-
liament otherwise provides, the Par-
liament may grant financial assistance
to any State on such terms and con-
ditions as the Parliament thinks fit.

Nothing is wrong with the present Federal
system.

1\r. Brown: Section 96 is still retained.
Mr. THOMPSON: Plenty is wrong with

what is Proposed by the present centralist
Adminstration in Canberra. We have mad-
nessi abroad. The centralist Labor Gov-
ernment in Canberra is committed to a
Policy to destroy the States. Mr. Whit-
lam has said that he will finish up with 12
regional assemblies and that, in effect, the
States can go hopping. if members opposite
do not defend this State they will be guilty
of a crime against the people of Western
Australia.

Mr. Bertram: Nonsense! You do not have
confidence in your own representatives ini
Canberra. They will get a lot more money
out of this Government than they'did out
of the Previous Government.

Mr. O'Connor: They take a lot more, too.

Mr. THOMPSON: It is Proposed that
money will be directed to regions, but
strings will be attached to it and no con-
trol will be in the hands of the States.

Mir. Brown: That is not correct.
The SPEAKER: Order!
Mr. THOMPSON: They will be shadows

of their former selves. This is not in the
interests of Australia.

Mr. Brown: It will not interfere with
local government at all.

Mr. THOMPSON: Of course it will.
Mr. Brown: It is a topping-up process.
Mr'. THOMPSON: Does the member for

Merredi-n-Yilgarn condone the composition
of the regions as they are defined in the
circular?

Mr. Brown: I thought the ones for
Albany, Geraldtox, Northamn, and Bunbury
were Quite good. I have not studied the
metropolitan ones.

Mr. Rushiton: Moora happens to be in
the metropolitan area.

Mr. Brown: That is only l00 miles away.
Mr. THOMPSON: The member for Mer-

redin-Yilgarn is bonkers.
Mr. Brown: it is not far away. You can

shout that far.
The SPEAKER; Order!1
Mr. THOMPSON: Members opposite are

eroding the time available to me-
The SPEAKER: I suggest the member

for Darling Range address the Chair.
Mr. THOMPSON: -as fast as the Fed-

eral Government is eroding the powers of
this State Government.

Mr. Rushton: They are up in the clouds.
Mr. Bertram: Better than being down

with you.
Mr. THOMPSON: In 1972, on behalf of

the Western Australian Government, the
Attorney-General announced that a new
department would be created and would be
known as the Department of Recreation. I
was pleased to know that the State Gov-
ernment was taking an interest in this
particular field and I was moved to write
the following letter on the 9th November.
1972, to Mr. T. D. Evans who had Just been
announced as the new Minister for Recrea-
tion-

By appointing a Minister for Recrea-
tion, the Government has shown a
real interest in this vital aspect of life
today and I congratulate them on their
initiative.

Mr. Bertram: Hear, bear! Very good.
Mr. THOMPSON: At that time I thought

this Government had done something
constructive.

Mr. Bertram: And it has, too.
Mr. THOMPSON: I will continue the

letter, as follows-
Recently, an association known as

the Kalamunda Districts Recreation
and Cultural Association was formed
in my electorate.
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The aim of the new Association is to
foster sporting and cultural activities
in the area by ensuring that some form
of recreational activity is available to
all persons, regardless of age.

The SPEAKER: The member has five
more minutes.

Mr. Bertram: Hear, hear!
Mr. THOMPSON: To continue--

I would appreciate your advising me
of the nature and extent to which
Y~our Department is to become involved.
Particularly would I appreciate some
indication of your attitude to the Kala-
munda Districts Recreation and Cult-
ural Association.

That letter was written on the 9th Novem-
ber, 1972. On the 25th January, 1973, 1 had
received no reply from the Minister so I
wrote to him again.

Mr. Bertram: It sounds a little like the
former Minister for Educaton.

Mr. THOMPSON: My letter of the 25th
January was as follows--

On November 9, 1972 1 wrote to you
with reference to the above Associa-
tion. To date I have not received a
reply.

Your advice, as requested in my let-
ter of November 9, would be appreci-
ated, at Your earliest convenience.

At that stage I wrote to the President of
the Kalamunda Districts Recreation and
Cultural Association and told him of the
difficulty I was experiencing in getting
some sort of reaction from the Minister.
The association, which consisted mainly of
sporting groups, was extremely enthusiastic
about the creation of the new Portfolio of
Recreation. The meeting to .form the asso-
ciation was held at the Kalamunda High
School and invitations were extended to all
the organisations. connected with sporting
or recreational activities. They included the
Historical Society, and groups concerned
with arts and crafts, and so on.

April 1973 was a little far removed from
November, 1972, and the various bodies
concerned were becoming a little jaded in
their interest because it appeared that the
Government, although it announced that It
would do something, was actually doing
nothing.

I1 received a reply to my letter of the
3rd April, 1973, but not from the Minister
for Recreation. The letter was from Mr.
W. T. English, the Director of the Com-
munity Recreation Council. I would like to
read the letter to the House; it was as
follows--

The Hon. the Minister referred your
request to me some time ago. Un-
fortunately I1 have not been in the posi-
tion to reply with any sort of authority.

As You are aware, the Proclamation
of the new Community Recreation Act
did not bring that body into action until

after 28th February, 1973. The first
official meeting of the new Council was
held on Thursday, 22nd March. Their
first action after consideration of the
scores of requests, suggestions and
queries was to lay down a policy for
Recreation in all aspects. This is, nat-
urnily enough, not yet complete. Sub-
committees are working on it to en-
able its presentation at the 2nd meet-
ing listed for 26th April. The policy
statement will then be submitted to
the Hon. the Minter for approval.

The interest taken by the Kala-
munda body is much appreciated but
I am sure it will be understood that
comment by the Minister would have
been premature. You can be assured
that a general statement on the lines
required by you will be ready follow-
ing soon after the meeting mentioned
and will be available for publication
early In May.

I am now referring to May, 1973, when I
still bad not received any indication at all
from either the Minister or from the
Director of the Community Recreation
Council as to what took place at the meet-
ing to which the director referred.

I urge the Minister for Recreation to
give some indication, speedily, to the Kala-
munda group outlining his proposals. That
group of people were extremely enthusi-
astic when the Government made its first
announcement. The people took a res-
ponsible attitude by getting together, and
the group was a logical stepping--off place
for the Government to move into the field
of recreation and offer some assistance.
But alas, as time has gone by interest has
fallen away and I suggest that it will be
very difficult to reactivate the people who
have been involved.

DRi. DADOIJR (Subiaco) [4.15 P.m.]: I
wish to speak on a subject which is very
dear to me, and it is one which should be
of concern to all members. A backlash
has emerged from the technological ad-
vances associated with automation, such
as the greater use of motor vehicles and
various labour-saving devices. The back-
lash has revealed some striking statistics.

Firstly, I would like to bring to the at-
tention of members the fact that 55 per
cent. of Australians die from cardiovascu-
lar disease. We have the third highest
rate in the world. Secondly, more than
$2,000,000 a day is went In Australia in
terms of the treatment of heart diseases.
Thirdly, 48 per cent. of young Australians
were rejected for national service on medi-
cal grounds. Por-tidy, the longevity of
the Australian male is 67.9 years, whereas
that of his European counterpart is 70.5
years; a difference of almost four years.
Also, the longevity of the Australian male
is decreasing, while that of his European
counterpart is increasing. Finally, young
Australians are not as fit, Physically, as
their European counterparts.
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One would not imagine that such prob-
lems could exist in Australia which is con-
sidered to be one of the most athletic and
sportsmlnded countries in the world. We
have the ideal situation for outdoor living,
and yet we have this serious backlash-
something which is the result of inactivity
or the lack of physical exercise.

I will attempt to Point out some remedies
to this serious problem. This general in-
activity has been generated by modern
technological advances, automation, and
the introduction of labour-saving devices
which have altered our way of life com-
pletely. We have shorter working hours
associated with an increased use of motor
vehicles-which is possibly our greatest
enemy-and labour-saving devices in our
homes. All these modem changes have re-
duced our Physical activity.

History demonstrates that during the
last million years man was taught to
be physically active because he had to hunt
for food in order to survive. Man still re-
quires a basic amount of mental and
physical activity in order that his body
may function efficiently. However, auto-
mation will increase more and more and
I do not think any member would disagree
with that statement. As a result, we will
become more and more physically unfit.

One of the factors associated with auto-
mation is that there is little or no job
satisfaction. With many jobs there is
little creativity with the result that People
are under more stress and strain, and suffer
because of pent-up emotions and work
boredom. It is these factors-there are
many others, but these are the salient ones
-which lead to the frightening statistics
I have just quoted.

I believe we have to take remedial steps
immediately: that is of paramount im-
portance. As I said previously, the situation
can only worsen with modern advances in
automation, and the introduction of addi-
tional labour-saving devices. Of course.
the number of working hours will continue
to decrease. There is already talk of a
35-hour week. As time goes by our ph 'ysi -
cal activity must be lessened further.

Job creativity is also suffering along with
job satisfaction. Very few people now ex-
perience job satisfaction. Obviously the
answer to this problem does not lie in their
working time. It cannot lie in their work-
ing time because, as I have said, people will
work fewer hours and will become more
automatic in the type of work they do in
that they will be backing up the
machinery, etc., of automation.

The answer to the problem must Ile in
the nonworking Period and it is quite
obvious. As quickly as possible we should
overcome the problem by becoming both
physically and mentally fit. The question
is: How? Each day we should have adequate
physical activity and mental stimulation.
It does not matter how we get this. It is
of no consequence whatsoever as to how

we get it. but it must be enjoyable. I
realise younger members will have one
thought but older members will Just have
a memory.

Mr. Thompson: It will be the same
thought.

Dr. DADOtJR: There is an old saying,
"flat which Is missed today cannot be
caught up with tomorrow." Hence comes
the saying, "Do today's things today be-
cause tomorrow is too late." In academic
terms this can be described as sensory
deprivation.

I can see the answer to this in leisure
activities. I am referring to the com-
bination of physical activity and mental
stimulation. I asked myself: What is
leisure? I checked with Webster's Dic-
tionary and the word was described as
follows-

Freedom from occupation or business
Idle time
Free time from employment, during

which a person may indulge In rest,
recreation, etc.

Time at one's disposal
Convenience

The dictionary then describes "at leisure"
as meaning-

Having free or spare time
With no hurry
Not occupied or engaged

It is obvious that not all free time is
leisuire time. Free time must be split Into
leisure time, rest time, recreation time.
and relaxation time. Not all nonwork
activities are leisure activities because
leisure itself carries with it an implication
of enjoyment. If it is not pleasurable, it
is not enjoyable.

It is estimated that each person spends
12,000 hours of his adult life watching tele-
vision. Television increases passivity and
decreases participation. Many nonwork
activities, such as Polishing or driving a
car, study, etc., are not enjoyable and.
consequently, they are not leisure activi-
ties. Also, recreation in the form of organ-
ised sport may not be leisure if there is
an element of compulsion or obligation as-
sociated with it.

If one tries to compare leisure with
work one finds that the two are inter-
related and, for some people, the two
merge. If job satisfaction and job crea-
tivity are complete then work equates to
leisure or leisure equates to work. There
are a few people to whom this applies, but
not very many. Some of us derive partial
leisure from the work we do but others
do not. For a very few People, their total
leisure is their work and their total work
is their leisure. These are the more for-
tunate ones amongst us who will live the
longest.

There can be no hard and fast rule as to
what is work and what is leisure, because
it is a personal value judgment. I de-
scribe leisure as a state of being when
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time is Used for personal ratification and
development. Leisure activities may be
mental and/or physical activities.

The answer to the problem created by
the drastic changes in our way of life, due
to automation, etc.-in connection with
which I have already given frightening
statistics-lies. in the correct use of our
free time. We should have a perfect har-
mony between our mental and physical
activities. The only way we can motivate
this is by education. The answer to the
problem lies in education.

We already have two established fields.
The first of these is physical education,
which is the foremost. Secondly, we have
health education. I believe we should co-
ordinate and expand these existing bodies
by immediate planning. With children the
necessary measures should begin in the
pine-school era and continue throughout the
rest of their lives. The measures should
primarily be designed to eradicate the pas-
sivity created by the present education
system.

With adults the answer lies in greater
social participation and community in-
volvement so that their activities are what
they enjoy doing.

Many of the old people I see in my prac-
tice-and have seen throughout life gen-
erally-are walkers. I refer to old men,
In particular. They walk and obtain a
great deal of exercise in this way. The
fact that they are obtaining exercise prob-
ably aids and abets their longevity.

To ensure social participation there
should be a strengthening at the grass
roots level to involve voluntary organisa-
tions and local facilities. I use the term
",grass roots level" deliberately. Who
should be more familiar with all the exist-
ing facilities and voluntary organisations
than the local government authorities?

There should be a back-to-grass-roots
constitutional movement by the Common-
wealth Government. I do not think we
will ever learn. We will probably go cen-
tralistic for a while and then revert to the
situation as it has been in the past. Surely
now Is the time for us to learn, particu-
larly from the mistakes which have been
miade in the United States. We should
make a start on this basis and, in this
way, this impending danger would not be-
come more and more ominous.

Sir Charles Court: The Commonwealth
will not agree to that. The Commonwealth
wants it the way it is.

Mr. Taylor: If the Leader of the Op-
positon makes his interjections more
loudly, perhaps we will be able to answer
them.

Dr. DADOUR: In referring to a grass
roots constitutional movement I mean that
more funds and more Power should be
given to the State Government and to local
authorities instead of strengthening the

gigantic, centralistic, monolithic structure
in Canberra, which is apt to be the case
at the moment. At least, it looks like hap-
pening,

If we could do this, people would shed
their apathy and stop using the central
Government as a suitable whipping horse
by levelling at it blame for a lack of facili-
ties or for a lack of large-scale Federal
spending.

We should attempt to preserve local gay-
ermnent authorities as they are, because
smaller units are more sensitive to local
feeling and to the needs and the wants of
the people. I believe that local authoritie-s
should have finance which is commensur-
ate with their responsibilities. In other
words the State Government should supply
the finance to the local authorities, as has
been the case, to enable local authorities to
involve themselves in the fields to which I
have referred.

Leisure was once the exclusive preserve
of the elite in society, However, as States
have become more pluralistic, leisure has
become the common preserve of every-
body. It is generously available. As this is
so, there is every need to ensure that
education in the proper use of leisure time
activities is widely disseminated and im-
parted at all levels.

The Minister for Health will appreciate
this comment-society should be given a
slight nudge from the nuclear to the
organic. In my opinion we would not need
a great amount of money to accomplish
this. If we look at the total picture, the
concept of total health, I believe that 20
Per cent, of the health budget used for
the everyday running of the service, should
be used in the promotion of health. As I
have already stated, we should upgrade the
existing bodies which are Promoting health
and physical education. More funds should
be given to permit the health and physical
education systems to cater for very young
children.

The concept of total health involves
much more than the promotion of a
healthy, clean environment and prophy-
latic medicine. In my view it involves all
aspects of our daily lives. We must provide
for our mental and physical well-being both
now and in the future. Members can un-
derstand that I am embracing all aspects
of well-being for the present and future
generations. It is a pity we cannot apply
these Previsions retrospectively, but it is a
little too late for that.

We find that a great enemy has loomed
UP in front of us; I refer to automation. It
is not the total enemy, but at least it is
70 to 80 per cent. responsible for what has
happened and for the fact that Australian
People are in their present state of
physical and mental unfitness. Because of
automation we are exercising less and less.
and we are given less mental stimulation.
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We are becoming more passive, and we
know that our degree of Passivity Is prop-
ortionate to the amount of heart disease
in the community. As Australians, we
have nothing to be proud of when we
see that 55 per cent, of Australians die
from cardiovascular disease-m9any cor-
onary heart disease and strokes. Wie now
have the third highest percentage of heart
disease in the world. Australia is spending,
directly and indirectly, over $2,000,000 a
day on the treatment of heart disease.
Members are aware also that 48 per cent.
of young Australians were rejected for
national service because they were Physic-
ally unfit.

The longevity of the Australian male is
decreasing, and our average life expectancy
is nearly four years less than that of our
European counterpart. The longevity of
the European male is increasing because
many European countries have taken re-
medial steps. They encourage exercise
and mental stimulation. However, it is
well known that the exercise must be plea-
surable; Exercise and mental stimulation
are both necessary for our well-being so
that we may function correctly. However,
as I have said, the remedy lies in the cor-
rect use of our nonworking time. It must
truly be leisure time.

Members will be aware that watching
television is a passive occupation. We must
encourage People to exercise, and the exer-
cise must. be pleasurable. It may be phy-
sical or mental exercise or a combination
of both. We need this exercise and we
need it every day.

In my opinion the best way to encourage
leisure activities in our community, es-
pecially for adults, is to involve them as
much as possible in community welfare
of all descriptions. As I have said, leisure
activity must be enjoyable, because If it
is not enjoyable it becomes a drudgery.
There is an easy solution to the long-
term problem-we must educate the young
children. Once we have done this, the
children are motivated towards a more
active type of life for the rest of their
lives. Their leisure time can be utilised
correctly. However, the adults are a
problem because it is very hard to get an
adult off his backside. He will not go out
running, so we must see that he becomes
Involved in the community and that hie
will get some physical exercise with his
involvement. As an extra benefit, he has
the gratification of helping other people.

The best way to involve everyone in the
community in some activity is to do this
at the local government level. Local gov-
ernment as we know it today is adminis-
tered by People' who live in the area and
who have a knowledge of the needs of
their area. Unless we institute a pro-
gramime of this type, and do it fairly
quickly, we will find ourselves at the top
of the list with the highest percentage

per population of cardiovascular disease.
We must take these steps as soon as pos-
sible.

We should not alter our present system
of local government. The fact that our
system operates with many small local
authorities provides us with the answer
to the health problem. Mr. Whitlamd has
talked for many years about the so-called
regional assemblies. Slowly but surely.
behind our backs, he is bringing in this
concept. He is seeking a one-tier Gov-
ernment. This will be a retrograde step.
if he implements his scheme, I can safely
say that Australia will become No. 1 on the
list-it will have the highest Percentage
of cardiovascular disease. This will come
about for the simple reason that we will
have no-one at the grass roots level to en-
courage community involvement. It would
be quite impossible to control this type of
thing from Canberra.

As far as Mr. Whitlarn Is concerned
there is no place for State Governments.
He intends to set up 12 city assemblies
and two score or so regional assemblies. I
do not know what form these assemblies
will take, as there appears to be a. confu-
sion of terms. Spokesmen for the Federal
Government have talked about regional
councils and regional assemblies. Person-
ally, I believe they mean one and the same
thing.

The regional councils in Great Britain
are simply groups of councils. The big
spending is undertaken by the regional
council for machinery, etc., which is then
hired out to the smaller local authorities.
In my opinion Mr. Whitlam is proposing
a system of carpetbaggers. A representa-
tive from Canberra will be in charge of
each region, and it will be administered
from Canberra. This will take us away
from local government as we know it now.

I wish to point out to members the
problem confronting Australians today.
We can see what has happened In other
countries. European countries have made
their comeback in the manner I have
outlined, and this could be the answer
to our problem also. The whole concept
of total health must be accepted and ad-
hered to; we must foster it as much as
possible. The modemn technology of auto-
mation is responsible for many of our ills.
We will have more and more automation,
fewer and fewer working hours, and less
and less physical activity and mental sti-
mulation. So we must find a remedy. I
have outlined what I believe to be the
remedy to our Problem. I thank the House.

MR. RIDGE (Kimberley) [4.40 p.m.]:
Mr. Speaker, some of the points that I
wish to discuss may be considered to be
rather parochial in nature, but they are
items which are of great interest to my
electorate-
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In the first place I would like to refer
to assistance given to the people living inf
the north. Since 1925, women and children
who were resident in the north have been
entitled to concessional travel in passen-
ger vessels operated by the State Shipping
-Service. The financial relief to these people
was quite considerable. The women con-
cerned were able to travel from the north
to the south of the State and then back to
the north for a single fare. The fare for
,children was so small that it was hardly
worth recording. This concession applied
for almost 50 years.

Then in 1949 the concession was ex-
tended to the men in the north. They
were able to travel to the south and return
for approximately 80 per cent. of the return
fare-a 20 per cent, discount. The only
requirement was that they undertook to
travel between the months of October and
March. This meant that the State ships
were free to ply the coast with passengers
during the so-called tourist season. The
residents were able to travel backwards and
forwards at a reduced fare once each year.

In 1957 the plight of .the northern pen-
sioners was recognised when it was agreed
to grant free return travel to old-age and
invalid pensioners once every two years, as
long as they had been resident in the north
for five years.

By the time the passenger fleet of the
State Shipping Service had been phased
out of operation everybody in the north
was entitled to -a concession of one form or
another.

it is interesting to note the value of
these concessions. Fox instance, in 1972 a
family of five residing in Wyndham, in-
eluding the father, mother, and three child-
ren aged five, seven, and 10-I quote those
ages because the fares of the children were
governed by their ages-could travel from
Wyndham to Fremnantle and return to
Wyndham for $588.76. For the same family
to travel from Wyndham to Perth and
return to Wyndham by air the cost would
have been $817.10; a saving of almost $300
by the family travelling on the ship.

It is also interesting to note the extent
to which the State ships were used by
northern residents. Admittedly the nunm-
bers of the passengers carried would have
been higher if more cabin space had been
available. in the years 1968 to 1972-the
last five years during which the State ships
operated-a total of 327 people took ad-
vantage of the concessional travel and the
average annual cost to the Government was
$4,153. Over the same five-year period-
and this is included in the total of $4,753
-38 pensioners were recipients of free
travel and the cost to the State Govern-
ment. of carrying those pensioners free on
the State ships averaged out to the princely
sum of £1,150 a year.

My concern is for the pensioners and
the working class people in the north who
cannot avail thenmselves of free holiday con-

cessions by virtue of the fact that they do
not work f or the Government. This ship
concession represented the diff erence
between whether or not they were able to
have a break away from the north. The
old-age pensioners, to whom I referred, are
among those who have been the hardest hit.
Most of them made a great contribution
to the development of the north. They have
devoted their entire working life to the
country. In my opinion they are the true
pioneers. They are not rich pastoralists or
successful professional men; if they had
been, they would have moved to greener
pastures long before this.

Generally speaking they were former
Government workers or station employees
and the life they led afforded them little
opportunity to save much money for their
old age or even to have a holiday. These
people now subsist on a fairly low pension
which fails to recognise the disabilities
associated with living in the north of the
State. As is generally known, every-
body employed In the north wbether
he be a Government worker or em-
ployed by private enterprise, is in receipt
of a district allowance, but not so the
pensioners. They are entitled only to -the
same social service benefits as are paid to
their counterparts in the south of the
State. Many of these people rely on
charitable local authorities for cheap ac-
commodation and free water and elec-
tricity. Without concessions) travel what
chance do these people have of ever hav-
ing a holiday in the south? The answer
is quite simple: They have no chance
whatsoever.

For a pensioner to travel from Wyn-
diham to Perth and return to Wyndhami
the fare is5 $275. If we aflow him two
weeks in the cheapest accommodation
available in Perth, together with a few
dollars a day spending money, the cost
would be in the order of hailf his annual
pension entitlement. Under the old scheme,
when a Pensioner was able to travel on the
State ships every two years, he could
travel to Perth on a ship, spend a few
days in Perth, and then return to the
north on the same ship without spending
a great deal of money.

When it was decided to phase out the
passenger accommodation on the State
ships I asked what arrangements were
being made for pensioners to use their
concessional entitlement on other trans-
port services. The reply I received was
that the Minister for Transport 'would
raise the matter with the Government for
consideration at an appropriate tine.
Twelve months later, on the 21st March
this year, Passenger vessels ceased to
operate from Fremantle to the north and
so I asked a similar question. This time
I received the reply that the matter would
'be reviewed by the -Government in the
forthcoming Estimates. After the Budget
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was introduced recently I asked the ques-
tion for the third time and the Government
then cried poverty and said it was not pos-
sible to provide funds for this purpose at
present.

At the same time the Government ex-
tended travel concessions to southern pen-
sioners by granting free travel throughout
Western Australia on road-rail bus ser-
vices between any two points.

Mr. Taylor: That is the key in the
answer to your query. Where It is a State
instrumentality the State is able to do
this, and if there is a State airline, or
even a Commonwealth airline, to the
north, those concessions may be ranted.

Mr, RIDGE: I will go along with that,
but what chance has a pensioner of being
able to travel from the north so that he
may be in a position to hop on a train?

Mr. Taylor: I agree with that. There
Is no State Government transport to ac-
commodate them at present.

Mr. RIDGE: What about the Govern-
menit granting some form of assistance to
enable these people to use the concession.

Mr. Taylor: When the T.AA. Bill goes
through we may be able to do that.

Sir Charles Court: Don't give us that!

Mr. RIDGE: In the Estimates for the
current financial year over $2,500,000 has
been appropriated for free city and
country travel for pensioners. In my
opinion it is just a gimmick aimed at
winning the political support of aid
people in densely populated areas. If
this was not the case the Government
would have set aside a few miserable
dollars to enable the people in the north
to travel to the south, bearing in mind, as
I said a little while ago, that during the
last five years the State passenger
ships operated along our coast it cost the
Government an average of $1,150 a year
to enable the pensioners in the north to
have a holiday break in the southern part
of the State. Even if the number of pen-
sioners wishing to take advantage of
travel were increased tenfold-and it
would not be-it would cost the Govern-
ment only $1,500 a year to give each
pensioner a holiday break-a miserable
amount of money, but it means a lot to
those who reside in the north.

As a point of interest it is rather strange
that although they have had this
concession for 16 years they are now being
dented It by a Government which sup-
posedly stands for the working-class
People, and these people are working-class
because they are old-timers who have
worked on stations and so on all their lives.

Mr. Taylor: What year was it?

Mr. RIDGE: In 1957.
Mr. A. Rt. Tonkin: What Government

was it?

Mr. RIDGE: Strangely enough it waE
a Labor Government and it was a Laboi
Government which took it away fromt
them. What about doing something aboul
it? All we are told is that the Governeneni
is considering the matter. Concessions are
extended to everyone else, but $1,150 a yeai
is not available for a handful of piension-
ers In the north of the State.

Mr. Taylor: We are doing a very good
job by the pensioners, and we will do more

Mr. RIDGE: The Government will have
to convince the pensioners of that because
at the moment they do not believe the5
are getting a fair go.

In mny earlier remarks I referred tc
family concessions which applied to people
who travelled on State ships. I pointed
out~that for the last five years it had cosi
the Government $23,765 to give 327 people
cheaper holiday travel. We must bear Is
mind that at least for the last year during
which the State ships operated-that was
in 1972-shipping fares were higher thar
air fares. Consequently It would have cosi
the Government less per family to trans-
port people from the north by air than it
would have done to apply the concesslor
to sea travel. Then if we consider the loss
made on Passenger vessels we must realise
it would have been much cheaper to apply
the concession to air travel than to sea
travel.-

Once again people in the north of the
State have been deprived of a rather valu-
able inducement and one which in this
instance had been In operation for almosi
half a century. All Government employee-
in the north are entitled to free air travel
My concern is for those in the low income
bracket and those with large families whc
do not qualify for Government-asslstee
holiday passages.

For a family of seven, $1,237 In air fare,,
would be necessary to get from Wyndhair
to Perth and back again. When we adc
to this amount the accommodation costs
plus some spending money and finance foi
Public transport, and so on, we must
realise that these people could not ever
contemplate having a holiday in the soutk,
[or ]ess than about $2,000 to $2,500. Ever
If they were earning the equivalent of the
parliamentary salary It would take a long
time for them to save enough to havet
reasonable holiday, considering they are
fighting high costs of living up there ac
must keep and educate their children. Un-
fortunately many years elapse betweer
holidays in Perth for some families in the
north of the State.

While on the subject of holiday travel
I would like to refer to the arrangemeni
which applies to Government employeeE
resident in the north. At present a Gov-
ernment officer, his wife, and dependent
children are entitled to free travel wher
proceeding on leave to either Perth 01
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Geraldton. It Is interesting to note that
in a circular sent to departmental heads
in December last year these two points-
Perth and Geraldton-were specifically
nominated. In other words, Interstate or
overseas travel is not entertained for these
People, regardless of where their families
live. They may want to go to Darwin and
then to the Eastern States, but they can-
not do so.

Mr. Taylor: I think the reason is that
most civil servants live in the metropolitan
area and they pay their own way.

Mr. RIDGE: I am not talking about
those In the metropolitan area, but about
those in the north.

Mr. Taylor: The Government doubled
the concession-

Mr. RIDGE: If the Deputy Premier will
allow me to carry on. then perhaps he can
make some comments.

Mr. Taylor: If you gave us a little more
credit for the things we have done in this
regard I would appreciate your speech
much better.

Mr. RIDGE: It is farcical to realise that
our thinking is so antiquated on this sub-
ject. We insist on civil servants from the
north spending holidays in their own
State, when many of them have families
in the Eastern States. Surely there would
be nothing wrong in allowing people to
travel by car from Derby, Wyndham, or
Rununurra to Darwin or even permit
them to go to Bali or Ti'mor or Sydney,
Melbourne, or Adelaide and at the same
time recoup the value of what it would
have cost them to fly from their place
of employment to Perth and return. The
Government certainly would not be out of
pocket.

Mr. Taylor: Without committing the
Minister, I appreciate Your Point. I think
it is valid.

Mr. RIDGE: I have written to the
Premier about this matter, but I am not
satisfied with the reply I received. Under
the existing scheme an officer and his
family can elect to travel from the north
to Perth by private vehicle and they are
able to recoup the cost at the rate of 16.3c
a mile over the shortest distance between
the two points. If a family of five travel-
led from Derby they could recoup about
$200 which would be the equivalent of
1,500 miles-the shortest distance-at
16.3c a mile. If the family travelled by air
it would cost the Government $380. Natur-
ally this does not happen very often be-
cause as an alternative the officer is able
to travel by car and recoup the equivalent
of his air fare and the Government will
pay for the rest of the family to go by
plane. Therefore, naturally rather than
have the family all go by car and be paid
the $200, the officer brings the car down
and is reimbursed for his air fare, which is
$108, and his family is given free travel
on the Plane. Consequently the family is
way in front physically, if not financially.

My suggestion is that if the whole fam-
ily Should elect to travel to Perth by ve-
hicle the officer should be entitled to claim
the cost of air travel for the whale fam-
ily because this would cost the Govern-
ment no more than is involved at present.
The only difference would be that the
Government would be paying the family
instead of an airline company. The rea-
son for my suggestion is that I believe
such a scheme would encourage families
to undertake a more relaxing holiday be-
cause the financial burden of the city
break would be reduced.

While on leave the officer is still res-
ponsible for the rent of his northern home
and he has to pay fairly dearly for the
holiday home. Because of the tIconven-
lence of Public transport, he usually hires
a car, and so on. By extending the
Scheme the Government would be doing
some of the civil servants a great service.
If the family travelled by car and was
Paid the equivalent of the air fares in-
volved, the car would be available to them
for their holiday and they would be able
to drive to the Eastern States should they
desire to do so. If the scheme were not
extended the family might find it financ-
ially impossible to travel to the east.

A little while ago the Deputy Premier
interjected and said that the Minister
may view one of my suggestions favour-
ably. However, I drew these matters to
the Premier's attention in January of this
year, but the only reply I received was
from the under-secretary of his depart-
ment who quoted the mileage rates for
those people able to claim. No reference
was made to the other points I made.
I wrote the letter in January of this year,
and this matter Is of great concern to
many people In the north. I would ap-
preciate it if the Deputy Premier would
follow this matter up for me.

I would like to refer to the financial
problems confronting local authorities in
the far north. At the outset I express dis-
appointment over the fact that the Local
Authorities Assistance Pund for the cur-
rent financial year has not been increased.
Of the $660,000 budgeted for the year
under review, a sum of $622,621 only 'was
spent.

Whilst a surplus of $37,379 is not very
substantial, it is an amount which could
have been distributed to local authorities.
Certainly it could have been distributed
with great effect to the local authorities
in my electorate.

Early in November last year I led a dep-
utation from the West Kimberley Shire
Council to the Minister for Local Govern-
ment. The council was seeking urgent fin-
ancial assistance, Despite this, it was
three months before the Minister informed
the council that its application had been
considered and deferred for the current
financial Year. Even after three months
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had- elapsed I had to, write to the Minis-
ter and ask him to, advise the council what
would happen. In his letter to me, dated
the 19th February, Mr. Stubbs said--

The amount of financial assistance
required by councils far exceeded the
sum available for distribution from

Bearing this In mind, and considering the
many applications for assistance, one
would think that the Department of Local
Government would make every endeavour
to disburse the funds available to it. This
is not the position, because $37,300-odd
was left in the kitty and obviously lost to
local government forever.

All the local authorities in my region
have experienced rapid growth. In trying
to' keep pace with expanding civic facil-
ities and population they have committed
themselves to borrowing programmes of
some consequence. Of course, other fac-
tors have strained their finances as well.
Some of the councils have found that
their expenditure is outstripping their
present and potential revenue and they
are in rather dire straits. Some of the fac-
tors which contribute to this are not ones
which would generally affect local author-
ities in the south of the State.

By way of illustration I point out that
the West Kimberley Shire Council has
told. me it estimates it costs $22,800 a
year simply for the payment of district
allowances and annual air fares for its
employees. Another $3,000 is paid for
rental subsidies each year. These are all
extremely essential items of expenditure
because, if these local authorities expect
to attract reasonable employees, they
must match the conditions which the
State Government applies to its employees
in the north of the State.

Another great disability is the enormous
cost component of freight and handling
articles purchased by the councils. It
does not matter what the items are. It is
significant to note that in some instances
the freight. and handling charges are, in
fact, more than the invoiced price of the
article.

The shire clerk at Derby produced in-
voices for concrete pipes which were re-
quired for putting high voltage cables in
an underground position. The invoiced
price was $318.96. The crating cost was
$80; cartage to the wharf $69.60; shipping
costs $350.13; and sundry charges $56.30;
making a total of $874.99. In other words,
the delivered cost was 174 per cent. more
than the original purchase price. This is
only one case-and perhaps an extreme
one at that-but the same pattern applies
to every single item acquired by a local
authority, whether it is a metal washer or
a new building.

The fact is that of the loans which the
council raises, a considerable amount of
the principal is being used for paying
freight and handling charges. Of course,

it still attracts interest because the
councils are buying these. itemns-regardless
of what they are-with borrowed money.

For a council to undertake the construc-
tion of a new building, it is burdened with
the high cost of freight and handling. Also.
there is a loading, on contractors' wages
so that staff can travel to and from the
Job. Allowances are- made for the higher
wages which are necessary in the north.
A contractor must provide for accommo-
dation for his staff and often this accom-
modation is ini a hotel. In addition, of
course, he has a, loading on his costs in
case he encounters any trouble as a result
of the wet season or other factors. Allow-
ances are made also for the accommodation
and travelling costs of a supervising
architect, because there are no architects
in the north. All these factors attract
higher insurance premiums.

As if these extras are not enough, the
architect, when assessing his charges, bases
his- fee on the final cost of the project.
Consequently the people in the north
probably pay an architect twice or three
times as much In fees as would be paid
for the same project in Perth.

Many other factors contribute to the
difficulties with which local authorities
are now faced. One of them is road mak-
ing and construction equipment. Of
course, the wear and tear on vehicles is
quite extreme.

The items to which I have referred only
highlight the financial difficulties in which
many of the councils find themselves. In
an effort to balance their budget local
authorities are rating at the maximum
capacity they are allowed under the Local
Government Act. They are carrying heavy
overdrafts and arc abandoning civic pro-
jects to which the communities should be
entitled.

Bearing all this In mind, one would
think that allowances would be made from
the Local Authorities Assistance Fund for
these people to receive just a little more
than those in areas in the south of the
State. This is not the case.

The local authority in West Kimberley
pays something like $25,000 a year before
it starts paying wages. This amount is for
rental subsidies, district allowances, and
so forth. The Shire of West Kimberley
received $5,772 in the financial year 1971-
72; it received $5,863 in the financial
year 1972-73. These amounts are merely
a drop in the ocean when we bear in mind
,the problems with which they must con-
tend. The Government does not appreciate
the difficulties they are up against.

I hope the Minister for Electricity will
listen to my next comment. Over the
course of the next year or two some of
these local authorities will find themselves
in far more trouble than they are now.
Their financial embarrassment will be even
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greater as the State- Electricity Commis-
sion takes over the operation of their
electricity undertakings.

Mr. May: That is not right. It does
not take them over.

Mr. RIDGE: Perhaps I should say, "as
the State Electricity Commission assumes
control of the electricity undertakings in
the various towns".

Mr. May: Yes, at the request of the
towns.

Mr. RIDGE: At the request of the towns!
Some of them have been put under sorme
pressure.

Mr. May: No, they have not.
Mr. RIDGE: These councils will lose

access to funds upon which they have been
heavily reliant.

In explaining this I point out that some
shire councils have been making a tidy
profit out of the operation of their elec-
tricity undertakings and, with the approval
of the Minister for Local Government, they
have transferred the profit from the elec-
tricity trading fund to the municipal fund.
This has been used for financing works
and loans of a general nature.

Mr. May: Do not forget that it has been
at the expense of the ratepayer.

Mr. RIDGE: Let mec come to this.
Mr. May: You must say It all.
Mr. RIDGE: I will come to it later. In

other words, instead of the ratepayers
being responsible for the payment of civic
works, the cost has been spread over the
community as a. whole: that is, everybody
who uses electricity, not just the rate-
payers In the town.

I am not suggesting the shires have been
unreasonable with their charges. In fact,
it Is quite the opposite. Since the early
l960s the cost has been reduced from
approximately 20c a unit to 5c a unit at
the present time.

Most of the local authorities have
still made a tidy profit out of the
operations of these concerns. Natur-
ally, some of the shires resisted handing
over control of electricity undertakings to
the State Electricity Commission because,
as I have said, the authorities financed a
great deal of work out of the profit they
were making from the undertakings. The
people did not consider the authorities
were being unreasonable because the profit
was being ploughed back into the towns.
Unfortunately, local authorities will lose
access to this money.

As the Minister has said, the towns-
people will benefit from the new charges
and this is fortunate. In Derby the cost
will be reduced from approximately 5e to
3c a unit. However, the council will be
in trouble because It has anticipated this

profit when working out borrowing pro-
grammes for years ahead. Without the
money some councils will be up the creek.

The other day, by way of question, I
asked how much profit had been trans-
ferred from the trading fund to the muni-
cipal fund in Derby. It turns out that in
the four years-1968-69, 1969-70, 1970-71,
and 1071-72-a total of $180,000 has been
transferred from the trading fund to the
municipal fund.

Mr. May: Could I mention that in places
like Wyndham and Derby we would have
done this earlier if they had agreed to it.
We decided not to because Derby and
Wyndham, the two towns In question, had
not agreed.

Mr. RI3DGE: That is a fair enough com-
ment from the Minister. However, I have
spoken with local authorities and the
Initial offer made to shires In the north
would not have reduced the charges in any
way. It was only because local authorities
held out that the figure is now to be 3c
a unit. initially a figure of 5.25Be-or 5e
-was to be the charge. it was only by
holding out that the local authorities got
down to the figue of 3c. Of course they
cannot resist the offer. If they did, the
ratepayers would tie them to the nearest
tree and shoot them.

Mr. May: I am sure your electors are
pleased the charge has been reduced.

Mr. RIDGE: I have said they are
pleased but I have also said that the
council held out for the 3c a unit. The
initial offer was either 5.25c or 5c a unit.

Mr. May: They will now be In the posi-
tion of being able to buy essential items.

Mr. RIDGE: I would like to know how
they will meet their loan commitments
when they do not have the profits.

Mr. May: I am talking about the people
in the area. As a result of the reduction
in electricity charges they will be In the
position of being able to buy essential
items which are required In Wyndham.

Mr. RIDGE: I have made the point and
I will not become too involved with the
Mvinister because I want to move on. With-
out this financial aid these local authori-
ties will be in a great deal of trouble and
at the present moment the split up of the
Local Authorities Assistance Fund is quite
unjust.

Population, area, revenue and various
other factors obviously have to be taken
Into consideration as do district disabili-
ties and other circumstances. For this
reason there is justification indeed for the
far northern shires to receive a far bigger
share of the financial pie which the Gov-
ernment is carving up.

I would like to make a brief reference
to a couple of Aboriginal projects. Some
months ago It was announced that ranter
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Downs Station in the Kimberley region
had been acquired by the Commonwealth
Government for the benefit of the Mowan-
jum community.

The property was at one time the tradi-
tional home of the Mowanjumn people but
it was abandoned as a mission many Years
ago. It was later leased for pastoral pur-
suits but over recent years no serious
efforts have been made to work the pro-
perty and as a result very few cattle
have been turned off.

Although the station does not have an
outstanding record I1 say here and now
that if ever any Aboriginal venture had
a chance of success it would be this one.

I have bad a long association with the
Mowanjum Mission and the people. I
know of no other Aboriginal group which
has the same determination these people
are capable of displaying. I venture to
suggest that if the same spirit were evi-
dent in other Aboriginal groups we would
see major achievements in Aboriginal
affairs.

The community was fortunate inas-
much as it was able to employ a good.
practical cattle man to take control of
the project, and to advise, assist, and
train the people. They were also Intelli-
gent enough to accept the services of a
firm of pastoral consultants. The main
problem at the moment is the lack of
facilities for unloading cattle when they
are delivered into Derby by barge. The
reason that the cattle are delivered into
Derby by barge Is that there is no reason-
able road access.

The first shipment of cattle consisted of
about 300 head. It was necessary for
them to be loaded onto a race which was
originally intended for loading cattle onto
State ships. The barges are considerably
smaller than the ships, and the result was
that three head of cattle were lost. They
were valued at about $450, so it was a
considerable loss to the mission. The un-
loading of the cattle was considered to be
very inhumane.

I have asked questions in the House in
relation to the provision of more suitable
facilities, and I have already corresponded
with the Minister for Works. At the pre-
sent time his department is considering
two proposals. The first is to modify the
existing loading race and the second-
which is the most acceptable alternative
in my opinion-is to build a ramp on the
shoreline, connecting it to the existing
access road and cattle race. The barge
could then come in, settle on the ramp as
the tide goes out, and the cattle could be
unloaded. In addition, with a land-backed
facility the mission authorities would be
able to use their own staff for back-loading
stores and supplies to the station. At
the present time this is impossible. While
loading at the jetty the mission is obliged

to use wharf labour and, because the barge
is below the jetty deck, it is necessary to
hire a crane.

If the People at the mission are pre-
pared to undertake this work, they should
be encouraged to do so. The manager of
the property is hopeful of turning off
1,500 head of cattle next year. The mis-
sion authorities and the local council have
expressed the hope that the cattle will be
delivered to the Derby works. However.
unless vastly improved facilities are pro-
vided, this will not be possible, and it will
be a great blow to the economy of the
mission and the economy of the town and
the meatworks.

I understand the Commonwealth Gov-
ernment is considering the acquisition of
a barge for these people. If they were able
to transport their cattle by barge all the
time, it might be far more economic for
them than transporting the cattle on road
trains. It is necessary to have a road of a
fairly high standard t3 take road trucks
and, knowing the country up there, I would
say it will be many years before road trains
are operating in the area. For this reason
it is important that the Government pro-
vide suitable facilities quickly. It is no good
saying there will be a road next year. In
my opinion, there will not be a road
suitable for cattle trains for many years.

Mr. May: Would there be a lot of bruis-
Ing of the cattle on barges?

Mr. RIDGE: No more and probably less
bruising than on cattle trains because,
whether or not it is a bitumen road, the
trains sway considerably.

Mr. May: I think this was found to be
so between Kununurra. and Wyndham.

Mr. RIDGE: That Is right. Cattle are not
walked now. In the north, all cattle are
transported on trains, some of which are
double-deckers.

I am greatly in favour of establishing
Aboriginal groups on Pastoral properties.
Many People are critical of this proposal
but if there is a reasonable chance of the
properties becoming viable, economic en-
terprises I believe we should proceed with
them. At the same time, it is important that
the people on the properties be backed up
with reliable supervision and guidance.
Some of the properties could be used as
training grounds for a number of projects,
such as gardening and so on. However, we
cannot Put People there and leave them to
it. They must have adequate supervision
by trained people.

The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr. Brown):
The honourable member has five minutes

Mr. RIDGE: A newspaper article on the
22nd August. 1973, credited the Depart-
ment of Aborignal Affairs with studying
the feasibility of farming goannas. wom-
bats, witchetty grubs, and camels. I have
never in all my life heard anything so
ridiculous. We are trying to lift up these
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people and train them to take their placA
In society alongside white people; yet
xve are talking about their farming
goannas, wombats, witchetty grubs, and
camels.

Mr. Brady: Was it the Commonwealth
department or the State department?

Mr. RIDGE: The Commonwealth De-
partrent of Aboriginal Affairs. With an
imagination like that, the person who made
that suggestion should be writing comic
strips. If the Commonwealth Government
has so much money to spend on Aborigines.
it should put the money into projects
which have some prospect of advancing the
people concerned. One of the projects which
comes to mind Is making concrete
paving slabs. Local authorities would buy
all they could make. Others are making
bricks for housing and tanning hides. At
Present, about 70,000 bides a year would be
shipped out of the country for tanning.
Some months ago I spoke of a scheme
which Is operating in Canada. It concerned
having a marketing authority to dispose of
artefacts. Without going over old ground,
I will simply say this is an idea, which could
be successfully applied in Western Austra-
lia.

I would like to make one other sug-
gestion; that Is, that we give consideration
to training and employing special Aborig-
inal police officers. Perhaps it might be
more appropriate to call them police assist-
ants. I appreciate the Police Department
has no desire to lower the standard of
entry into the Police Force, but surely we
could work out a scheme whereby some of
these Aboriginal people could be given a
limited amount of training. It would be
necessary to nominate clearly what their
duties and responsibiltles would be. These
people could be put to work in Aboriginal
communities on reserves and other such
places.

I1 have seen this scheme in operation
on an unofficial basis. The People who
have undertaken the work have generally
been tribal elders working on a self-ap-
pointed basis. They set themselves up with
a truck or utility and go to the hotels. As
soon as someone gets drunk he is taken
for a drive out of town in the utility.
There is a need for such officers in Ab-
original communities, and if the matter
were approached in a realistic way I1 am
sure the Aborigines would respect and ac-
cept people with this authority.

I am disappointed in answers to ques-
tions which have been given to me in the
last couple of days.

The SPEAKER: I must ask members
to be quiet. The Hansard reporter is hav-
ing difficulty in hearing.

Mr. RIDGE: Yesterday I asked a ques-
tion about candidates for election to the
National Aboriginal Consultative Commit-
tee. I spoke to one of those candidates in
the north as late as last Sunday. An elec-

tion is to be held in two weeks' time, but
he did not know what his duties and re-
sponsibilities would be, if he were elected.
He did not know how to go about seek-
ing election, apart from nominating him-
self. He sent a deposit of $10. He has not
received a receipt for the deposit and he
has not had any correspondence from the
person to whom the $10 was sent. He is
one of the candidates who were mentioned
in the newspaper. He has not heard any-
thing since. It is time someone told these
people what is expected of them. They
have not seen an electoral roll and they do
not know whom they can canvass. The
person responsible for this situation de-
serves a swift kick, in my opinion.

Today I asked the Minister for Educa-
tion the estimated number of children of
school age at One Arm Point, and he re-
plied that there were approximately 60.
There have been 60 or more children at
One Arm Point for 12 months or longer
and they have no school facilities at all.
It appears the children at One Arm Point
have been forgotten as far as the Educa-
tion Department is concerned.

I also asked the Minister for Housing
about a subdivision in Broome, where 19
houses are under construction, several of
which are almost ready for occupation.
However, no roads past those houses have
yet been cleared. I asked the Minister
whether the Main Roads Department had
submitted a quote, and if so when. He re-
Plied that the State Housing Commission
was not a subdividing authority. I was
told by a responsible person in the area
that the Main Roads Department sub-
mitted a quote three months ago and has
since been trying to get some sense out of
the State Housing Commission. Accord-
ing to the answer given me by the Minis-
ter, either he is evading the point or my
information is incorrect.

The SPEAKER: The honourable mem-
ber's time has expired.

MR. BLAIKIE (Vasse) [5.26 pm.J: In
my contribution to this debate I would li1ke
to give an analysis of what people require
from a Government. As far as I[ can
ascertain, the People expect a Government
to give leadership, to encourage initiative,
and to use the expertise that Is available.
The people recognise that different Gov-
ernments have particular policies, but they
expect those policies to provide the im-
petus, inspiration, and encouragement to
take the State on to higher endeavours.
This is the subject about which I would
like to speak today, and I will refer to the
policies of the Labor Party, in both the
Federal and the State spheres, in recent
times.

The role of the Opposition Is to win back
the Government benches as soon as pos-
sible.

Mr. T. DI. Evans: If the Opposition does
not have hope, it does not have anything.
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Mr. BLAnCIE: The Opposition is also
obliged to win the confidence of the people
by making accurate electoral assessments
to prove to the electorate, generally, that
the Government's policies and legislation
are unreasonable and disadvantageous, and
to Prove the lack of credibility of the
Federal and State Labor Governments, re-
sulting in loss of confidence.

I refer to the spectacle which occurred
In this House last Wednesday in relation
to questions without notice, when the
Leader of the Opposition asked a question
of the Premier. I voice my objection to
the manner in which that question was
answered. It was not an answer at all. It
was nothing but a devious and scurrilous
Imputation against the integrity of my
leader. I submit that type of conduct
does not show leadership and it denigrates
not only the Position of the Premier but
also that of his Government.

I now turn to the policies enunciated by
both the Federal and State Governments.
The Federal Government has given a clear
indication of its political fancies and alle-
giances, and furthermore it has shown
complete lack of consideration for people
in rural areas--the very people who have
made this country, people with imagina-
tion and initiative, which attributes are
being sapped by the policies being imple-
mented. We hear talk of decentralisation,
but it has proved to be just a hollow word.

After the introduction of the recent
Federal Budget, decentralisation has not
only become a hollow word, but the kiss
of death has been given to rural people.
In this context we see the consideration
of the Federal Government for all those
people in rural areas throughout the length
and breadth of Australia and, more im-
portantly, throughout Western Australia.
One must realise that to encourage In-
dustry to decentralise we must provide
careful guidance and Inducement. We
must encourage investment and encourage
commercial People to commence and con-
tinue with industries away from the met-
ropolitan area, because in the metropoli-
tan area the advantages are already
available. I believe that all political parties
advocate this principle, yet in recent times
it would appear that the Federal Govern-
ment has done everything in its power to
kill decentralisation once and for all.

One must mention the situation of
Aiwest. The project in which that com-
pany is Interested Is a most important one
for the future of the south-west of West-
ern Australia. It will be of tremendous
importance to the town of Bunbury, to
Collie, and to the entire region. Yet we
now have a Federal Government Policy
which requires foreign companies to lodge
with the Commonwealth Treasury some
33J per cent, of their capital investment.
This is virtually a gift to the Treasury.
Just how does the Federal Government

expect projects to get off the ground? Is
It the Intention of that Government not
to allow them to proceed, anyhow? Will
the A.T.D.C. become a Government insti-
tuted body to carry out all this develop-
ment? We will see what happens in that
regard.

The proposals of the Federal Budget,
particularly in respect of the discontinu-
ance of allowances, have Imposed a tre-
mendous burden upon those in rural areas.
I would like to make a -quick analysis of
the Budget under the headings of postal
services, transport, primary industry, and
customs and excise.

With regard to postal services, whilst
charges for mail were not actually in-
creased, the permissible weights In fact
have been decreased, thereby effectively
increasing the cost of postal services by
up to 200 per cent, in some cases. Pre-
viously one could send a letter containing
four or five sheets of foolscap paper by
surface mail for 7c, but that rate has now
increased by 114 per cent. to 15c. Yet, in
respect of metric conversion, we heard the
Federal and State Governments saying,
"We will look after you and make certain
that you are not robbed." However, the
Federal Government is itself doing just
that with the introduction of the metric
system.

Let us also consider telephone rentals
and charges. Country subscribers now
pay the rate that metropolitan subscribers
pay for telephone rentals. The charge
was increased from $27 or $35--depend-
ing upon the area-to the standard rate
of $55, which is now paid across the na-
tion for telephone rental. This is in effect
an imposition upon country people.

It is all very well for a person living in
Scarborough to pay $55 a year for the
rental of his telephone, because by far the
greatest bulk of his calls will be made
within his own telephone area. He would
call through other district exchanges only
on rare occasions; but that is not the
case in respect of country people. This
brings me back to the question of decen-
tralisation. This increase has placed
country business proprietors at a disad-
vantage. Remember that the proprietor of
a company In a country area must call
Perth or other capital cities quite fre-
quently. When a company starts looking
at the various costs to which it will be
subjected if it moves to the country, it
will now find it is even more attractive to
remain in the metropolitan area. Appar-
ently this is the policy of the Federal
Government.

While I am on the subject of telephones.
I would like to refer to a letter which was
sent to one of my constituents by the
Postmaster-General's Department. It is
a stereotyped letter announcing the
change in policy and the new require-
ments subscribers will have to meet. In
this instance the subscriber is changing
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his telephone from one telephone area to
another. Previously such a change cost $15
over and above the payment of the neces-
sary rental fee. I will read part of the
letter to the House, because it gives some
indication of just what is happening, It
is as follows-

In additi on, you will be required to
pay the first six month's rental in
advance, which, in this case will be
$27.50 together with a service fee of
$30.00.

As I said, previously that fee was $15. To
continue-

It is essential that this amount be
paid within three (3) days of receipt
of this letter, otherwise It will be
necessary to disconnect the service,
Should the facility then be required at
a later date a service connection fee
of $50.00 would apply.

That letter is interesting because, firstly,
it is undated; and, secondly, for the first
time people are required to pay the fee
instantly. The Increase in this fee is some-
thing like 300 per cent.

I think it was the Leader -of the Country
Party who mentioned the closure of
certain post offices throughout Western
Australia. I have with me a letter which
indicates that the decision Is under re-
view. Whilst the Commonwealth Govern-
ment has not in fact announced that cer-
tain post offices will be closed, it baa indi-
cated to the Australian Postmasters'
Association that throughout Australia
some 300 Post offices are under review for
immediate declassification.

Mr. May: In what year was that inquiry
commenced?

Mr. BLAIK.I: I1 will make this letter
available to the Minister if he wishes.

Mr. May: What does it say in the first
paragraph?

Mr. BL.AIKIE:' Perhaps I should con-
tinue with my speech and make this letter
available to the Minister later. A number
of post offices in western Australia are
included in the -review; and I understand
the review will take place fairly soon.

Mr. Taylor: I understand there are 30
or 33.

Mr. BLAIKIE: I have here the full list.
Would the Deputy Premier like me to
read it out?

Mr. May: We would like You -to read
out when the survey was agreed to. It is
at the top of the page.

Ir. BLAIKIE: In order to assist the
Minister for Mines, I point out that the
document I have in my band is from the
Australian Postmasters' Association,
Western Australian Branch, and it is a
copy of an attachment to a letter from
the Director-General, Australian Post
Office, dated the 10th September, 19'73. It
is a fairly recent letter. The point I am

trying to make--and I thank the Minis-
ters for their co-operation-is that a large
number of Western Australian post offices
are under threat of closure. I am particu-
larly concerned about the future -of the
Cape] post office.

Mr. MoPharlin: Perhaps the Minister
for Mines can tell us when the survey was
conducted.

Mr. May: In 1970.
Mr. Merharlin: That still doesn't make

it right.
Mr. May:, I know it doesn't.
Mr. Taylor: It is -under review.
The SPEAKER: Order!
Mr. BLAIKIE- I am Particularly con-

cerned about the Capel post office, al-
though I am concerned about the whole
list, which includes places such as Eal-
'ingup, Capel, Coolgardie, Cranbrook,
Dowerin, Goomialling, the Hollywood Re-
patriation General Hospital, Leonora.
Marble Bar, Mingenew, Trayning, Wicke-
pin, and Yalgoo.

I have taken out some figures regarding
the Capel post office to Provide evidence
in support of its official classification. in
1968 the Capel post office did business in
connection with mail and associated ser-
vices in excess of 229,000 articles, and in
1973 the figure was in excess of 236,000.
That indicates that the post office has a
reasonable rate of business, and the figures
for the years in between show a steady
although small increase.

It is most Important that this service
be Continued. Members will be well aware
that Capel is the centre of a mineral sands
industry, and there is every indication
that the industry will continue and pros-
per, The various facilities which are
available at an official post office are an
advantage to the area. I understand rep-
resentation has already been made to the
Postmaster-General, and I would hope
the State Government will make repre-
sentation to ensure that this Post office
service is retained.

Mr. MePharlin: The onus is upon the
Government.

Mr. Taylor: For the information of the
honourable member, I wish to advise him
that I1 have made inquiries and I have
been advised that in the case of the Gin-
gin post office it could be 10 or 15 years.
This review of post offices was set up by
the former Commonwealth Government.

Mr. BLAIKIE: What the former Gov-
ernment did does not really matter at this
stage; what does matter is that the exist-
ing Government is considering closing
these post offices.

Mr. Taylor: It is following the same re-
view.

Mr. BLAIKIE: I am asking the State
Government to lodge some form of 'pro-
test.

Mr. May: Did you do that in 1970?
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Mr. BLAMKJE: I was not here then,
Mr. May: That is not a good answer.
Mr. MePharlin: There was no proposal

in 1970.
The SPEAKER: Order!
Mr. BIAnIKIE: Mr. Speaker, if I may

have the opportunity to continue, I take
it from the interjections of the Deputy
Premier that the State Government has
no intention of making representation to
the effect that the official post offices
which are under review be retained.

Mr. Taylor: Not to proceed with the re-
view?

Mr. Bertram: I did not reach that con-
elusion.

Mr. BLCAIKIE: I ask the Deputy Premi-
ier whether he would be prepared to make
representations to the Commonwealth
Government to ensure that these postal
services are retained.

Mr. Taylor: I already have in connection
with one post office, but I shall take the
matter up in respect of the Cape) Post
Office if the honourable member wants me
to do so.

Mr. BLAIKIE: Yes, and also in respect
of the other 34 Post offices.

Sir Charles Court: Has the Deputy
Premier seen the answer given by his
leader?

Mr. BLAIKIE: I thank the Deputy
Premier for his assistance in this regard.
I shall certainly inform the Capel Shire
that he will be making representations
to the Commonwealth Government in the
interests of the people there.

The increase in postal charges has affec-
ted the rural people. in this respect I
would also mention the increase in STD
telephone charges. Again, these are further
Impositions on the People. In relation
to customs and excise, the Commonwealth
Govermnent has made a decision to in-
crease the price of petrol by 5c: a gallon,
and diesel fuel by 4.5c a gallon. In-
creases such as these will further disad-
vantage the people In the r-ural areas.

The SPEAKER: I ask members to be
more quiet.

Mr. BLAMKE: I realise it is fairly
difficult for members on the Government
side to understand this, because they have
shown little, if any, consideration for the
rural people.

Mr. Bertram: That is a lot of nonsense.

Mr. BLAMKE: I would like the honour-
able member to visit the country areas,
and say that. The member for Merredin-
Yllgarn has spoken about thi Investment
allowances, and the allowances for plant
purchases. However, he missed one im-
portant paint, and I wish to draw the at-
tention of members to it.

Previously when a primary producer
purchased new plant he was able to claim
20 per cent, depreciation each year; and
in the first year he was able to claim an
investment allowance of another 20 per
cent. It means that In respect of plantt
which cost $1,000, the primary producer
could In the first year claim a tax deduc-
tion allowance of some $400. All that has
been changed, and changed In a fairly
radical way. I am positive the member for
Merredin-Yilgarn Is not aware of this.

Mr. Brown: You are referring to new
machinery?

Mr. BLAIKIE: Yes.
Mr. Brown: Then that Is correct.
Mr. BLAIKIE: All this has been changed

in quite a radical way. Firstly, under the
new policy of the Commonwealtni Govern-
ment the investment allowance Is no longer
applicable and, secondly, a depreciation
allowance of only 15 per cent. is avail-
able. However, this 15 per cent, is assessed
on a pro rata basis, and that Is the major
diff erence.

Mr. Brown: Are you talking about a
piece of machinery or a tractor?

Mr. BLAIKIE: I am talking about new
plant.

Mr. Brown: In the case of plant it is not
15 per cent.

Mr. BLAIKIE: I shall try to explain t6he
difference. Under the old arrangements
many farmers purchased new plant on the
30th June of a year. They were 'nat break-
ing the law In so doing; they were merely
taking advantage of the concessions which
were available and should be available. In
a good year the farmer would turn over
his plant, and take advantage of the con-
cession.

Uinder the old arrangement the farnier
could purchase new plant on the 30th June,
and claim a total tax deduction at 40
per cent. Under the new proposal, if a
farmer purchased new plant on the 30th
June the allowance is, in fact, 1/52nd of
the amount of depreciation that is per-
mitted. That is a vast difference.

Mr. Brown: What is wrong with that?
Mr. BLAIKIE: Usually when the hon-

ourable member explains anything to the
House he goes into greater detail.

Mr. Brown: I went Into great detail.
Are you talking about diminishing values,
or the primary cost and the 15 per cent.
allowance?

Mr. 13LAIKIE: This is a most important
concession which rural producers have
lost. By the same token private company
tax has been increased from 371 per cent.
on the first $10,000 of taxable income, and
the balance of the income bears a rate of
421 per cent. in tax. Now private com-
panies will pay taxation at the rate of
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47' per cent.-the same rate as is applic-
able to public companies. This again is an
imposition.

We now have a system of double taxa-
tion. This applies to private companies,
but in fact many farming properties are
private companies. They will pay 471 per
cent. in tax on the profits made, but on
the distribution of the profits a further
tax is imposed. It was said by the
Federal Treasurer in his Budget speech
that these levels of taxation are designed
to cut off concessions available to "Pitt
Street" farmers. By tightening up the
concessions that are now available to, say,
.001 per cent. of the primary producers-
this Percentage being representative of the
"Pitt Street" farmers--the Federal Trea-
surer has brought all primary producers
into the morass. I believe in this respect
the Government has no consideration for
the interests of the rural people. This is
an indictment against the Government.

If that were not all, these allowances
have been applied across-the-board
throughout Australia, including Western
Australia which has a rate of development
that is of world significance. I refer to
the development of 1,000,000 acres of new
farming land per year. Many farmers
developing new land wili suffer from the
reduction in the tax concessions. Cer-
tainly no consideration has been shown in
the case of Western Australia. The State
Government which ought to represent the
people has not raised any form of protest
against this action of the Commonwealth
Government. However, for once it is good
to know that the Deputy Premier has
assured me that he will make representa-
tions in respect of the Capel post office.

Mr. Bertram: H-ave you made repre-
sentations to the Treasurer in respect of
this matter?

Mr. BLAIKIE: Yes, I have. The inten-
tion of the Commonwealth Government Is
to catch up with the "Pitt Street" farmers,
but In this process It is embracing all other
primary producers when there is no need to
do so. Thus the cold hand of socialism
is stifling Western Australia.

Mr. Bertram: It has been referred to as
the creeping hand!

Mr. BLAlKIE: This hand did not creep;
it struck out suddenly. I ant quite posi-
tive that the full impact of these decisions
will not become evident until the June-
August period of 1974. By that time the
full impact will be appreciated by those
who have been disadvantaged.

At the commencement of my speech I
spoke about the Government's lack of
leadership and confidence. I am appafled
at the continual erosion of initiative and
the lack of inspiration. I would now like
to turn to an issue in respect of which
the Government could show some initia-
tive. I refer to the proposition to intro-
duce meat Prices stabilisation. If any-

thing has put the cold hand of death on
a community, it is this proposition of the
Commonwealth Government.

Mr. Bertram: Like Snedden did the
other day.

Mr. BLAflCIE: The announced intention
of the Government in taking this action
was to reduce the price of meat to con-
sumners. The proposition was intended to
achieve that objective, but the method by
which the Government is to imple-
ment the proposal is deplorable. Its action
has eroded the confidence of the beef pro-
ducers throughout this nation.

Two reports have been submitted in
respect of the meat prices stabilisation pro-
posal. The majority report was presented
by five members-all being members of
the Australian Labor Party In the Com-
monwealth Parliament-and the dissenting
report was presented by four members-
all being members of the Liberal Party
and Country Party.

I refer to paragraph 46 on page 12 of
the report. It is as follows-

The Comm ittee considered a pro-
posal to import lamb but evidence was
given that the lamb was not available.
It also considered a proposal to ban
the export of lamb during the 1973
spring flush but evidence indicated
that such action would have a
dramatic adverse effect on the lamb
industry without generally reducing
the price of other mneats.

Yet, it was only two short years ago that
the sheep Producers experienced a period
of low prices brought about by drought
conditions which had never been experi-
enced previously. Anyone who has studied
the history of farming in this country
will realise there are periods of highs and
lows. When farmers experience a period
of high they make the most of it in order
to tide them over a period of low. This
was one aspect which the committee in-
quiring into the stabilisation of meat prices
was looking at: factors which were pre-
venting the export of lamb from Australia.
The prevention of export would have a
disastrous effect on the economy of this
State.

The majority report of the committee
indicated that a revenue tax would need
to be raised to subsidise the price of meat
on the export market, and that this in
turn would be a consumer's subsidy to
reduce the price on the home market.
It was also considered that the price would
have to be quite substantial, and the figure
Is mentioned on page 61 of the report. It
states-

The revenue raised from an export
tax could be substantial, e.g. a 10 cents
per pound tax on beef and veal exports
of 500.000 tons per year would result
in revenue about $112 million.
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That Is the kind of policy the Government
has under consideration. It has no con-
sideration for the producer, and' it is
directed entirely to the benefit of the con-
sumner. This sort of thing saps the confi-
dence of the community, particularly the
rural community.

While I am speaking on the question of
meat prices stabilisation I should draw
attention to an interesting contribution
to a debate in the House of Representa-
tives on the 20th September, 1973, relat-
ive to the proposal of the Government in
relation to this question. This was a con-
tribution by Mr. Nixon, the member for
Gippaland. Mr. Nixon was speaking
against the report and he stated-

There is no authoritative evidence
to support the recommendation bar
that from the Western Australian Do-
partment of Agriculture, which for en-
tirely different reasons supported a
tax.

Yesterday I spent some time with the De-
partment of Agriculture. I have also read
all the transcripts again today in an
attempt to find out where the department
supported the move. I do not wish to draw
any conclusion at this stage. If the state-
ment is correct I intend to find out the
reason, and if it is incorrect I intend to
inquire further.

in the same vein I also refer to the
dairying industry subsidy which is to be
phased out by 1975. Notice of this move
was given at the end of June, of this year.
The subsidy has been worth some
$27,000,000 to the dairying industry. The
butterfat producers in this State have
been dependent on the subsidy, and yet
with one foul blow right across the whole
of Australia the Government, which talks
about developing a viable industry by
taking the subsidy from those who do not
need it and giving it to those who do need
it, takes this action. However, we do not
know.- what the "have nots" will receive.
In fact, I have noted that the "have note"
will not receive anything which will in-
crease the price per pound of butterfat in
this State.

It was bad enough to remove the subsidy,
but it is even worse when it is considered
that the subsidy was removed without any
discussion of any nature with those in-
volved in the industry. I am Informed
that the industry leaders virtually went
to bed one night and when they woke up
the next morning they Imagined they had
had a bad dream; because they read in the
Press that the subsidy had been removed.
That is the extent of the consideration
which the Government has given to the
dairying industry throughout Australia;
there was no consultation in any shape or
form.

The removal of the subsidy will place
the industry in an extremely critical pos-
ition. The loss which has occurred already

as a result of the removal of the subsidy
has been 3c per pound. The producers
received an increase in price by way of
margins and other forms of assistance,
but they have lost ic per pound on what
they were receiving last year, The situa-
tion which will develop during March-
April of next year will put a number of
farmers out of the butterfat production
field because they realise that all they will
receive vwil be 33c or 34c per pound, pro-
bably the lowest price during the last 25
or 30 years. All of this is the result of the
Government's decision to remove the sub-
s9idy.

The farmer can continue to milk his
cows and plan on producing 300 lb. of
butterfat per cow, and receive probably
$125 to $140 per cow with sale of calf.
Alternatively, he can convert to the pro-
duction of baby beef and he will probably
receive aL similar gross return per cow. The
situation is obvious;, the farmers will not
continue in the dairying industry. Many
farmers realise the situation which faces
them. They observe the price of beef
which is at the top of its scale, and at a
record level at present, and they are com-
paring that price with the price of butter-
fat, which is at the bottom of the scale.
The comparison does not give them any
heart at all.

I point out that it is absolutely impera-
tive that the Government should make
representations to the Federal Govern-
ment in order to ascertain what assistance
is to be afforded to Western Australian
producers well before the commencement
of the 1974 production year. If an
announcement is delayed until AprilI or
Msy of next year It will be too late and
the damage will have been done. Many
Producers will have gone into the produc-
tion of baby beef.

The SPEAKER: The member has five
more minutes.

Mr. BLAIKIE: I am more than a little
disturbed at the position of the industry
and I ask the Government to listen to a
section of a letter from the Minister for
Primary Industry received through the
services of the member for Forrest (Mr.
Drummond). The letter is available for any
member of the Government to read if he
so wishes. The last paragraph is particu-
larly significant, and is as follows-

You ask if it is the Government's
intention to maintain a viable dairy
industry in each State. I believe that
whilst adjustment is necessary, a vi-
able industry will be maintained in
each State. In some States, including
Western Australia, the industry is
likely to be geared in the main to
meeting the growing need for liquid
milk for human consumption. This
form of end use is and will continue
to be the most profitable of all to the
dairy farmer.
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The Minister has stated something of
which the entire industry is aware. Every
dairy farmer In Western Australia knows
what the situation is. I also believe that
members in this Hom~ie are aware of the
situation because of previous debates
which have taken Place here. However,
the Minister has still not said how any
special form of assistance can be ranted
to this State, In fact, when the subsidy
was removed the Government gave an un-
dertaking that assistance would be given,

I again request the Government, par-
ticularly the Premier-unfortunately the
Minister for Agriculture is not here at the
moment-to make representations to the
Commonwealth Government because It is
imperative that the alternative forms of
assistance be made known to the mnanu-
facturing sector of the industry well be-
fore the commencement of the 1974 pro-
duction year,

I could go on, but I now wish to refer
to the matter of a regional concept, to
which I am opposed. I believe a regional
concept will lead to an erosion of the
rights of local government-particularly
the smaller local authorities. The concept
of regionalism is to draw local communi-
ties into bigger areas and I doubt whether
that will be to the advantage of small com-
munities and small enterprises.

In spite of their disadvantages, the small
communities have maintained their identi-
ties and their Individualism, and they have
been a tremendous asset to this State and
to this nation. I also believe it Is the
policy of the Federal Government to des-
troy the State Governments. In the long
term the effect will be to destroy local
Identities and local Individuality. I can-
not understand why the Federal Govern-
ment considers this to be necessary, apart
from its policy of socialism and centralism.
Yet, members of the State Government are
kowtowing to the Federal Government and
do not raise any objection. There are
inherent dangers in this policy.

I hope I have been able to give members
some proof that the Government does not
have the confidence of the people. The
Government has lost its initiative and I
believe that at the next election the very
essence of what I have said will be borne
out.

MR. RUSHTON (Dale) (8.10 p.m.]: I
am pleased to be able to speak to this
Bill and at the commencement of my re-
marks I would like to congratulate the new
Leader of the Country Party and the new
Deputy Leader of the Country Party on
their appointments- I have not had the
opportunity during debate, previously, to
offer my congratulations. I also wish the
previous Leader Of the Country Party all
the best in his retirement. I believe he has
miade a valuable contribution of service to
-iur State.

I would also like to convey my con-
gratulations and best wishes to the mem-
ber for Balcatta. I convey to him our
thanks for giving us an opportunity to
inspire our party In a tremendous effort
in the electorate of Balcatta.

The Budget now presented to us seems
to be returning us to the doldrums experi-
enced during the Labor Administration of
1958 and 1959. It seems that we are draw-
ing on our reserves and using our loan
funds to fund deficits in the revenue of the
State; our funds will be reduced to bed-
rock. This was the experience in the late
1950Os. It will not be long before we become
destitute under this type of financing. Our
State is becoming more and more subservi-
ent to the Commonwealth Government, an
experience we hoped would not be ours.

The very able presentation made by the
member for Darling Range Illustrated very
clearly what will occur with the regionali-
satlon of our State. The Commonwealth
intrusion Into our responsibilities can do
nothing but reduce the living standard,
the dignity, and the effectiveness of our
State and of the people within our State.

I intend to devote my speech tonight to
one theme. The theme is: Why has the
Tonkin Administration failed? I will use
only one issue to show why the Tonkin
Administration has failed, and that will
prove my point conclusively, There are
many issues which could be raised but
there is no need to go further than that
to which I will devote myself during this
debate. I will speak on a number of the
issues when we debate the departmental
Estimates.

The point I wish to raise is the crisis in
accommodation in our schools. It will be
easy for me to prove that the Government
has been most neglectful, and that the
students and the teachers will be placed
at a tremendous disadvantage. I will ask
for emergency measures to be taken in
an attempt to rectify this obvious neglect
and this devastating situation which the
Government has brought about.

I will use illustrations from my own
area because I know it well, but I know
other members have similiar experiences.
I have been informed of similar happen-
ings in other areas, which proves that the
misjudgment of this Government, in
making numerous changes to the Ministry
of Education, has brought about this
unfortunate situation.
Sitting suspended from 6.15 to 7.30 p.m.

Mr. RUSHTON: Before the tea sus-
pension I indicated my intention to democn-
strate how serious was the crisis that had
been created by the Government In rela-
tion to the lack of provision of school
accommodation. I quoted an example of
the Government's administrative failure In
this connection.
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This is only one of the avenues In
which the Government has failed and it
demonstrates very clearly the extent and
seriousness of the failure. The severity of
the crisis can more easily be understood
when one appreciates that the Tonkin
Government has had the advantage and
benefit of diminishing growth which has
reduced demand: and I have figures which
will prove that point. Had the growth
rate continued at the pace we previously
experienced there would have been a real
shemozzle. So we are fortunate it did
not continue at that pace. I think the
examples I give will illustrate the serious-
ness of the position and the crisis that has
developed.

The Brand Government had reached a
desirable stage of building schools to keep
pace with the growth in the suburbs.

Mr. Taylor: Like the 14 prefa~bs at
Kwlnana High School with the change of
Government. That Is a good example.

Mr. RUSHTON: As a result of represent-
ations that were made the Rocking-ham
High School was a year ahead of the
educational programme.

Mr. Taylor: I think this was done during
the tenure of our Government.

Mr. RUSHTON: Cut it out. The Depucy
Premier should attend the opening tomor-
row; the school has been there three years?

Mr. Taylor:, How many are there?

Mr. RUSHTON: Next ya!ar it will be a
fourth year high school. As I have said,
the Deputy Premier should be attending
the opening, and I must say I was rather
amazed to receive an invitation to an
opening of a school which has been operat-
ing as a school for three years.

At this point I would like to thank the
Minister for Education for receiving a
deputation from one of the disadvantaged
areas I represent. I appreciate his having
received the deputation; but he did pro-
vide mre with some startling information
which stimulated me into making this
presentation. Reverting to the Deputy
Premier's interjection, I could give the
examples of Westfield, Bungaree and
Kingsley which I know well, and
which were started and continued with
the growth of the community. I repeat,
however, that I would like to record my
appreciation of the present Minister for
Education for having received the deputa-
tion to which I have already referred.

It is my intention to give complete
proof of why I think the Tonkin Adminis-
tration has failed, and why we have
arrived at this crisis in our school building
programme. Perhaps we could put part
of this down to inexperience, because only
the odd one or two Ministers had previous
ministerial experience and, to that extent,
the Government has been handicapped.
Apart from this we had inept budgetary

programming and we all know of the
promises that were made. I think all these
matters contributed towards the Govern-
mnent's. administrative failure. I 'will not
labour this point at the moment, but I
will refer to it later when -I have an
opportunity to speak to the Estimates in
detail.

I think we all appreciate the fact that
one of the Government members re-
signed and that there was also sickness
in the Government's ranks. All this was
very serious so far as the present Govern-
ment was concerned and it added to the
poor judgment that was apparent in mat-
ters which were of great importance to
the State. Added to all this, of course, was
the continual reshuffling of the Cabinet.

I think the present Minister for Educa-
tion is the third Minister to hold that port-
folio. After the election the Premier indicat-
ed the importance of this portfolio by taking
it himself but, before long, it was passed
on to the Attorney-General and then, for
reasons known only to the Government, it
was passed to the present Minister for
Education who will be retiring at the end
of this session. Accordingly, no matter
what happens, we will have a fourth Min-
ister for Education in three years.

Surely all this has had a devastating
effect on the Government's administrative
processes. The visit overseas of the
Deputy Premier during the Balcatta by-
election indicated very poor judgment in-
deed. I thought it showed contempt for
the People of the area; I did not know he
was ill at the time. The. Government
should be most grateful to the media for
not publishing these facts.

Mr. T. D. Evans: Did you say the Deputy
Premier went overseas?

Mr. RUJSHTON: Yes, in the middle of
the Balcatta by-election. He was campaign
manager and he was unwell.

Mr. B. T. Burke: Who was camp~aign
manager?

Mr. T. D. Evans: Where was he stated
to be campaign manager?

Mr. Bertram: Where is the evidence for
that?

Sir Charles Court: He was said to be
campaign director during the memorable
television programme that took place.

Mr. O'Connor: It is a touchy point.
Mr. T. D. Evans: It Is not true.
Mr. R.USHTON: The direction which the

Government has received from outside is
another reason that it has not been able
to govern effectively. It had out-
side control by the State Executive of the
Labor Party, the T.L.C., the militant
unions and, recently, there has been
direction from the Commonwealth Labor
Government. This would be too heavy a
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load for anyone to carry and the Govern-
ment has been unable to cope with the
situation. It is, however, shackled with
it; it is subservient to the Commonwealth
Government. and this has been another
nail in its coffin.

Quite apart from all this the Govern-
ment does, of course, follow a most im-
practical ideology. Socialism does not
care for the individual.

Mr. Bertram: Is your party going to
assist socialism and, if so, when?

Mr. RUSHTON: All that socialism
stands for is control and direction. This,
was clearly illustrated the other night
when the Federal Minister for Housing
was talking about how the Federal Gov-
ernment proposed to control land in this
State. This projected the weakness of this
Government because it did not demon-
strate against this stated control. The
Government does not understand private
enterprise and how it works. Private enter-
prise does not dictate what should be done;
it encourages people to do things and gets
tremendous results. Private enterprise lays
down guidelines for People to follow; they
understand and proceed along these guide-
lines. We all know that people respond
more to encouragement than they do to
direction.

Mr. Bertram: You are directing your
senators in Canberra.

Sir Charles Court: When was this?

Mr. T. D. Evans: On the off -shore legis-
lation.

Sir Charles Court: That is not right.
There was no direction given to any
senator. You should get your facts right.

Mr. RUSHTON: I merely wanted to
give a few brief examples as to why I
think the Government has proved to be
ineffective and the reason for its having
created this very real crisis in regard to
school accommodation. Quite apart from
the changes in portfolio that have been
made In this State there has been an air
of uncertainty due to the Intrusion of the
Commonwealth Government into State
rights; and added to this we have had
departmental officers making frequent
trips--they have been going here, there
and everywhere; they just do not know
where they are at present. All this has
contributed to the Government's failure.

Mr. B. T. Burke: You do not know where
you are either.

Mr. RUSHTON: As I have said, the
seriousness of the crisis is all the more
inexplicable because of the downturn in
the growth rate. I will illustrate this by
giving a few figures.

Mr. Jamieson, We still have the highest
growth rate. What are you talking about?

Mr, RUSHTON: The position is bad
enough now but I am sure there would
have been absolute chaos had the previous

growth rate continued; and I now refer to
the growth rate we experienced during the
administration of the Brand Government.

I would like to refer to the question of
the wage and salary earners in civilian
employment and indicate the percentage
growth from year to year. As an example
we find the percentage growth in 1968 was
7.4 which diminished in 1972 to 0.2. I
have not the figure for 1973 with me. This
illustrates how the percentage growth has
dropped. We find the percentage popula-
tion change for 1967-68 was 4.01 which
dropped to 2.20 in 1971-72. This drama-
tically indicates the diminishing growth
rate.

I would now like to quote the population
increase. The statistics show that in 1968
the Population increase was 40,812; in
1969 it was 38,820. It then dropped to
37,432 in 1970 with a further drop to
34.845 in 1971. In 1972 the increase in
population was 16.866.

Let us have a look at the recent trends.
In March of this year the total Population
of Western Australia was 1,070,219. In
June, 1973, the total population was
1,068,244-a loss of 1,975. From these
figures it will be readily understood that
the Pressure for increased school building
has diminished; yet today we have a worse
position than we have had for years.

Mr. Bertram: How do you conclude that
from those figures?

Mr. RUSHTON: I do not propose to
listen to the bowlings of the dingoes,
because they are not with it so far as this
subject is concerned.

Mr. T. D. Evans:- You are the biggest
dingo in this Chamber.

The SPEAKER: Order!

Mr. RUSHTON: The other day we saw
evidence of the fact that the Western
Australian Government had increased Its
growth rate in the Public Service; it has
been Increased by the highest figure in
Australia. I mention this aspect to indi-
cate the true position; despite all the
claims that have been made in relation
to growth and retention of employment
together with the other factors which were
quoted to show that the State was on an
even keel. We find that in 1972, 6,000
extra public servants were appointed
whilst on an average for the two years
jobs increased by 5.000 per year. I under-
stand in 1973 there has been a further
increase of 3,400 in the Public Service.

These figures clearly illustrate the degree
to which our economy has been slipping.
I do not quote those figures with any sense
of joy, but merely to Illustrate that in spite
of all the examples I have given of dimin-
Ishing growth there has been a shortage of
school buildings when there should be
none.
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Only the other night we had several
Illustrations to show just flow we 'were
Placed with regard to our various work
forces and the change there had been
since the Brand Government's administra-
tion. 1 raise these points merely to illus-
trate that even though we have a reducing
growth rate we are facing this tremendous
crisis In the lack of school buildings.

Whilst I was researching this issue I
saw a news Item in The Sunday Times of
the 16th August, 1970, headed. "Labor
Crisis is Loomlng"-and the word "labour"
was spelt Incorrectly. However, It amount-
ed to the fact that we did not have enough
people to do the work which was pro-
grammed. There were jobs for 13,000 men
In Western Australia. What a change to
the present situation!I I want to pursue
this point to Illustrate the charge I am
making about the crisis In the provision
of school buildings.

I am somewhat disappointed that the
Teachers' Union has not been voicing its
disquiet about accommodation. Perhaps It
is not aware of the situation, although it
should be. It has certainly not expressed
objections about the poor state of affairs
in regard to accommodation for the begin-
ning of the school year In 1974.

Mr. Bertram: It is obviously satisfied.
Mr. RUSHTON, This Is where the pic-

ture becomes a little complex. The other
day I asked the Minister a question in
relation to the growth of money allocated
to education in the Budgets from 1970
onwards. The answer he gave does not tally
'with the figures quoted in The Western
Teacher. The figures I was given in reply
to my question seem to be a little odd. I
was told that in the financial year 1972-73
the expenditure on education was increased
by i4.64 per cent. The estimated Increase
in the Estimates for 1973-74 is 12.25 per
cent. These figures do not quite tie in
with the earlier answer given to me by the
Minister. However, they do illustrate that
despite all the shouting and yelling, the
Government has been paying less attention
to education than it claims it has been.

Mr. Bertram: That Is nonsense.
Mr. RUSHTON: I would like to refer to

the percentage increase in primary and
secondary school students between 1968
and 1972. I present this information to
show that in the last few years we have
had a diinishing load to carry-we have
bad fewer children to provide for and yet
the Government has failed to grasp the
nettle. As a matter of fact, the figures
are quite Interesting. The percentage en-
rolment increase was as follows--

Primary -Secondary
1968 to 1969 4.4 6.2
1969 to 1970 3.2 4.6
1970 to 1971 3.0 4.8
1971 to 1972 2.3 5.0

So members will see that the task to pro-
vide school buildings was not as difficult
as in the preceding years when enrolrnents,
were increasing at a fast rate.

The answer to my query about the class-
rooms built in these years Is an indication
of how tentative the Government has been
In regard to education, and how Ineffective
it has been. The -Minister told me that
the number of classrooms built was as fol-
lows-

1968-60-439
1969-70-371
1970-71--498
1971-72-39l
1972-73-432

Members will note that 498 classrooms
were built in the last year of the Brand
Government, and that 100.fewer were built
In the first year of the Tonkin Govern-
ment.

Mr. Bertram: Would you agree that
the Australian Government has put In a
tremendous effort in regard to education?

Mr. RUSHTON: I was apprehensive
about our ability to provide demountable
classrooms to meet the demand so I asked
bow many demountable classrooms were
available In these years. I was given the
following answer-

ID68-69-187
1969-10-247
1970-71-272
1971-72-287
1972-73-290

Members will see that we built 60 class-
rooms in the year 1969-70, 25 In the year
1970-71-the first year of the Tonkin Gov-
ernment-iS in 197 1-72, and only three in
1972-73. It is obvious that we have been
running downhill very quickly.

These figures illustrate the present state
of affairs, and It is only the beginning.
When I refer to a few particular schools
later, members will see the practical
application of these figures.

I asked a question about how many de-
mountable classrooms we had unallocated
at this time. The answer was that we had
none. Here we are facing up to the new
year intake of students with incomplete
buildings. in reply to my question about
bow many demountable classrooms are
under construction, I was told -that there
Is an initial allocation to purchase 20 de-
mountable classrooms. Let us hope that
these classrooms are built and ready be-
cause we will certainly need them. Prac-
tically every school is operating with de-
mountable classrooms at the present time,
and I believe this situation arose because
the Tonkin Government changed the policy
In relation to education.

The Brand Government attempted to
build with the growth, and It was success-
ful. The Neerigen Brook School had been
included in a programme for more class-
rooms. However, with -the change of Gov-
ernment, the classrooms for this school
were taken off the programme. In the
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meantime pupils at Neerigen Brook have
been using dernountables. This particular
school will be In dire straits next year.

I asked a question on the 18th October
in an endeavour to find out just what the
situation is. I hoped to obtain a frank
appraisal of the schools which would not
be ready for the 1974 school year. A
candid answer would have given us a
reasonable picture of the situation, and I
would not need to make this plea now. I
asked this question-

For the areas requiring new schools or
major accommodation additions for
commencement of 1974 school year-
(1) Which new schools will not be

completed in time?
And I received the devious answer-

(1) At this paint in time It Is expected
that all new schools programmed
for completion prior to the com-
mencement of the 1974 school
year, will be completed.

That reply is a lot of twaddle and it is
totally miseading.

Mr. Bertram: You ought to know about
misleading statements.

Mr. RUSHTON: It does not answer the
question at all. I asked a simple question:
What is the actual position? I have not
had a reply. The next part of my question
was-

(2) Which schools with over $100,000
worth of additions will not be
completed in time?

And this was answered as follows-
(2) (1) Wyndham junior high school

-additions-
(ii) Kewdale high school-addi-

tions.
(iii) Morley high school-addi-

tions.
(iv) South Fremantle high school

-additions.
Obviously the Minister forgot about all
the other schools in this category. What
about Kelmscott High School? Some of
the schools will hardly be started by Feb-
ruary. 1974. Why not let us have a frank
appraisal of the situation.

Sir David Brand: They have enough
material if they wanted to build them.

Mr. RUSHTON: I can only suggest to
the member for Greenough that this sit-
uation was brought about by the intrusion
of the Commonwealth Government into
the State's responsibility. This became
quite clear to me when I attended with
a deputation to the Minister. We were told
that the Government had tremendous
problems because Inflation had pruned
$1,000,000 off its building Programme. The
intrusion of the Commonwealth Govern-
ment has put everything out of balance-

Mr. Bertram: Nonsense!

Mr. RUrSHTON: -in the building trade
and this has affected the school pro-
gramnme. The whole picture has become
unbalanced. So $1,000,000 has been sliced
off our programme, and the major Pro-
portion of the blame f or this can be laid
at the feet of the Commonwealth Govern-
ment. Inflation has taken building costs
so high that we cannot complete our
building programme. I make the point
that not only the four schools named by
the Minister but many others, too, will not
be completed on time.

Kelmscott High School and Rocking-
ham High School will not have the facil-
ities to cope with the students.

Mr. Hartrey: Norseman high will not
either.

Mr. RUSHTON: The Hillman School
and the Challis Road School will not be
completed or possibly not started.

Mr. A. R. Tonkin: This is because we
had to wait all this time for the first
Budget of the Australian Government.

Mr. RUSHTON: What a lot of rubbish!
Mr. A. R. Tonkin: You will, see a big

difference next year.
Mr. RUSHTON: Does the honourable

member suggest that we should wait for
the Australian Government to make up
its mind while our children are without
proper accommodation?

Mr. A. R. Tonkin: That is what you did.
Mr. RUSHTON: We are facing a shock-

ing crisis in education, and the Govern-
ment did nothing.

Mr. Thompson, What about Kala-
munda High School at the start of this
year?

Mr. A. R. Tonkin: That is right: we
were starved for funds by the Brand Gov-
ernment.

Mr. RUSHTON: I have already said
that the Brand Government started its
programme in February.

Mr. A. R. Tonkin: Loot at Morley High
School-ahead of its programme. The
children there were in demountables. The
Brand Government did not even have a
site for the high school. What are you
talking about?

The SPEAKER: Order!
Mr. RUSHTON: If the member for Mir-

rabooka wants to lose his cool-
Mr. Bryce: Rubbish!
The SPEAKER:, Order! The member for

Ascot is not in his seat.
Mr. RUSHTON: He should be thrown

out-that is what is wrong. It is very
dramatic to point out what has been done.

Mr. A. R. Tonkin: We caught up a
whole year.

Mr. RUSHTON: Look at the free school
book scheme-where did the money comne
from?

Sir Charles Court: Good heavens!
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Mr. RUSHTON: That subject is a strange
one, if we go into it.

Mr. B. T. Burke: Would you chop out
free school books then?

Sir Charles Court: We will have a
better scheme than that one.

Mr. A. R. Tonkin: Yes, like the one you
had for 12 years-where was your scheme
then?

Sir Charles Court: Some freedom of
choice!

Several members interjected.
The SPEAKER: Order!
Mr. Thompson: You could not produce

a worth-while scheme to provide the free
books.

Mr. A. R. Tonkin: Stop interjecting when
I am interjecting!

Mr. RUSHTON: I will continue, and I
trust that the Mansard reporter can hear
me. The expenditure on maintenance for
schools was $1,831,815 in 1968-69;
$2,280,304 in 1969-70; and $2,722,688 In
1970-71. This is a normal progression
with inflationary costs as well as extra
students to provide for each year.

Mr. A. R. Tonkin: The classes are smaller
than they have ever been in this State.

Mr. RUSHTON: Let us look at the main-
tenance figure for 1971-72.

Sir Charles Court: The classes are
smaller because of action taken by the
previous Government.

Mr. RUSHTON: In 1971-72, the figure
had dropped to $2,435,900, when it should
have been something like $3,200,000.

Mr. A. R. Tonkin: The student-teacher
ratio is the best it has ever been.

Mr. Bertram: Quite right.
Mr. RUSHTON: In 1972-73 the main-

tenance figure was $2,222,055, but it should
have been something like $3,800,000 by
that time. It was about $1,600,000 short
in fact.

Mr. A. R. Tonkin: Wait until you see the
magnificent contribution of the Whitlamn
Government!

Mr. RUJSHTON: I know that the school
near mue is not being maintained. Thle
drains have not been fixed for 18
months. This is because the State Gov-
ernment would not spend money on it.

Mr. A. R. Tonkin: Wait until the Sarmel
committee recommendations are imple-
mented.

Mr. Jamieson: What were you reading
from--something according to Mr. Cash?

Mr. RUSHTON: The Government is
running for cover.

Mr. A. R. Tonkin: Classes are smaller
than they have ever been.

Mr. RUSflTON: These statistics were
provided by the Minister in answer to my
question. There will be 360 children ready

to attend the Challis Road School on the
11th February, 1974. Where will they go?
Pressure will be put on other schools to
take these children. Nerrigen Brook will
have to take 200 more, and 160 will have
to go to Armadale.

Mr. A. R. Tonkin: What about the In-
creased number of youth education officers?

Mr. RUJSHTON: Look at the stories we
were told on the 17th April, 1973. The
then Minister told us that the Challis
Road Primary School would be built dur-
ing the second half of 1973-

Mr. A. Rt. Tonkin: Starved for funds.
Mr. RUSHTON: -and that it would be

ready for occupation in February, 1974.
Ten teaching areas were to be provided as
well as an administration block. Then on
the 16th August I became very apprehen-
sive because I had seen no moves in this
direction. In reply to a question on that
date I was told that the contract would be
let early in December.

It is anticipated that children will be
bussed to Arinadale Primary School. There
will be 360 of these children. I made a
Plea to the Minister for Housing to hold
back a little on the housing programme
for the area because we were being
swamped by children who could not be
accommodated. But not on your life-the
Government did not show any sensitivity
whatsoever in regard to children being
brought into the area with no school
accommodation being provided for them.

Then, on the 12th September, I asked
the Minister for Education a question con-
cerning a school site for the Challis Road
School, and I was told that the Govern-
ment was still looking for a site. Then on
the 25th October I noticed in the Budget
figures an item that was to cost $80,000.
I could not believe it! Provision had been
made to spend $80,000 to build this pri-
mary school with 10 teaching spots which
should be ready for the beginning of the
1974 school year. Then in answer to ques-
tions I was told that this would represent
only part of the building. So during next
year we are to have only Part of the school
provided despite the fact that 360 chil-
dren are ready to attend school at the
beginning of the year. Is not this a crisis?
Of course it is a crisis, and the cause of
it is neglect by a Government that has
not the capacity to deal with the situation.

Of these 360 children 200 will go to Neeri-
gen Brook School which will have a total
of '760 children to accommodate. The chil-
dren will be bussed to this school and the
Armadale Primary School will be obliged
to accommodate 160 pupils from the Chal-
lis Road School. What annoys mec more
than anything else is that a large number
of children in the Armadale school will
not have the Bristol type classroom re-
placed as previously programmed. When
one asks about the money that is to come
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from the Commonwealth the reply is given
that this money cannot be spent on this
sort of school.

There is no doubt that we should have
new schools. That demonstrates the neg-
lect that is taking place at one end of
my electorate. At the other end we have
a similar experience. This embraces the
Hillman area which is growing rapidly, but
which has no school. The number of
children who have been attending the
Bungaree School has reached large pro-
Portions. The Minister and the director-
general are now considering what should
be done with these children. I would siu-
gest that the director-general is having a
terrible time, and I am full of sympathy
for him in having to deal with a Govern-
ment that is so poor. I do not blame the
Minister for Education because this situa-
tion has developed during the full time of
this Administration. Obviously it is suffer-
ing from misjudgment in work capacities
and work loads, the importance of port-
folios, and the switching of Ministers
which would not permit of full attention
being given to this subject.

Mr. Bertram: That is not so.
Mr. RUSHTON: So this criss has de-

veloped. How can one, for a moment, con-
done that 360 children from the Challis
Road School should be bussed to other
schools when at the same time the Gov-
ernment is so insensitive to the situation
it is not Prepared to delay its State hous-
ing programme to allow this school and
others that are affected a little relief?

I can speak frankly and from personal
experience about the other end of my elec-
torate where Hillman will not be provided
with a school because inflation has taken
out 10 primary schools. However, it is
not only those two schools that are affect-
ed. The Rockingham High School is open-
ing tomorrow and I will be in attendance.
inadequate provision has been made for
special classes at that school. Further, the
Kelmscott High School will be affected be-
cause the building programme for that
school was commenced only in the last
couple of weeks. Therefore, that school will
not be ready for the opening of the 1974
school year.

Mr. A. Rt. Tonkin: Morley did not even
have a building programme in its first year.

Mr. RUSHTON: Getting down to pri-
mary schools, we have schools that are
obliged to fill up their demountable class-
rooms before they enter upon a building
programme.

Mr. A. R. Tonkin: Did you ever use
demountables?

Mr. RUSHTON: Of course we did, and
they were very successful. The only dif-
ference is that the administration of this
Government has been very poor; it has
not kept up with the requirements of
education.

Mr. A. R. Tonkin: Did you keep up
with education?

Mr. RUSHTON:, We-
Mr. A. R. Tonkin: Did you?
Mr. T. D. Evans: Would the member

for Dale deny-
The SPEAKER: Order!
Mr. RUSHTON, When one considers

the downturn in the progress of this State
when we suffered a loss of growth at the
beginning of this year, and when one sees
the proportions of the crisis that has de-
veloped in our schools, it gives one cause
for concern. I have cited only a few cases
in my own electorate, but the member for
Darling Range and others also have prob-
lems in their electorates. How much time
have I left, Mr. Speaker?

The SPEAKER: Five minutes.
Sir Charles Court: How about giving

him the full time by keeping quiet for a
while?

Mr, RUSHTON: Anyone with any fair-
ness of mind would have to agree that
the few cases I have had time to present
to the House plainly illustrate that we
have a crisis in our school building pro-
gramme.

Mr. T. D3. Evans: it also Illustrates a
very unsound mind.

Mr. RUSHTON: The Government should
present to the House very quickly the
accurate position in regard to our school
building programme. I think it is serious
and I have enough facts to prove it has
reached crisis proportions. If the Govern-
ment is unable to answer me, or if it does
not agree with this estimate, it can mean
only one thing: the Government does not
know a crisis exists and is niot aware of
the position in regard to the school build-
ing programme.

The Government is so mesmerised by the
intrusion of the Commonwealth Govern-
ment into the sphere of education that it
has lost all touch with the local scene
and its requirements. I think the Gov-
ernment should take emergency measures
to ensure that the disadvantages being
suffered by our students and the children
who require education facilities next year
are minimised as soon as possible and so
offset the damaging effects of this totally
inadequate building programme.

I also believe the Government must
recognise it has only itself to blame.
There is no doubt that this Government
stands condemned for what it has done.

MR. COYNE (Murchison-Eyre) [8.07
p.mn. 1: 1 take this opportunity to high-
light some of the disadvantages that are
facing mining communities in the Mur-
chison and north-eastern goldields regions
because of the shortsightedness of the
Federal Treasurer in bringing down his
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recent Budget. The consequences of the Mr. Hartrey: They were a nondescript
measures in it have had disastrous effects
throughout most of the small mining
communities in the Murchison-Eyre elect-
orate. In travelling through those areas
the difference between the activities In
these times and those in 1969-70 is par-
ticularly noticeable. In 1969-70 the areas
were crowded with geologists and explorers
of all persuasions which brought about a
tremendous amount of activity.

I want to deal mainly with the taxation
Proposals in the Federal Budget as they
affect goidmining areas. I am picpared
to do that instead of embracing the whole
area which includes minerals and &ther
base metals, although to begin with I
would like to indicate that the greatest
outcry against the Commonwealth pro-
posals came from the Kalgoorlie township.
From that Centre came a hostile reaction
from all members of the mining com-
munity; not o33ly from the mining compan-
ies themselves, but also from the sin-
ployees and everyone associated with the
mhining industry. All those people banded
together and through the efforts of the
Lord Mayor of Kalgoorlie and the Kal-
goorlie Town Council a meeting was con-
vened at the Kalgoorlie Town Hall. to
which all the representatives of Elie mining
companies and associated organisations
were invited. Also a number of prominent
politicians were invited to attend this
meeting and there was an excit Ing atmos-
phere in the town at that time.

I can recall being present in Kalgoorlie
on the day of the meeting and In 'che
morning a march was held which started
at the top end of Hannan Street.

Mr. T. D. Evans: Do not forget it was
organised by the Kalgoorlie Branch of .the
Liberal Party, because the Kalgoorlie Mi ner
demonstrated that fact.

Sir Charles Court: It was not organised
by the Liberal Party.

Mr. COYNE: It was a spontaneous inuve-
inent by the whole population.

Mr. T. D. Evans: Activated by an ad-
vertisement published in the newspaper
by the Liberal Party on the day.

Mr. COYNE: I thought that intericc-
tion may be made, because I happened
to be walking reasonably close to the mem-
ber for floulder-Dundas when someone in
the crowd mentioned how spontaneous this
action was. So I suppose his Impression
that it was a Popular move was correct.

Anyway, those who participated In this
march held up many placards and post-
ers of all kinds which mostly had reference
to the Prime Minister, the Commonwealth
Treasurer, and the need for secession from
the Commonwealth.

Mr. Bertram: None of them referred to
Mr. Snedden.

Mr. COYNE: The march finished at the
Kalgoorlie Town Hall.

mob; they could not :inarch.
Mr. COYNE: I thought they were a very

Intelligent group of people.
Mr. T. D. Evans: I did not think so.
Mr. COYNE: The Lord Mayor opened the

meeting and called for submissions from all
people who were Interested. This was the
start of the most dismal part of the whole
proceedings, because the spokesmen for
the various orgaisations rose to their feet
and outlined the needs of their companies
and their proposed exploration pro-
grammes, which had virtually been curtail-
ed by the proposals Of the Commonwealth
Government. It was Pointed out that a
number of companies had already poured
a great deal of money into various enter-
prises that had been commenced in the
outlying areas of Kalgoorlie. For example,
there was Karangi Minerals that had
spent $150,000 In Western Australia and
was on the verge of opening operations
in Menzies which would have employed
120 men. Menzies has been a ghost town
for many years and this recent venture was
looked upon by many as representing a
great boost for the people of Menzies. The
undertaking was to cost between $4,000,000
and $6,000,000 to begin with and this would
have dramatically changed the whole of
the.Menzles district.

Another fairly large programme was
mentioned by the Chairman of Directors
of Australian Consolidated Minerals (Mr.
Hurt) who had a Plan for the drilling of
two big ore bodies in the Cue district of
the Murchison goldfield. One was on the
old Big Bell site and the other was on
the Great Fingal site. This company pro-
posed to spend $500,000 in exploring both
sites. The Commonwealth Government
proposals had also caused concern to the
representatives of the Metramar Mining
group which had envisaged opening up the
Blue Spec G.M., and had already spent
quite a deal of money.

The principal objections to the Common-
wealth proposals raised by many people
at the meeting were that they represented
a complete chop off. No announcement or
warning had been given that the Common-
wealth Government would phase out the
assistance that had been previously
granted. The chopper had been applied
and all the money that was previously
available had virtually ceased to exist.
This was regarded as being a tragedy for
the outer goldfields regions.

Referring again to the meeting at the
Kalgoorlie Town Hall, one of the speeches
that those in attendance had been looking
forward to hearing was that of the Premier
who visited the area on that occasion.

Mr. Hartrey: He made a very good speech.
Mr. COYNE: Yes, he did make a very

good speech. He caught the mood of the
people attending that meeting very well.
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He referred to the fact that he had his
origins in the Kalgoorlie district and that
he had the interests of the mining industry
at heart. He also mentioned that he had
been responsible for the deferment of
interest Payments by one mining group.

Mr. T. D). Evans: Stamp duty.
Mr. COYNE: The Attorney-General was

a brave sort of a chap that day.
Mr. T. D1. Evans: He was consistent with

what be did when Gorton was Prime Min-
ister,

Mr. COYNE: He said this was .a time
when we should show Canberra once and
for all what we mean. But they took no
notice of that.

Mr. T. 1). Evans: Who didn't?
Mr. COYNE: The Federal people.
Mr. Thompson: Uf he were dinkum he

would be shouting from the rooftops.
Mr. COYNE: The Premier went on to

say that he would strenuously follow up
the matter in Canberra and that the
people of Kalgoorie could rest assured
that while the matter was in his bands it
was In good bands and he had every confi-
dence that he would gain results.

Mr. O'Connor: How long will he keep
it in his hands?

Mr. COYNE-. The listeners were very im-
Pressed about this, but the aftermath was
that the Premier was not successful at all.
On the Lath September the following
article appeared in The West Australian-

TONKIN HOPEFU7L
ON GOLDI MINE Afl)

The Premier, Mr Tonkin, is hopeful
that tax concessions for the gold min-
ing industry will be restored.

He returned to Perth in the weekend
after having talks with Mr Whitlam
and the Federal Attorney-General
S9enator Murphy.

He said yesterday that Mr Whitlarn
had agreed to reconsider urgently the
removal of the tax concessions by last
month's Federal Budget.

A month later nothing had happened.
The Federal Government was still urgently
considering it.

Mr. T. D. Evans: But has the law been
put into operation? No. You know it has
not.

Mr. COYNE: Another article appeared
as follows-

Tonkin sees little hope of
gold aid

There Is llttle hope that the Federal
Government will restore tax and in-
vestment concessions for mining in the
Kalgoorie area, according to the
Premier, Mr. Tonkin.

Hle returned from Canberra yester-
day after talks with the Common-
wealth on aid for the Goldfields.

He said that W.A. had to agree that
there was no special reason why one
Industry should be given preferential
treatment.

"I would not say I was heartened by
the talks, but I was not greatly dis-
heartened either,' he said.

He said the Federal leaders appre-
ciated that action was needed to help
the Goldfields avoid aL recession,

It remained only for the Common-
wealth to decide what action it would
take.

The only action so far promised Is that the
Minister for Minerals and Energy will visit
Kalgoorlie In a couple of months from the
10th October, which will mean it will be
some time in January. So the matter Is
not so urgent after all.

Mr. T. D. Evans: Do you say that from
October to January is a couple of months?

Mr. COYNE: It is October now-
Mr. May: It is not. It is November

now.
Mr. COYNE: I am quoting from an

article which was published In October.
Mr. Bertram: What are you doing? Are

you praising the State Government and
denigrating the Australian Government?

Mr. COYNE: I will bring the State
Government into It later. Despite all the
promises that the State Government would
do something about intervening with the
Federal Government in order to persuade
it to restore the concessions and benefits
to the industry, up to date nothing has
been achieved. There was no need for this
situation to have occurred. If the Federal
Government had treated the State Govern-
ment as if it bad some intelligence, it
would at least have consulted it.

Mr. T. Dl. Evans: What about McMahan
and Gorton? Did they consult it?

Mr. COYNE: The Federal Government
has introduced measures which will dis-
advantage the whole of the goidmining
community and this is having dire reper-
cussions, but the State Government has
not raised one bleat In protest.

Mr. T. D. Evans: That is untruthful.
You have made a liar of yourself by what
you have read out-and a fool.

The SPEAKER: Order!
Mr. May: We do not intend to bleat. We

intend to do something more concrete.
The SPEAKER: Order!

Mr. COYNE: Each day It is becoming
more and more obvious that the Federal
Ministers are treating their State counter-
parts with contempt. While they are leav-
ing us with all the bad things the Federal
Ministers have been in Japan giving away
all our goodies.

Mr. T, D). Evans: Be honest.
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Mr. COYNE: Why cannot the Federal
Government do something for the com-
munity?

Mr. A. R. Tonkin: Do you believe foreign
capital should be brought in In great
amounts so as to pay for the maintenance
of foreign troops here?

The SPEAKER: Order!
Mr. A. R. Tonkin: The Leader of the

opposition has said that. Read the tabled
transcript.

The SPEAKER: Order'I
Mr. COYNE: The goidmining Industry-
A member: What rubbish.
Mr. A. R. Tonkin: Read it. Read it.
The SPEAKER: Order!I
Mr. COYNE: The goldnining industry

has suffered a number of serious setbacks
in the past 12 months. The first one was-

Mr. T. D_ Evans: What about the gold
subsidy fight? Tell us about that. We had
IS months under Gorton and McMahon.

Mr. COYNE: -the freeze on income.
Mr. T. D. Evans: It was not the first at

all. The gold subsidy tight was the first
one.

Mr. COYNE: That is right., The first one
was the taking away of the tax provisions
which enabled individuals to claim conces-
sions for mineral exploration. That was
the first privilege the people lost. The
second was the freeze on overseas invest-
ment. It was 25 Per cent., but it has since
been lifted to S3A per cent., which is even
worse.

Then there was the revaluation which
hit the mining industry more severely than
it hit any of the other Industries. Ta give
an idea of the impact I wish to advise that
inl December, 1972, the price of gold was
$05100 an ounce. With the United States
exchange rate of $1251.19 equalling $A1,
this would be the equivalent of $A83.96.
However, on the present exchange rate the
equivalent figure is $A60. That is a fairly
harsh setback in itself, apart from the
removal of the concessions and other bene-
fits by which goldmining companies had
suffered before this.

We are still waiting for the visit of the
Federal Minister together with the Federal
Treasurer. In the meantime the gold-
mining industry is in a shocking mess.
In other words, it is in utter confusion.
No-one knows where he is going. There is
no guarantee that the price of gold will
not fluctuate. In fact it is fluctuat-
ing rapidly up and down.

Mr. T. D. Evans: Do you say that any
Governmient in Australia could give that
guarantee? You know it could not. Do not
make insinuations.

Mr. COYNE: I intend to make a sugges-
tion which is part of an accepted solu-
tion to the problem.

Mr. T. D. Evans: You cannot make in-
sinuations that the Australian Govern-
ment can give that guarantee. It could
not, and you know it.

Mr, COYNE: I believe that it can and
must if It wishes to get the goidmining
industry back on its feet and help the
disadvantaged communities to get back
onto some sort of footing. It must give
a guaranteed price of $80 an ounce. This
is one of the proposals in the pipeline at
the moment. People with a great know-
ledge of this problem predict that the price
will rise to $U8150 an ounce and if this
were true it would he a good idea to pro-
vide a guaranteed price of $80.

Mr. May: What would be the optimum
price of gold necessary to avoid at sub-
sidy?

Mr. COYNE: If $80 an ounce were re-
ceived the companies could go ahead and
plan.

Mr. May: What do you mean by "go
ahead and plan"?

Mr. COYNE: They must provide new
plant and machinery, undertake under-
ground development, and sink new shafts
in order to expose ore bodies to develop.

Mr. May: If they receive $80 you be-
lieve that would be fair enough?

Mr. COYNE: If they could get $80 they
could extract the ore from as low as 3.500
feet quite profitably.

Mr. May: If they get $80 there will be
no need for any assistance to be given
to the industry.

Mr. COYN E: Oh yes; there is actually.
This proposal concerning the $80 is
merely an amount necessary to bridge
the situation. It would save the industry
and allow the companies to keep going.

Mr. may: What figure do you think they
would require?

Mr. COYNE: I do not know. Obviously
if the price rose to $USlSO and the Federal
Government gave only $80 a handsome
profit would be made. A similar system
as is applied to the Wool Commission
should be devised and any profits should
be ploughed back into the industry.

Mr. May: That is what should have
happened with Hill 50. When it was mak-
ing a good profit some of it should have
been ploughed back.

Mr. COYNE: That is quite right. The
town associated with Hill 50 has been
vitally affected. By goidmining standards
it is isolated and has the only functioning
mine outside Kalgoorlie. I revisited that
area in 1964 when something like 270
men were being employed and the popu-
lation of Mt. Magnet which depended
on the mine was 500. It was quite a pros-
perous community. Over the years I have
watched it gradually decline and at
present it has a work force of only 120
men on the mine,
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But that is not all. Other disadvantages
have crept in because with the develop-
ment at Kambalda and other glamour
areas around Kalgoorlie many of the
miners who had been associated with Mt.
Magnet for many years were gradually
leeched away. One of the most important
people in the goidmining industry today is
the machine miner, particularly when he
is a Permanent resident of the area. He
has his family and usually his son-in-law
and brother-in-law and they are all part
of the community.

These miners took a long time to desert
Mt. Magnet, and their loss was felt not
only by the mine, but also by the com-
munity. While a married man with his
family resides in a town be is responsible
for a great deal of business for the paper
shop, butcher shop, and others. As I said,
it was a, long time before the men finally
left the area, but gradually one after an-
other they went to Kambalda, Norseman,
and other areas which had television and
other facilities as well as better homes
and more cultural life. Although some of the
miners returned to Mt. Magnet and stayed
for a while, they again drifted away so
that the present work force at Hill 50 is
very depleted. The management is havZ-
ing difficulty in retaining any sort of
Istablised work farce. Single, unattached
men who stay at the mess go to the town,
but they do not bring into the community
anything of benefit except to the hotels.
Such people quickly disappear and they
do not contribute anything to the area.

Mr. T. D. Evans: The hotels do wvell.

Mr. COYNE: it is really quite expensive
to teach raw labourers how to operate
mining machinery. By the time they have
been taught they disappear and the whole
process starts all over again.

Mr. May: They are hard to get any-
where. Western Mining interviewed 1.000
in the old country and only 20 came to
Western Australia.

Mr. COYNE: Mt. Magnet is facing the
greatest crisis in its history. Unless it
receives immediate help the mine is in ser-
ious danger of closing down completely.

Mr. A. R. Tonkin: Do you suggest a
large Injection of foreign capital?

Mr. COYNE: That is a good point. This
Is one area in which there should be no
restrictions on foreign capital.

Mr. A. R. Tonkin: They will follow it up
with the foreign troops to look after us.

Mr. COYNE: No restrictions on foreign
capital should be placed on the goldrninng
industry.

Mr. may: That is not what the member
for South Perth said. He was complaining
about that.

Mr. Grayden: I said nothing of the Sort.

Mr. COYNE: I am referring to the gold-
mining industry in particular and not to
other base metal activities. I maintain
that no restrictions should be placed on
foreign capital so far as goldmining is con-
cerned.

Mr. A. R. Tonkin: You disagree with the
Leader of the Opposition?

Mr. COYNE: I understand many over-
seas organisations would be happy to in-
vest money in goidmining enterprises in
Australia.

Mr. A. R. Tonkin: Of course they would.
Mr. COYNE: I cannot see why restric-

tions should be placed on the goidmining
industry. The area in question is a huge
rectangular one which stretches below
Kalgoorlie for 150 miles and northward to
Wiluna. It is a great geological belt and
should be teeming with geologists and ex-
plorers, the same as It was in 1969 and
1970. Overseas interests cannot take
things away. The goldmines will still re-
main in the areas. The goldmines
employ people and pay their taxes. Gold-
mining is a high risk venture in this day
and age.

Mr. Bertram: What do you mean when
you say that they cannot take anything
away?

Mr. COYNE: At present, 331 per cent.
goes in interest before they even start.

Mr. A. R. Tonkin: H-ave You ever heard
of Chile?

Mr. O'Connor; What would the unions
say about the member for Mirrabooka after
last night's issue?

Mr. COYNE: Nothing is more depres-
sing than a deserted goldmining town.

Mr. A. R. Tonkin; Foreign troops would
be looking after us.

Mr. COYNE: My family had a business
in Agnew. In fact, my family established
the business which prospered from 1936
throughout the war years. The mine there
was one of the best outside of the mines at
Kalgoorlie and it was similar in size to the
Hill 50 mine at Mt. Magnet. Something
like 130 men were employed at the mine.

Mr. Bickerton: You would not be in
Parliament if it were not for deserted
goldmines.

Mr. COYNE: Had that goldmine not
closed, there would be a Mercedes Benz
out the front which I would own because
we happened to have the liquor license.

Mr. Eickerton: Out of a pumpkin!
Mr. COYNE: The mine closed virtually

overnight and it was a sad experience for
me to see people, who had built up assets
and who owned homes, suddenly bereft
with nowhere to go. They did not know
what to do. I would hate to see the same
thing happen at Mt. Magnet.
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I am not suggesting what the Govern-
ment should do but I am merely giving a
general outline of the situation. Once a
mine is allowed to close nothing can be
done. The work force scatters and the
people lose interest. We would never
succeed in getting them back into a, town
like Mt. Magnet. Mt. Magnet is too im-
portant as a town to allow it to die. It
is on the 352-mile peg on the Great North
Road and also it is the junction of the
Geraldtcn and the Great Northern High-
ways. It is the centre of an extremely
prosperous pastoral area. I am com-
pletely convinced that the mine should not
be allowed to close.

Possibly approaches have already been
made to the Government for assistance.
The Government may be in possession of
facts with which I am acquainted, purely
because I take an interest In this situa-
tion.

Mr. May: Do you not agree that Hill 50
is a different situation? This could have
been avoided had there been planning
earlier on.

Mr. COYNE: t do not think it is possible
to say that. Like many others, Hrill 50
was bitten with the nickel bug. It had
a6 tremendous power plant and a vast
crushing plant. It was quite an efficient
operation. Had nickel or some other base
metal been found, Hill 50 would have been
sitting on top of the world. It would not
matter who had found the minerals. Hill
50 had the facilities to carry out the
mining and it would have prospered. Des-
pite the fact that it spent $800,000 on
searching for nickel, it stopped develop-
ment at the lower levels.

Mr. May: Earlier on when gold prices
were good they paid large dividends to
the shareholders instead of leaving some
capital.

Mr. COYNE: I agree with that state-
ment and I also think that it did not con-
tribute sufficiently to the welfare of the
community. A swimming pool and a bowl-
ing green should have been built. The
mine was wealthy and prosperous.

Mr. Bickerton: Were you born there?
Mr. COYNE: I was born 70 miles away.
Mr. Bickerton: Another mistake!
Mr. COYNE: There would be a way to

ensure that the mine does not close. If
the price of gold were guaranteed at, say,
$80 an ounce, and Hill 50 had access to a
loan of $1,000,000, Mt. Magnet would sur-
vive. The Government has, after all, lent
Westslde Minerals $113,000. In addition,
an amount of $113,000 has been made
available to develop a talc mine at Meeka-
tharra.

A loan of $1,000,000 would give Mt.
Magnet the guarantee of security. It is
not such a great amount of money and
it would certainly allow the internal shaft
to be built. That shaft is already under

way. In fact, it is virtually finished and
needs only a few refinements. A cavity
has been cut out for a winder. At the
moment the main shaft is down to the
maximurn depth of 3,000 feet. It Is not
possible to go further and get down to
the ore bodies without using an internal
shaft. Between the levels of 3,500 feet and
4,200 feet, 600,000 tons of 5.5 dwt. of
ore body has been proven. This could be
recovered and at $80 an ounce it would
be a profitable venture.

This is the only suggestion I can make
to the Government. Proposals have been
submitted that the price of $80 an ounce
should apply purely as a bridging measure
to allow the goldmining industry to re-
cover and take Its chance in the hope of
a general increase in gold prices.

I am sure that miners are watching the
position closely at the moment, and it
would help If the migration situation were
reviewed and somne migrants were allowed
to come in. I say this because migrants
seem to adapt quite readily to goldmining
areas. In many cases they have experi-
enced difficulties in their own countries
and they look upon their new circum-
stances from the point of view of begin-
ning again and see any difficulties as
something with which they can easily
bear. We certainly miss the influx of
migrants who, once upon a time, were
sprinkled throughout the goldtnlning areas.

I worked at the Lancefleld goldmine in
1936 as a goldroom. offsider. In those days
most of the underground work force in the
goldmines came from southern Italy or
Yugoslavia. They were the greatest
migrants who could ever have come to this
country. They made great citizens and in
one generation it was impossible to tell
them from Australians. They were com-
pletely integrated. Not many migrants
have come from these areas in recent
years but I feel that southern Italians and
Yugoslavs best fulfil the requirements of
the goidmining communities.

I have already mentioned that the faci-
lities at Mt. Magnet were upgraded. In
fact, $800,000 was spent on exploration for
nickel and a further $240,000 was spent on
the erection of a single men's complex with
a mess. It is a fairly refined facility to
have in that town. Possibly this was a sad
gamble on the pert of Hil 50. It has in-
jected a tremendous amount of finance
into the search for nickel and this has
Probably hindered the mine's ability to
proceed at this stage.

.If approaches are made to the Govern-
ment I urge It to give consideration to
them. I acknowledge that it may be out-
side the Government's power, because I do
not know too much about State finances.
Nevertheless, I would hate to see this com-
munity die. This would be a tragic blow to
that part of the State.

Mr. Grayden: Hear, hear!
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Mr. COYNE: I cannot offer a great deal
more to the debate. At the outset I in-
tended to cover the situation as it applies
to the new proposals in connection with
the removal of tax concessions, along with
other benefits, from the goidmining indus-
try. I wanted, too, to cover the situation of
Mt. Magnet. I have made my Point as best
I can as far as this town is concerned.

I have also said that there should be no
restriction on foreign investment in the
goidmining industry. This would help the
industry no end. It is no easy matter to
explore such a heavily covered area, al-
though I believe the ordinary Prospector
still has a great future in this country. It
is not always the expertise, know-how, and
equipment of companies which have access
to large finance which bring about the dis-
covery of minerals. Some of the greatest
finds are still being made by ordinary Pros-
peetors.

Only in recent weeks a group has made
a significant discovery outside Mt. Magnet
close to the site of the old Coolgardie Bril-
liant. Western Mining in Meekatharra
has recently come into it and has under-
taken to strip off the overburden. The
profits coming from it will be paid to the
vendors; that is part of the contract. I
therefore think there is still a great fut-
ure in the marriage of the ordinary pros-
pector and the company.

In view of the arguments advanced in
the newspapers, I cannot see how the Fed-
eral Government can resist restoring the
concessions and benefits which Previously
applied. I think it is only a matter of
common sense, and I deplore the fact that
the Commonwealth Government did not
consult with its State counterparts before
introducing those measures. I hope it will
redress the situation. In the meantime,
we have confusion right throughout the
area and no-one knows where he Is going.
On that note I will conclude my remarks.

MR. STEPHENS (Stirling) [8.47 p.m.]:
I was pleased to see that when the Pre-
mier introduced his Budget he realised the
importance to the economy of agricultural
industries. He devoted a considerable Part
of his speech to the rural scene. We were
hoping we would be recognised and given
generous consideration, but we all know
now that we hoped in vain.

I would like to take advantage of this
debate in order to express a few opinions
on various matters. The first is the con-
cern of the community at the growth of
centralism. I join with others in express-
ing my concern at the way the present
Commonwealth Government is attempt-
ing to subvert the Federal Constitution and
bring us into a single centralistic system of
government. I am not suggesting the
Commonwealth Government is trying to
bring this about by unconstitutional means
but I do suggest it is trying to bring it
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about by back-door methods. The Com-
monwealth Government is not prepared to
come out and seek the powers through a
referendum or through a clear-cut decision
by the States. It is using the stranglehold
of its financial powers on the resources of
the nation to usurp the powers and rights
of the State Government and local govern-
ment.

We are all familiar with the offer of
additional moneys, to which strings are
attached. Additional money is offered for
education. The Commonwealth Govern-
ment is prepared to take over the State
railway system and projects affecting the
environment. This is all part of a pattern
to deny the States their autonomy in the
areas specified by the Constitution.

The carrot has been held out to local
government authorities to form themselves
into regional areas and receive financial
assistance.

Mr. Bickerton: You would be an author-
ity on the carrot.

Mr. STEPHENS: Local government, with
its increasing financial burden, will be
tempted to accept the offer of the Com-
monwealth; but while trying to entice
local government into the net the Federal
Government is very vague about the whole
idea. This is expressed in the Local Gov-
ernment Journal of September, 1973, in
which there was an article by Professor
Reid. I would like to read a small part
of the article. Professor Reid states-~-

A fundamental weakness in the
Federal Government's case for group-
ing local authorities into regions is
that it has not declared the principles
on which local government should be
based.

The Government should be pressed
at the start to declare itself publicly.
on the Principle of local government
I have espoused-namely, equity, lib-
erty. representation and majority-
rule.

I think it is a fundamental weakness
in the Federal Government's case for
new regions of local government on a
national scale that it has not declared
Its band in these respects.

We are all fully aware of what the Fed-
eral Government is trying to do, and of
course we all know that State Labor mem-
bers are committed to bringing our Fed-
eral system of government to an end.

Mr. Bertram: Where is the authority for
that?

Mr. STEPHENS: Mr. Whitlam.
Mr. O'Connor: Have you not been to

Surfers Paradise?
Mr. Bertram: Where is the authority for

that?
Mr. May: It is just as well we have a

Commonwealth Government or you would
not be able to make a speech.

Mr. STEPHENS: The usual excuse or
explanation given by those who support
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a central Government is that we are over-
governed and have too many politicians In
proportion to our population. Another
argument frequently used is that the
United Kingdom with 50,000,000 people has
one Government, so why is it necessary for
Australia with 13,000,000 people to have
seven Governments?

Mr. Hartrey: England is a slightly
smaller area, is it not?

Mr. STEPHENS: I agree 'with the
honourable member on that point. I admit
there are men in the street who are un-
committed voters and who are content to
go along with some of these ideas but I sam
afraid they have not thought deeply
enough about the subject. In the first
place, the arguments mentioned com-
pletely overlook our vast area and the geo-
logically different regions. Something
which would possibly be relevant to the
rain forests in northern Queensland would
not necessarily apply in the south-west of
this State, which is the area I represent.
I do not believe one Government in Can-
berra could effectively govern this country
and give democratic consideration to the
whole Population.

Mr. Bertram: That is not what the
people thought on the 2nd December.

Mr. STEPHENS: They may have differ-
ent opinions today.

Mr. Bertram: They have not.
Mr. STEPHENS: I will give two examples

of the failure of central control, and I
mention firstly the subject of kangaroos.

Mr. May: You seem to be jumping from
one subject to .-another.

Mr. STEPHENS: I am not. I am giv-
ing an example of the failure of central
control. The officers of the Department
of Fisheries and Fauna will freely admit
that in the south-west of this State, at
least, and possibly in other parts of the
State, the kangaroo population Is increas-
ing. Kangaroos have learnt to adapt them-
themselves and live with man, no doubt
because of improved pastures and watering
f acilities. In addition to the crop dam-
age caused by kangaroos, there is also
damage to vehicles and danger to human
life. Nobody should underestimate the
amount of damage to vehicles and the in-
juries to people which can be caused by
kangaroos. But what do we find? Some-
one sitting in Canberra declares that we
cannot export kangaroo skins.

Mr. Bickerton: That does not stop you
destroying kangaroos.

Mr. STEPHENS: If the Minister will
listen for a while, I will explain the situa-
tion to him. Although he is in charge of
the department, perhaps he does not know
everything about it. Until recently, the
department has carried out a programme
of controlled farming of kangaroos, which
I admit has not completely satisfied the
farmers or the conservationists but it has
maintained a reasonable balance. Profes-

sional kangaroo shooters took part in this
programme, and in addition to selling the
meat they were Permitted to sell the skins.
They are not now able to sell the skins and
it is not an economic proposition to go out
shooting kangaroos. Therefore the kan-
garoos are not being attacked and reduced
in numbers because of a decision made in
Canberra without reference to the State
Minister. I give the Minister credit for
trying to have the decision changed.

Mr. Bickerton: How many kangaroos
do you want to shoot? I will let you shoot
them.

Mr. STEPHENS: This principle still
applies-

Mr. Bickerton: How many do you want
to shoot?

The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr. A. Rt.
Tonkin): order! The member for Stirling.

Mr. STEPHENS: The other example re-
lates to whaling,

Mr. Bertram: You do not know what
you are talking about.

Mr. STEPHENS: If that is so, that makes
two of us, because I listened to a certain
member the other night and I do not
know what he was talking about.

Mr. T. D. Evans: Who was that-the
member for Dale?

Mr. STEPHENS: In regard to whaling,
the Federal Government, once again with-
out referenace-

Mr. Bickerton: The member for Albany
fixed that up.

Mr. STEPHENS: -to the local authori-
ties or the local company, and even with-
out reference to the local members con-
cerned, decided it would support the mora-
torium on whaling, completely ignoring the
economic impact it could have on the com-
munity in Albany.

Mr. Hutchinson: And ignoring the West-
ern Australian Government.

Mr. Bickerton: The member for Albany
fixed that up.

Mr. STEPHENS: That is a matter of
opinion.

Mr. Bertram: You are all at sea.
Mr. STEPHENS: The member for Al-

bany claims he has done this and that.
All that has happened is we are back to
where we started. The Federal Govern-
ment created a situation, and it now states
that for the time being it will allow whal-
ing to continue. I am open to correction
on this but I do not think any guarantee
has been given that next year or the year
after licenses will automatically be granted,
and next year the problem could crop up
again. I do not want to develop this sub-
ject. I am merely giving it as an example
of the way centralistic control has operated
in the area with which I am concerned.
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Mr. Bickerton: Can You not find any-
thing wrong with the State Government?

Mr. STEPHENS: Yes-the Federal Goy-
ernmient will not take any notice of it.

With regard to the arguments advanced
against centralism, I point out that the
United Kingdom is not governed by only
one Government. To prove this point I
will quote a couple of passages from a
book entitled British Constitution Made
Simple, which contains a report on local
government reform submitted by the 1966
Royal Commission on Local Government.
Dealing with local democracy, the report
had this to say-

During the next decade, unless the
system is reformed, local government
will be increasingly discredited and
will gradually be replaced by agencies
of central Government.

The commission also said-
The whole Commission is unanimous

in its conviction that, if the present
local government system is drastically
reformed, Its scope extended to in-
clude functions now In the hands of
nominated bodies, and the grip of
central Government relaxed, England
can become a more efficient, democra-
tic and humane society.

I emphasise the words "a more efficient,
democratic and humane society". As a
result of the recommendations of the
Royal Commission, in 1972 the Govern-
ment introduced a new Local Government
Act setting up a two-tier system of local
government. I will quickly outline the
functions of local government which were
laid down.

The county councils have power over
education; personal social services; libra-
ries; planning, including the acquisition
and disposal of land for planning purposes,
development or redevelopment; highways,
traffic, and transport; housing; building
regulations; weights and measures; foods
and drugs; clean air; refuse disposal; en-
vironmental health; museums and art gal-
leries; parks and open spaces; playing
fields and swimming baths: coast protec-
tion; police: and fire.

Mr. Bickerton: Can you tell me what
franchise they have? How on earth does a
person get a vote under that system?

Mr. STEPHENS: I could elaborate on
this for the Minister If you, Mr. Acting
Speaker (Mr. A. R. Tonkin), would allow
me to read further; but I do not think
you would.

Mr. Bickerton: That Is the easy way out.
Mr. STEPHENS; I will lend the book to

the Minister later.
Mr. Bickerton: Obviously you don't know.
Mr. Thompson: The Minister is on a

franchise thing,
-Mr. Bickerton: Who votes?

Mr. STEPHENS: It is clear-
Mr. Bickerton: It is clear all right; it

is clear that you don't know.
Mr. STEPHENS: It is laid down in the

book. It is clear that although the central
Government mnay lay down guidelines, the
counties have definite responsibilities. The
point I am making is that there is more
than one Government in the United King-
dom.

Mr. Bickerton: There is more than one
Government in Western Australia, when
you look at the Upper House.

Mr. STEPHENS: At the moment we
have In Canberra a Government which is
hell-bent on destroying our Federal system.

Mr. Bertram: What nonsense.
Mr. STEPHENS: It is doing that not for

the sake of power, but because the States
are a stumbling block to the creation of a
socialist dictatorship.

Mr. Bertram: You read that well. Stick
to your research writer,

Mr. STEPHENS: The pattern which Is
being followed is not new; although there
may be variations in the method the prin-
ciples are the same.

Mr. Bertram: Following the line of the
Mvenzies Government.

Mr. STEPHENS: No, I will not get around
to the Menzies Government, I have a sur-
prise in store for the honourable member.
When I say that the Federal system is aL
stumbling block to the creation of a so-
cialist dictatorship, I am supported in that
view by the allied powers-

Mr. Bickerton: What about the com-
munist hordes?

Mr. STEPHENS: No, I am talking about
the allied powers which defeated Hitlerite
Germany.

Mr. T. D. Evans: You will get the D.L.P.
off-side with you on that line.

Mr. Bertram: H-ow about keeping to the
20th century?

Mr. Bickerton: Wait until the member
for Floreat is in the Chamber.

The SPEAKER: order!
Mr. STEPHENS: One of the fringe bene-

fits of my recent trip abroad is that I
discovered that the States in Germany
have clearly defined powers regarding
their authority, and clearly defined powers
of taxation. Indeed, these were written Into
the peace treaty by the allied powers as
an obvious method of preventing a resurg-
ence of the dictatorship. This reminds me
that years ago I read The Rise and Fall
of the Third Reich, by William Shier.
Perhaps a few quotes from that book will
indicate that a parallel situation exist,; in
Australia today.

Mr. Cook: I bet you voted for the D.L.P.
alliance.
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Mr. STEPHENS: I quote from one of
Hitler's speeches; this is what he had to
say initially-

The separate existence of the fede-
ral states will not be done away with.
The rights of the churches will not be
diminished and their relationship to
the State will not be modified. The
number of cases in which an internal
necessity exists for having recourse
to such a law is in itself a limited one.

Then, 12 months later-
Mr. Bertram: Who are you quoting?
Mr. Hartrey: Hitler.
Mr. Bertram: It is rather an extraordin-

ary quote if you are speaking about soci-
alism.

A member: He has got a red shirt on.
Mr. STEPHENS: Then, 12 months later,

we find the following situation-
On January 30, 1934, the first anni-

versary of his becoming Chancellor,
Hitler would formally complete the
task by means of a Law for the Re-
construction of the Reich. "Popular as-
semblies" of the states were abolished,
the sovereign powers of the states were
transferred to the Reich, all state gov-
ernments were Placed under the Reich
government and the state governors
put under the administration of the
Reich Minister of the Interior. As this
Minister, Prick, explained it, "The
state governments from now on are
merely administrative bodies of the
Reich."

Mr. B. T. Burke: What date was that?
Mr. STEPHENS: It was 1934. It is also

interesting to note that as Hitler gained
more control by breaching the federal
system of government, he also took over
education, cultural affairs, and the media.
I think those are the three areas in which
our present Federal Government is trying
to exercise control at the moment. As a
matter of interest, I would point out that
once Hitler established himself in control
he took over the trade union movement.
The moral here is that although some
militant unions may assist the Federal
Government in its endeavour to bring about
a socialist dictatorship in Australia, they
may well find themselves to be early vic-
tims of that dictatorship.

A member: What was that about the
trade unions being taken over?

Mr. Coyne:, Bayonets in the back.
Mr. Bertram: Will you define "socialist

dictatorship In Australia"?
Mr. O'Connor: Let him make his speech.
The SPEAKER: Order!
Mr. Bertram: I am just trying to help

him along.
Mr. W. G. Young: You wouldn't be of

help.
Mr. Bertram: I am doing my best.

Mr. STEPHENS: I heard a member ask
me about the taking over of the unions.
That is referred to on page 253 of the
book, if members would care to read it,
This is what it says-

Said Ley in his first proclamation:
"Workers! Your institutions are sacred
to us National Socialists. I myself am
a poor peasant's son and understand
poverty . . . I know the exploitation
of anonymous capitalism. Workers! I
swear to you, 'we will not only keep
everything that exists, we will build up
the protection and the rights of the
workers still further."

Within three weeks the hollowness
of another Nazi promise was exposed
when Hitler decreed a law bringing
an end to collective bargaining and
providing that henceforth "labour
trustees", appointed by him, would
"regulate labour contracts" and
maintain "'labour peace".

Mr. Jamieson: Have you read any other
good books lately?

Mr. Bertram: Who is the dictator in this
instance: Whitlam?

Mr. STEPHENS: Not at the moment;
not while we have our State system.

Mr. Bertram: When do you think he will
be?

Mr. STEPHENS:, It is often said that
history repeats itself, and I believe it does.

Mr. B. T. Burke: So do you.
Mr. STEPHENS: I believe history re-

peats itself only because we are not pre-
pared to learn from the lessons of history.
So let us be forewarned by the parallel
I have mentioned, and let us be prepared
to fight for the preservation of the States.

Opposition members: Hear, hear!
Mr. STEPHENS: Leaving that subject,

I would like to refer to the fact that we in
this country have a wonderful potential
for development. Unfortunately this po-
tential cannot be realised unless manpower
and capital-or workers and employers
-are prepared to co-operate and work
towards a common end. At the moment
they appear to be in conflict. There are
those who are determined to create indus-
trial unrest. If it is bad for the economy
to allow excessive profits-and I agree that
if excessive profits are made it is not in
the interests of the economy-then I would
say it is equally bad for the economy to
allow strikes to occur.

Strikes create excessive costs. I would
like to refer in pArticular to strikes of a
political nature. I hold the view that
certain union power Is being misused. I
am supported in my view by an article
which appeared In The 'West Australian
in June, 1971.

Mr. B3. T. Burke: What an authority!
Mr. STEPHENS: I will show members

that it is an authority.
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Mr. B. T. Burke: Enid Blyton wrote
The Secret Seven.

Mr. STEPHENS: The article is as fol-
lows-

Speaking at a Rotary lunch, he said:
"There are People who are using the
power the union movement gives them
as a force for evil."

Mr. Grenville, who is assistant sec-
retary of the Victorian Trades Hall
Council, did not name anyone.

He said that the people he referred
to used their power without regard
for the welfare of workers or the com-
munity.

"There is a growing tendency toward
direct confrontation with the Govern-
merit and this must be resisted." Mr.
Grenville said.

Mr. flartrey: Who is Mr. Grenville, for
God's sake?

Mr. STEPHENS: If members would lis-
ten for a moment they would find out: or
do they not like to hear these words?
The article continues-

He said that this could eventually
lead to the disintegration of demo-
cracy and parliamentary government.'

He believed in the concept of the
arbitration system.

"It can be made to work if people
want it to work," he said.

"To talk about replacing it with an
open-ended system of collective bar-
gaining Is the most irresponsible and
ignorant approach perpetrated on the
Australian industrial scene."

He said that Australia's system of
conciliation and arbitration owed its
existence to the trade union movement
and the Labor Party.

Mr. Bertram: Hear, hear!
Mr. STEPHENS: To continue-

"For the union movement to talk of
abandoning arbitration is like throw-
ing the baby out with the bath water."
he said.

Opposition members: Hear, hear!
Mr. STEPHENS: Do Government mem-

bers know who said that?
Mr. Hartrey: Mr. Grenville?

Mr. STEPHENS: Yes, Mr. Grenville. He
Is not an employer, but a man who was at
that tine one of the senior men in the
Victorian branch of the A.C.T.U., and
Assistant Secretary of the Victorian Trades
Hall Council.

Mr. Hutchinson: He is an Australian.
Mr. Bertram: Are you supporting that

proposition or arguing against It?
The SPEAKER: Order!
Mr. Bickerton: He has probably now

Joined the D.L.P.

Mr. STEPHENS: I would not like any
member to assume that I am opposed to
unionism, because I am not opposed to it.

Mr. Jamieson: Not as long as it Is the
Farmers' Union.

Mr. STEPHENS: I will surprise members
opposite.

Mr. Bertram: You will do more than
surprise us.

Mr. STEPHENS: I am not even opposed
to compulsory unionism.

Mr. Bertram: It is not a matter of what
you say.

Mr. O'Connor: Well, I am.
Mr. STEPHENS: Well, I am not.
Mr. Bickerton: There is a big split In tile

parties!I
The SPEAKER: Order!
Mr. STEPHENS: I have plenty of time;,

I had not Intended to take up my full 45
minutes. As I was saying, provided there
are certain qualifications I am niot even
opposed to compulsory unionism. In this
respect I feel I am being consistent in my
views, because I supported compulsory
national service for the defence of this
country under the system we had which
included certain qualifications.

I support compulsory unionism with
similar qualifications. One is that a man
should be able to opt out if he has a con-
scientious objection provided, of course,
that he Pays to a charitable organisation
a sum of money equal to the union dues.
I also believe that strikes should be re-
stricted to those concerning industrial con-
ditions and wages. After all, in the first
place unions were formed so that the
workers would have collective bargaining
power to negotiate a fair price for their
labour, and to negotiate fair working con-
ditions.

However, I believe that political strikes
should be absolutely outlawed. These only
usurp the role of government. If a section
of the community disagrees with a decision
of the Federal Government the people
concerned have a perfect right to express
their views. But I do not consider they
have any right whatsoever to withdraw
their labour and to force on the country
a situation about which the Federal Gov-
ernment has decided to the contrary. The
third qualification is, of course, that some
form of secret ballot should be provided
which will permit union members more
accurately to express their views on
whether or not they should strike.

In this regard I was approached by sev-
eral trade union members in Albany con-
cerning the ban on the handling of French
mall. They told me the decision had been
made in Sydney and they had been ad-
vised by telegram not to handle such
mail. They said they had no say in this
decision at all.

Mr. Cook: Do You think that the hold-
ing of a secret ballot would have avoided
the strike?
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Mr. STEPHENS: There is every possi-
bility it would. Perhaps an some occa-
sions the wives of the men involved should
be given the opportunity to have a say in
the decision.

Mr. Cook: Give the employers the right
also!

Mr. B. T. Burke: You support strikes
in relation to industrial matters?

Mr. STEPHENS: I do not. I would like
to deal briefly with a subject that has
been mentioned by the Leader of the Op-
position and the member for Wembley.
It bears repetition, but perhaps in
slightly different words. A contrary
opinion has been expressed by the Premier
so often that in all probability he believes
in it. He claims that in the early days
of his Government he was not able to ful-
fil his election promises, because when his
Government took office there was a deficit
in the Treasury.

Mr. Bertram: That is true.
Mr. STEPHENS: The fact is that there

was a deficit in the Consolidated Revenue
Fund, but the Premier was merely play-
ing with words, because he told only half
the story, and it could be half the truth.

Mr. Bertram: That is better than a
downright lie.

Mr. STEPHENS: It is more difficult to
correct a half truth than a downright lie.
It is true to say that there was a deficit,
as at the 30th June, 1971, in the Consoli-
dated Revenue Fund amounting to
$4,300,000. but against that there was a
balance of $9,330,000 in the Public
Moneys Investment Account. Therefore,
when the two accounts are taken together,
it does not require much mathematics to
reveal that there would be a surplus of
35,000,000 available to the Government. In
view of that the Premier is not correct
in claiming he could not implement his
promises because of a lack of funds; It
would be nearer the truth if he said he
realised that his election promises were
much too extravagant.

Mr. Cook: What was the financial situa-
tion of the State in February, 1971?

Mr. STEPHENS: it has been said, time
and time again, that the State faced a
deficit. It was estimated that the deficit
looked like being $10,000,000, but in fact
it was $4,300,000 as at the 30th June, 1971.
The honourable miember cannot tell me
the Government was successful in reduc-
ing the deficit from $10.000,000 to
$4.300,000 within a few months after it
assumed office. That does not alter the
fact there was a surplus of $5,000,000
available as at that date. If the Premier
wanted to he could have honoured his
election Promises by using that money.

Mr. Cook: You have not answered my
question.

Mr. STEPHENS: No doubt I will be
given the answer when the honourable
member makes his contribution to the de-
bate, after carrying out his research into
the matter.

Mr. Cook: You should have done your
research.

Mr. STEPHENS: I intended to go into
some detail to deal with the speech made
by the member for Merredin-Yilgarn but
I think it has already been covered ade-
quately. However, I would like to make
a couple of points. I believe the removal
of the tax concessions Is another indica-
tion of the lack of consideration by the
Federal Government for Western Austra-
lia. This State would be the one State
with the greatest amount of development
taking place. In these circumstances the
withdrawal of the concessions will affect
Western Australia to a greater degree than
any other State.

There is no need for me to reiterate the
effect of the reduction in concessions on
farm water supplies. In an arid State
such as this, the removal of the incentive
to farmers to establish water facilities,
which they might use once every 10 to
15 years, is a backward step.

Mr. W. 0, Young: Generally they use
these facilities more often.

Mr.' STEPHENS: In some areas such
facilities might be used every 10 to I.5
years. The removal of the concessions is
an impediment to increased production.
In the 1973 annual report of the Australian
Meat Board the following appears-

Everything pointed to the need for
increased production as the best means
to contain prices,

Rather than to give any incentive for In-
creased production, the Government with
typical socialistic thinking, talks about
denying the right of primary producers to
export meat. Such action by the Com-
monwealth Government shows it has little
concern for the markets which have been
built up over the years.

A move like that would do a lot of harm
to the goodwill that has been established.
If Implemented then in future when sur-
plus meat becomes available again it is on
the cards that the overseas countries which
have imported meat from Australia, but
have been told there would be no more,
will continue to get their supplies from
other sources.

Mr. Bickerton: Do you agree with that
socialistic subsidy on superphosphate I

Mr. STEPHENS: The member for
M erredin-Yilgarn also claimed the Gov-
ernment took credit for the fact that
farmers have remained on their properties.
I dispute that claim. I believe they re-
mained on their Properties for two reasons.
Firstly, it was through the courage, the
tenacity, and the resourcefulness of the
farmers and their families to endure hard-
ships. I believe the State is fortunate In
still having people with this pioneering
spirit. Secondly, it was due to the efforts
of the Federal Country Party and Doug
Anthony, through their support of the
Australian Wool Commission.
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I could quote ad infinitum the opinions
of Federal Labor members in relation to
the Australian Wool Commission when It
underpinned the wool market and finished
up with 900,000 bales in store. Labor mem-
bers constantly asked questions in the
Federal Parliament about this matter, and
claimed that it was a wilful waste of the
taxpayers' money, and that the action of
the Australian Wool Commission played
into the hands of the synthetics manu-
facturers.

We are all aware that In the period of
confrontation between the buyers and the
sellers as to who should establish the price
for the Australian wool clip, the Country
Party and Doug Anthony stood firm
against all opposition.

Mr. Bickerton: One would have thought
that the Liberal Party would have helped
them.

Mr. STEPHENS: They were instru-
mental in keeping the farmers on their
properties so that when the price structure
of wool improved they would be able to
take advantage of the improved prices.
Members of the Labor Party seem to think
that It Is a crime to help farmers in their
hour of need.

I would like to make a simple analogy.
We hear members opposite say that when
a worker has an accident he is entitled to
100 per cent. compensation. This is pro-
vided by the community at large either
by way of insurance or increased costs.
If a worker were genuinely ill I would have
no great objection to this. However, the
doubt arises about the malingerer, and
there are such People in the community.
The point I am making is that members
opposite believe the worker is entitled to
100 per cent, compensation.

Mr. Hartrey: Hear, hear!
The SPEAKER: The honourable member

has another five minutes.
Mr. STEPHENS: I think this will be

the shortest 45 minutes I have had! In
view of the contribution the iarming com-
munity makes to the wealth ot this country
I do not think it is unjust for the farmer
to expect some assistance when he runs
into adverse conditions.

Mr. Bertram: He gets it, too.
Mr. May: This is not unjust at all.
Mr. STEPHENS: The Labor Party seems

to think it Is a crime.
Mr. Bickerton: It is not unjust at all. It

is socialism. We do not mind the assist-
ance provided you do not call it socialism.

The SPEAKER: Order!
Mr. STEPHENS: Finally, I think I shall

conclude by speaking of the hypocrisy of
the Federal Labor Government.

Mr. T. D. Evans: Which one are you
talking about now?

Mr. STEPHENS: In The West Austra-
lian of the 8th October, 1971, when Mr.
Whitlam was Leader of the Opposition
the following article appeared-

The Federal Government created or
condoned price increases In areas over
which, directly or indirectly, It could
exercise control, the Leader of the
Opposition, Mr Whitlarn, said today.

"The Government cannot expect
from employees a restraint In pricing
labour which it neither exercises In
pricing public facilities nor requires
of proprietors and coiporatlons pric-
Ing commodities of other kinds", he
said.

Mr. Bickerton: Do you support that?
Mr. STEPHENS: The article continues--

POSTAL, PETROL: These increases
together with the increase in pay-roll
tax now imposed by the States, would
inevitably increase the cost of living.

INTEREST: Interest rates, now at
the highest level in Australia's hist-
on', were a crushing burdeni on State,
local and semi-government authorities.

They were used by the Governmrent
not to combat inflation but to con-
centrate its cost on those sections of
the community that could least afford
to pay.

Mr. Bertram: That Is quite right.

Mr. STEPHENS: After making state-
ments like that It is hard to believe that
the same man, within a few days of being
elected to office, did just that.

Mr. Bertram: He has not done that.

MR. HUTCHINSON (Cottesloe) [9.27
P.m.]: I rise to make my contribution to
the debate knowing, as I do so, that no
member of the Government has, as yet,
supported the Premier.

Mr. T. fl. Evans: The member for
Merredin-Yilgarn made a contribution, as
did the member for Mirrabooka.

Mr. HUJTCHINSON: I am sorry; I did
not appreciate that. Very few speakers
from the other side of the House have
taken part in the debate. Tonight I would
Probably be the seventh speaker from this
side of the House and this is virtually on
the eve of the election which will take
Place early next year.

I listened with a great deal of interest
to the speech of the member for Stirling
who raised a number of important Points
giving us a great deal about which to
think. I intend to follow the same lines
he adopted.

In general I believe that the matter
which is causing the greatest concern and
alarmn in Australia is the headlong rush
into centralist government in the country.
The actions of the Commonwealth Labor
Government so far are a clear indication
that it intends to proceed even more
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quickly along the socialist, centralist path However, on this vital issue of central-
and this makes us fear for the future of
the Federation and the welfare of the
people.

Mr. T. D. Evans: What are the views of
John Gorton in this regard? He is a sup-
porter of yours.

Mr. HUTrCHINSON: I appreciate the
interjection because a little later I wil
point out how I believe one of the Liberal
Federal Governments prior to the Whitlam
Government was remiss in its approach to
centralism. One of the prime reasons for
the fall of the Gorton Government was
the fact that Mr. Carton toyed around
with centralism and thus lost the Prime
Ministership.

Mr. Hartrey: The British Government
did not fall for that reason.

Mr. HUTCHINSON: So much for Mr.
Gorton. I think we are all mindful of the
fact that our own Commonwealth Govern-
ments have been remiss on aspects of
centralism.

Mr. Bertram: Hear, hear!

Mr. HUTCHINSON: The Gorton Gov-
ernment is a striking example. I believe
that centralism is the most important
single domestic issue in Australia today.

Mr. Hartrey: What about the cost of
living?

Mr. HUlTCHINSON: The two matters
are not unrelated, but I do not want to
pursue that part. In my belief centralism
is the most important single domestic
issue in Australia today. I would like to
Interpolate at this stage and what I am
about to say follows the remarks of the
member for Stirling with regard to rural
affairs. The apparent rejection of the
interests of the rural people is evidenced
by the proposed actions and policies of the
Commonwealth Government. This is hav-
ing a devastating effect on the People. Of
course, the fact that we have a Western
Australian State Labor Government work-
ing virtually hand in hand with the Com-
monwealth Labor Government in the
implementation of A.L.P. Policy, makes
the Western Australian Labor Government
trail along behind Canberra's lead.

It is true that the Premier, in particular
-and perhaps one or two other Ministers
-have from time to time made Play in the
Press about how they do not support the
stand of the Commonwealth Government
on an issue. One particular occasion was
at the Surfers Paradise Labor conference.
However, no matter how much the protest
is made in the Press, and no matter how
much is done in this regard, It is really
only a facade-a holding operation-on
the part of the State Labor Premier or the
State Labor Party because the A.LP. is
centrally directed by its whole organisa-
tion and Policy, and that makes us fear
the issue.

ism, and the great concern and alarm wye
feel, what has happened has stiffened and
strengthened our resolve to fight, through
reasonable reforms, for the Federation and
to hold on to the Australian way of life.
I am an Australian, as all of us here are,
and I am proud of it. I am a member of
the Western Australian Parliament and I
hate, with every fibre in my being, the
trend towards a centralist Government.
At the present time in Australia there is
a slow burning anger at the trend which is
taking place, and the intensity of that
anger will increase with the Passage of
time and the trend of the Labor Govern-
ments to establish centralism.

Mr. Jamnieson: You could not blame the
Labor Governments for the initial creation
of centralised government.

Mr. HUJTCHINSON: Those who claim
credit, Mr. Speaker, for the creation of
the Federation are the States themselves.

Mr. Jamlieson: Yes.
Mr. HUTfCHINSON: They favoured the

formation of a Federation. They favoured
a central Governiment and it took long
over a decade to reach the Federal situa-
tion.

Mr. Jamieson: We are now back to the
same situation. We have the same sort of
Policy, and the same sort of determinations
are about to be made. Your speeches will
only frustrate this.

Mr. HUTrCHINSON: That Is not so. The
era-and a very important era it was--
whichl led to the Federation of Australia,
and to the making of Australia as a nation,
did not have an easy path. The States
themselves were very wary about joining
together and giving their powers to the
Commonwealth. Constitutionally they
were Crown colonies originally, and then
S tates with responsible Governments.

With the passage of the years there
have had to be changes. These chianges
have occurred from the turn of the cent-
ury until the present time, and under
successive Commonwealth Governments.

Some of the changes were for the good.
and some were not so good, In my view, but
the 4tuation has gradually been reached-
but more rapidly since the Whitlam Gov-
ernment has been In office-where there is
a headlong rush towards centralised gov-
ernment. This has been evidenced in the
Press over the last year.

I will mention one or two events. This
State Government has gone along with
the giving away of Western Australia, and
the giving away of its powers. We do not
like this one bit. At this juncture I would
say that perhaps the saddest example of
what is happening under the State Labor
Government and the Commonwealth
Labor Government is the attempt to give
away the Western Australian Government
Railways. This has been absolutely ad-
mitted by the Labor Government. The
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Premier, In answer to a question I asked on
this Particular matter, has confirmed that
the State Labor Government and the
Commonwealth Labor Goverrnment are
negotiating for the taking over of the
W.A.G.R.

During this session of Parliament I asked
the Premier the following ques~on-

(1) Has his Government discontinued
the negotiations and discussions
at all levels on the matter of Com-
monwealth acquisition of the
W.A.G.R.?

To that the Premier replied, "No." That
means that discussions and negotiations
are continuing with the Commonwealth
Government, presumably under some
terms and conditions, for the takeover of
the Western Australian Government Rail-
ways.

Mr. Hartrey: It does not mnean that at
all.

Mr. HUTCHINSON: If the member for
Boulder-Dundas has followed the questions
he will realise that what I air. saying is
true. ]Re knows that discussions are en-
suing.

Mr. Hartrey: I do not know anything of
the sort.

Mr. HUTCHINSON: The second Part of
my question to the Premier was as fol-
lows--

(2) If so, will he explain whether the
discontinuance means-
(a) that his Government no

longer Intends to proceed with
the handover; or

(b) that the matter merely stands
in abeyance?

The reply from the Premier was, "Ans-
wered by (1)", which meant, "No." The
third part of my question was as follows-

(3) If not, will he explain at what
stage the negotiations have
reached?

Mr. Rushton called attentin to the State
of the H-ouse.

Bells rung and a quorum formed.
Mr. HUTCHINSON: The answer to part

(3) of my question was-
(3) After extensive exploratory dis-

cussions. Commonwealth and
State officers are drafting a paper
for both Governments identifying
the many complex Issues which
will need resolution if It is decided
to proceed.

Part (4) of my question read-
(4) What is the last date on which

discussions or negotiations were
held between Ministers and/or
ofFicers?

The Premier replied-
(4) The last meeting was held in Can-

berra at the Department of
Transport on 22nd August. 1973.

The last part of my question was-
(5) When is it anticipated that the

next meeting will take place?
The Premier replied-

(5) Further discussions have been
delayed as a result of other more
urgent work in the Department of
Transport. It is hoped they will
resume in November, 1973.

That is this month! Admittedly a decision
is yet to be made but talks are continuing
on the basis that, if a certain agreement is
reached, the running of the Western Aus-
tralian Goverrunent Railways will be
handed over to the Commonwealth Gov-
erinent. This means that the Common-
wealth Government will carry whatever
deficits the W.A-G.R. experiences in the
future. That Government would have to
fund those deficits. Of course, this would
relieve the State Government but it would
also take control of the Western Aus-
tralian Government Railways out of our
hands. If the Commonwealth Government
wants to do this and, at the same time,
retain the spirit of Federation, surely it
would be far simpler to make available the
money necessary to wipe off the deficits.
No! There must be this drive towards cen-
tralism. This is the point.

Centralism is being fostered even In our
culture. The Commonwealth Government
is pursuing its centralistic policy and the
State Government cannot do a great deal
about it. A Department of Cultural
Affairs has been established in Canberra.
That is fair enough, but it is becoming a
mighty organisation and it determines
what should be done in the field of cul-
tural activities in the States. At least,
that is what the Federal Government is
trying to do.

Mr. Hartrey: Terrible.
Mr. HUTCHINSON: I think it is ter-

rible.
Mr. Hartrey: It is.
Mr. HUTCHINSON: Gradually, the

world of arts will be controlled from
Canberra. All members of Parliament are
aware-although not all members of the
public realise it-that Mr. Harper-Nelson
was appointed by the State Labor Govern-
ment to advise on cultural matters. Mr.
Harper-Nelson did a good Job, in my
estimation, but he was so incensed at the
thought of federal centralism in the arts
that he decided not to continue in his
occupation with the Government. Regret-
tably he has gone back into private enter-
prise. In itself, this is further evidence in
a field which, perhaps. may be a little re-
moved from the thinking of the man in
the street.

I deliberately jumped from a practical
matter, such as the Western Australian
Government Railways, to the world of the
arts. This is Indicative of the range of
the A.L.P.'s determination to centralise-
particularly under the Whitlam Govern-
ment.
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As I have said, I am positive in my own
mind-although it may be denied by mem-
bers opposite-that very many Labor
members of Parliament all over Australia
must fear centralism almost as much as I
do. I am sure many Labor voters must be
concerned over this issue. Unfortunately,
the A.L.P. is tied to its policies. Tne
closely related A.L.P. policies have been
laid down, and they were confirmed, and
reaffirmed, at the Surfers Paradise con-
ference.

Let us look at what Is happening in the
field of health which, once again, the
Commonwealth Government is trying to
centralise. Various steps which have been
taken in recent days Indicate that the
national health scheme, which has been so
fear-ed, mnay not be as forceful as it first
appeared. This is in consequence of cer-
tain modifying actions which have been
taken.

This does not prevent the Common-
wealth Government from stepping into
health spheres which traditionally have
been the responsibility of State Govern-
ments. I refer members to a Press cut-
ting written by Mr. E. A. Barker in Can-
berra. The heading is, "$590,000 for W.A.
Mental Health Care". The opening para-
graph read&--

The Federal Government plans to
spend $590,000 In 1973-74 developing
community mental health services in
W.A.

These will be developed as a result of direct
Commonwealth Intervention,

Mr. Bertram: Hear, hear!
Mr. HUJTCHINSON: It Is good to receive

money for various items of Government
administration and we can well do with
money in the sphere of mental health, but
we do not want the action controlled com-
pletely by Canberra. We do not want to
sell our birthright for a mess of potage.
This Is what we must avoid.

When I was Minister for Health I
attended various conferences of Ministers
for Health. I well remember that invari-
ably the Commonwealth Minister was un-
able himself to make any real decisions at
the conferences. Either he did not have
the ability or was not given the oppor-
tunity to make the decisions. He always
had to refer the matter back to the Com-
monwealth Cabinet. At that time he did
not have an appreciation-and I com-
plained bitterly about this in the Press-
of the need for modern care In the mental
health field and for action that should have
been taken at that time. This was during
the Period of a Commonwealth Liberal
Government. The situation will certainly
not improve under a Commonwealth Labor
Government.

Mr. Bertram: Why should It not im-
prove?

Mr. HUTCHINSON: - The aims of the
Commonwealth Labor Government are
obviously centralistic.

Mr. Bertram: What is the Liberal
Party's platform-centralistic or other-
wise?

Mr. HUTCHINSON: I am afraid I can-
not, once again, give the date of a Press
cutting which I would like to read. MY
system seems to have fallen down some-
what. I shall quote from an article which
appeared in The West Australian either
Yesterday or the day before. The Press
notice was quite small and headed, "Vic.
health move". It reads-

The Victorian State Government
yesterday Introduced legislation to
prevent direct Federal Government
dealings with hospitals In Victoria.

This Is what I have been talking about.
To continue to quote-

The move seriously undermines the
Federal Government's ability to intro-
duce Its planned national health
scheme In Victoria.

Under the Bill, State Government
approval will be needed before a hos-
pita] can enter an agreement Involving
federal funds for building or exten-
sions.

This shows the extent to which the Vic-
torian Government believes it shculd
shoulder this responsibility,

At the present time the Australian Pol-
itical parties and Governments are en-
gaged in a rather interesting exercise of
trying to determine what constitutional
changes should be made to the Federation.

There have been a number of meetings
of Ministers and members from both sides
of the State Parliaments and the Federal
Parliament. They are trying to hamnmer
cut some reforms to the Constitution, and
it is most important that they do so. To
my way of thinking, the decade from the
time this idea was first mooted by the
States may prove to be similar to that
from 1890 to 1900 when the Federation was
hammered out in its Present form.

The intervening years have shown the
necessity for changes, and if the Federa-
tion is to survive-and I hope to God it
will-we must achieve some success within
a few years. The delegates are charged
with a great deal of responsibility. I would
have liked to be one of them,

We all know how incensed Western Aus-
tralians on both sides of the political fence
became in the late 1920s and early 1930s;
when they expressed a desire to secede
from the Commonwealth and get out of
the Federation because of the disabilities
they felt Western Australia was suffering.
All that is now in its proper niche in the
history of Australia, but at the present
time there Is again a great deal of under-
ground talk about secession. I am not a
secessionist now, as I was back in the early
1930s. I do not think that is the right way
for us to go. However, many people have
come to me saying we should start think-
ing, talking, and working towards seces-
sion.
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In the Daily News of Thursday, the 25th
October, there was a Press notice that 30
Western Australians would come together
-I think for the second time-to discuss
the matter of secession and determine the
course that should be taken. The expres-
sion used was "quietly ponder". But I be-
lieve we in Australia have enough sense to
know that changes can be made without
recourse to breaking the nation. In any
case, the way of secession is very difficult.

I point out again-it has already been
mentioned tonight-that Professor Geof-
frey Sawer of the Australian National
University, when speaking at the annual
conference of the Australian Institute of
Urban Studies, strongly defended the role
of State Governments. He said, in effect,
that Federal Government moves to
strengthen local government should not be
used to destroy the States. This is the
:field about which I have spoken previously,
and there is a motion in relation to it on
the notice paper. This is the opinion of
Australia's foremost constitutional lawyer,
who has been quoted by the Premier on
one or two occasions in the past.

Mr. J. T. Tonkin: Your leader does not
accept his opinion about the pipeline legis-
lation.

Mr. HUTCHINSON: I do not know whe-
ther or not he does. I think he has been
seeking information about It.

Mr. J. T. Tonikin: No. He has said that
the weight of legal opinion is that it is
unconstitutional.

Mr. HUTCHINSON: I remember his say-
ing that but I also remember his asking
for further information from the Premier
about the constitutional aspect of the
matter.

in any case, Professor Sawer pleads with
the Commonwealth Government not to re-
duce the States, and it must be remem-
bered that in one of the Fabian lectures
he gave when he was the Leader of the
Opposition, the Prime minister appealed
to State Labor members of Parliament to
bring about the dissolution of State Par-
liamnents. It is a fact he said that only
about six years ago. Since then, all the
actions and conferences of the A.L.P. have
been working towards centralist government
with the role of the States being dimin-
ished, somewhat along the lines described
in The Rise and Fall of the Third Reich,
as quoted by the member for Stirling to-
night.

Mr. Bertram: The same thing has hap-
pened in the Liberal Party, You know.

Mr. HUJTCHINSON. in the same series
of speeches, Mr. Whitlam, when Leader of
the opposition, said in most disparaging
terms that the States had only shabby
pretensions to government and that the
best thing Labor members of Parliament
could do was to bring about the dissolu-
tion of their State Parliaments.

I end on that note. It will be under-
stood how concerned we are about this
matter and how our resolve to fight against
centralism is strengthened.

AIR. O'CONNOR (Mt. Lawley) [9.57
pin>!: I listened with interest to the
Premier's speech when he introduced the
Budget, and I noted that he said during
the year there had been a marked resurg-
ence in the economy. I think we have
reason to feel pleased about that.

Mr. Bertram: Hear, hear!

Mr. O'CONNOR: To a degree, the re-
covery has been brought about by a good
season, for which we are all thankful. We
have had a very substantial increase in
our grain quota and there also appears to
be an extremely good chance of a record
or near record harvest. In addition, the
price of wool rose to a height of 245c and
the average for the year was in the
vicinity of 160o, which was a marked im-
provement on the previous year. These
matters alone-if they are left alone-
must have a tremendous effect on the
economy of the country. The Premier
went on to say there had been a revival
in mining, particularly of iron ore, the
increased world demand having led to in-
creased Production rates and accelerated
expansion programmes. I do not think any
government or individual can take credit
for this remarkable recovery. To a great
degree it is due to seasonal conditions
and overseas trends.

Whatever the reasons for the r ecovery
may be. I think we should all be grate-
ful for the improved conditions in the
country. The improved conditions have
overcome the difficulties which have been
encountered over a considerable period.
The droughts, the poor seasons, and the
difficulty in selling grain overseas caused
tremendous problems for the farming
community.

Those who thought the increased wool
prices and increased grain production, be-
cause of the better seasons, would be the
answer to their prayers have since been
disillusioned to a great extent because the
actions of the State and Federal Govern-
ments have had tremendous effects, and
many of us do not know what will be the
full effects of those actions.

The next point is the reduction of tax-
ation concessions. Some of these reduc-
tions must have a very large bearing on
the future development of many farming
properties. We have had, and still have at
this moment, a shortage of equipment.
Those who may have a. few spare dollars
now will find it very difficult to obtain the
equipment they need to do the work on
their farms. As the member for Black-
wood mentioned during the debate last
week, even secondhand equipment is ex-
tremely di~fficult to obtain. It is not only
farming equipment which is in short
supply. In the very near future it seems
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we will have tremendous difficulty to ob-
tain not only farm equipment but also
many other things including vehicles,
building materials, etc. These are some of
the problems we face.

On top of this we have the increased
interest rate which has shocked many
people in the country, and it will have a
disastrous effect on many people who have
committed themselves to the hilt, because
they now find they are committed
beyond the hilt. Many of them will find
it extremely difficult to overcome this
problem. When we take all these things
together-the reduction of concessions,
the unavailability of equipment, the
higher interest rates, plus the anticipated
increase in death duty-it is evident that
many farmers in this State will lose hun-
dreds of dollars, and in some cases thous-
ands of dollars. These People will have
less incentive to develop. In the past taxa-
tion and other concessions provided the
incentive for farm development. However,
so many of these concessions have been lost
that many people who have not completed
the development of their Properties will go
no further because they can see no immed-
iate benefit. It is very doubtful, in fact.
that there will be any future benefit to
them.

The outlay to purchase a farming pro-
perty is very considerable. Although an
undeveloped property will be cheaper to
purchase, extra money will be necessary
to develop It. It Is extremely costly to
stock and equip a fanning property, and
it is not at all unusual to have to lay out
$100,000 or more on a reasonable farm
today. Farmers must accept the risk of
bad years such as we have had recently.
The Problems they face include regrowth,
droughts, floods, disease in crops, poisons,
etc. The increased interest rates will simply
pyut another nail into the coffin. The gen-
eral Public forgets the losses incurred by
farmers with sheep and cattle through flies
and disease All these things, coupled with
provisional tax, will have a considerable
bearing on what the farming community
will do in the future. There Is no doubt
that development will be retarded.

Mr. McPharlin: The incentive has been
taken away.

Mr. O'CONNOR: That is right. Most
farmers would think twice before embark-
ing on new developments. Our exports
will certainly be affected in the future, if
not immediately. The farming community
has been the backbone of the country for
a very long period. These provisions will
have a most detrimental effect on the
country.

When introducing the State Budget, the
Premier said there were very few increases
in taxes and charges. If we look at the
Budget alone and forget what else has
happened in the State since the Labor
Government came to power we would have
to agree with him. However. Mr. Speaker,

If You look at what has happened during
this Government's term of office. I am quite
sure It would shock you. Substantial in)-
creases have taken place in almost every
field.

It was extraordinary that just prior to
the introduction of the Budget the Govern-
ment announced increases in rail and bus
fares and freight. It is usual for these
charges to be Increased In the Budget. The
only reason I can see for the increases
being announced a short time earlier than
the introduction of the Budget is that
the Government can say, "In our last
Budget we did not increase taxes." Well,
it cannot say this for its last session of
Parliament, and it certainly cannot say it
for the three-year period It has been in
Government.

Mr. R. L. Young: An increase of
$67,000,000.

Mr. O'CONNOR: That is so, and I intend
to go into some detail of this considerable
increase. I do not think any of us can
complain about the increase in rail freight
charges. We know that these charges were
last increased in 1965. The farming com-
munity experienced very bad years in 1969
and 1970 and for this reason it was not
possible to Increase freight rates to the
extent they should have been increased.
There have been considerable increases in
wages and other expenses, and it is there-
fore reasonable to increase rail freight
charges. This would have happened
irrespective of the political colour of the
Government of the day. However, when
we look at the overall Picture of taxation,
I believe more increases have occurred than
ever before. Looking at the list of these
Increased charges, one could almost com-
pile a book. I will not go through them
all-there are far too many. Electricity
charges went up 21 Per cent. shortly after
the Labor Government came into office.
and this despite the enormous profits made
by the S.E.C.

Sir David Brand: You know what the
then Leader of the Opposition used to say
about the S.E.C. Profit when we were in
office. He said it was a crime.

Mr. O'CONNOR: Yes, I know this, and
the profit is higher than It has ever been.
The outlay on S.E.C. equipment came from
public funds. In the last financial Year
the metropolitan consumers paid approxi-
mately $8,000,000 more than the cost of
providing the electricity to them.

Sir David Brand: I think the Minister
for Electricity Is blushing.

Mr. O'CONNOR: I do not think he Is.
Mr. O'Neil: It turned a $6,000,000 loss

to a $2,000,000 profit by Increasing the
charges.

Mr. O'CONNOR: Even allowing for a
$2,000,000 loss in the country, the S.E.C.
made a net profit of $5,771,304. In other
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words, this is a profit of almost $6,000,000
after allowing for a loss of $2,000,000 to
country consumers. Therefore, there is no
doubt that every metropolitan consumer Is
being overcharged, and considerably over-
charged by the Government. I have
worked out my figures on the basis of about
130.000 or 140,000 consumers, and this
means that every householder pays an
average of $50 or $60 per year more than
he should for electricity.

Mr. Taylor: How much?
Mr. O'CONNOR: About $50 or $60 a

year.
Mr. Davies: More?
Mr. O'CONNOR: Yes.
Mr. Davies: We do not pay that a year.
Mr. O'CONNOR: I said the average con-

sumer.
Mr. Davies: Our family would be an

average consumer-we have a four-bed-
roomed house.

Mr. O'CONNOR: Would the Minister
agree with the figure of 130,000 or 140,000
consumers in the metropolitan area?

Mr. Davies: How do you work it out?
Mr. O'CONNOR: Let me say this: The

consumers in the metropolitan area are
paying $8,000,000 over and above the cost
of their electricity.

Mr. Davies: What about the country
people who are enjoying the benefits?

Mr. O'CONNOR: The Minister for
Health must have just come into the
Chamber, because I have already explained
that there was a $2,000,000 loss.

Mr. Davies: I did.
Mr. May: You didn't explain it at all.

You just made the statement. You didn't
explain the fact that when your Govern-
ment was in office it used these funds in
1970.

Mr. O'CONNOR: The Minister for Elec-
tricity can get up and explain that if he
likes.

Mr. May: We want an explanation from
you. You have not told us anything yet.

Mr. O'CONNOR: The Minister for
Health asked me. "What about country
people?" I explained previously that a
$2,000,000 loss was incurred, but after
taking that into account there was still an
overall surplus of $5,571,304.

Mr. Davies: Yes, I have got that.
Mr. O'Neil: A taxing measure!
Mr. may: We are still trying to pay off

what You People bought.
Mr. O'CONNOR: I believe that the 21

per cent. increase in electricity charges
was unfair and was imposed without pro-
per thought or justification. I think the
average metropolitan consumer is being
charged a higher rate than be should be
charged.

Mr. O'Neil: The Premier must shudder
every time he reads his policy speech.

Mr. May: Your homework has not been
done.

Mr. O'CONNOR: Well, I have explained
the facts. Does the Minister deny what I
have said?

Mr. May: What about the capital ex-
penditure on equipment you ordered five
Years ago, and for which we are paying
now?

Mr. O'Neil: Where would you be without
it?

Mr. May: What about the decision to
upgrade the Muja Power house?

The SPEAKER: Order!
Mr. May: You didn't even give anly loan

funds in 1970. We are the cheapest State
in the Commonwealth as far as electricity
is concerned.

Sir David Brand: That equipment prov-
ed to be absolutely essential.

The SPEAKER: Order!
Mr. O'CONNOR: The Minister for lec-

tricity is all charged up and if he is not
careful he will have a blackout.

Mr. May: I have given you a few shocks.
Mr. Davies: I am sorry I spoke just now.
Mr. Bertram: Yes, you have upset the

cart.
Mr. O'CONNOR: Housing is another

item of great concern to us.
Mr. May: It is refreshing not to hear

the Commonwealth Government men-
tioned.

Mr. O'CONNOR: As a Government, we
tried to encourage home ownership. That
now appears to have gone by the board
and it seems that the incentive for home
ownership has been pushed to one side.

Mr. Laphain: Who do you think builds
the high-rise buildings?

Mr. O'CONNOR: If the member for
Karrinyup wishes to make a speech I will
be prepared to listen to him. I hope he
will do the same for me.

There is no doubt that home ownership
gives a person a certain amount of pride
and in many ways it helps to make him a
better citizen. It gives him something to
work for. He has the opportunity to work
around his house and to make it a little
better than the other houses in the street.
I think this gives him a great deal of
satisfaction.

One has only to look at overseas coun-
tries and see the great conglomeration of
fiats and low standard housing to realise
that we do not want that to happen in
Western Australia. But if we are not
careful that is what we will have, because
the incentive for home ownership is being
taken completely away from people. This
is one way of achieving a lower standard
of housing.
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The incentive to own a home is being
taken away from young people. Previously
they were entitled to a grant from the
Commonwealth Government provided they
saved a certain amount of money over a
certain period. Now that has been taken
from them, and young people who have
saved money for the purpose of buying or
building a home will lose the incentive to
work towards that goal, because no longer
will they receive the grant of $750 that
was previously provided. What happens?
I suppose they will spend their money on a
car or something else because their dream
of a. home has been destroyed by a very
swift and, I believe, unrealistic action of
the Commonwealth Government.

In addition, the interest rate has been
increased to a ridiculous 9j or 9j per
cent. What will this do not only to the
intending home buyer, but to those who
bought a home years ago? Some people
are committed to the payments on their
house. Suddenly they find that, as a re-
sult of the increase in the interest rate,
and as a result of increases in other areas,they must earn an extra $10 a week in
order to overcome the problems which
have been created by the actions of the
State and Commonwealth Governments.

Some people will be unable to afford the
extra interest rate; therefore they will fall
behind. What can the building societies
and other lending institutions do? What
will they do in the case of people who have
taken loans over 25 years? Should they
be extended to 45 years? Even if they
are extended to 45 years, in some cases the
repayments would still be more than the
borrowers can afford. Therefore the re-
payments of those people will not even
cover the interest; in other words, they will
be paying nothing off their loans and their
debts will accumulate.

In recent times despite the fact that
good seasons have given us a lot to be
thankful for, so many actions have been
taken to offset that. The price of foodi
up; the price of clothing is up; the cost
of travel and transport has increased, an
so has the cost of housing. Rates and
taxes have also increased. All this is due
to the actions of the Commonwealth Gov-
ernment and those of the State Govern-
ment during the three years it has been in
office.

I say that the recent increase in interest
is probably one of the worst things that
has happened to this country for a long
time. Let us look at building societies.
Mr. Speaker, you would have seen in this
morning's paper that building societies
normally lend -about $160,000,000 a year.
But what has happened? Last month their
lending was down to $10,000,000 for the
month, and that is $3,000,000 less than
they lent in the same month last year.
Previously building societies were lending
up to $16,000,000 a month; but last month
they lent only $10,000,000 and it appears
that for the month of November they will

lend only $7,000,000-which is less than
half of the greatest amount they have
lent in a month this year. Will this be
the rock bottom? We do not know.

Sir David Brand: There will be unem-
ployment as a result of this.

Mr. O'CONNOR: That is the point I
am about to make. If this sort of thing
continues, and if the Commonwealth and
State Governments keep going in the way
they are at present, we will have chaos in
this country- Building societies provide
something like 70 per cent. of the funds
for housing in this State. This means that
the number of houses built with building
society finance alone will be down from
11,169 last year to 7,300 this year.

We have only to look at the front page
of tonight's issue of the Daily News to find
that relief is being denied to home owners.
We find the headline, "Home Loan Re-
lease-in 1975?" This is yet another action
which will remove the incentive for young
People to own their own homes, or to save
for them. We know there will be no relief.

On the same page we find an article
headed, "Bank loans tumble". Bank loans
have decreased in line with building society
loans due to the increased interest rate.

Mr.' O'Neil: The Minister for Housing
wanted Proof of that this evening.

Mr. O'CONNOR: I do not know how
one proves these things to the Govern-
ment: but the effect this will have on
unemployment may encourage the Gov-
ernment to believe before long that this
situation exists. I1 will read the small
article regarding bank loans. It is as
follows-

Bank loans for housing dropped
sharply last month.

Figures released in Canberra today
show bank lending throughout Aus-
tralia was $116.147-million in Sep-
tember.

This is $29.74-million under the
August figure and the lowest since
April when banks approved $101.40-
million.

The figures reflect the effect of gov-
ernment decisions in September to
fight inflation.

That article indicates the effect of the
actions of the Commonwealth Government
on private people. The Government is
fighting those people and trying to take
their homes from them. When we see this
happening in respect of banks and also
building societies, what will be the dual
effect?

Mr. O'Neil: The commission has 15 per
cent.' less money for housing this year
than it- had last year.

Mr. O'CONNOR: That is righjt; and, of
course, Western Australia is the only State
in the Commonwealth which received a
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smaller allocation this year than it re-
ceived last year. This fact has not been
brought out to any great degree. This
year Western Australia received 15 per
cent. less money for housing than it re-
ceived last year, and it is the only State
in Australia where that happened. I think
Tasmania received an increase of 80 per
cent.

Mr. ONcil: And Victoria 72 per cent.
Mr. O'CONNOR: We are the only State

in Australia to receive less.
Mr. O'Neil: They are never going to

build 600 homes.
Mr. Lapham: We have an assurance

that we will get more if we want it.
Mr. O'Neil: You must believe in Father

Christmas.
The SPEAKER: Order!I
Sir Charles Court: We have 15 per cent.

less money, and 15 per cent, inflation on
top of that.

Mr. O'CONNOR: I say this has a dual
effect. The average home purchaser must
find an extra $4 a week to cover the in-
creased interest charges; and he will have
to earn at least an extra $10 a week to
have a net increase of $4 a week.

First of all he has to pay taxation on
the extra $10 he would earn. Also he has
increased payments on his house; he has
to meet other increased costs as a result
of inflation together with the various taxes
increased by the Budget that are imposed
on him when he purchases alcohol, cigar-
ettes, or other commodities. There is no
doubt that all these increases will bring
wholesale redundancies in the building
trade in 1974. In February and March of
next year I feel we will see a great tumble
in the number of persons employed in the
building industry as a direct result of the
actions that have been taken by the Com-
monwealth Government.

Whilst there is still a large number of
homes under construction, the reduction
in the amount of money available for hous-
ing will, without doubt, cause a decrease in
the number of houses that will be built in
the next term. This is indicated by the
figures I have quoted in regard to the
drop in the amount of money that is
being invested in building societies and
deposited in banks. With a drop of ap-
proximately one-half in these funds I
wonder how many people will have to
leave the building industry, because I con-
sider that they will be obliged to leave that
industry. How many other employees will
be indirectly affected, because the drop in
the available finance for housing will have
a disastrous effect not only on the build-
ing industry, but also on farming activi-
ties, industry generally, and on the com-
mnunity, as a whole?

Surely the Government could have acted
in a better way than it has in dealing with

the Present situation. If it wanted to
curb inflation why did it not take action
In regard to hire-purchase dealings by
demanding a minimum deposit, for
example?

Mr. Bertram: It has Power to do that,
has it?

Mr. O'CONNOR: Of course it has. It
could demand a minimum deposit or
rather, I should say, a maximum deposit.

Mr. Bertram: Which Government can
do this?

Mr. O'CONNOR: The State Govern-
ment can. Did not the honourable mem-
ber know that the State Government con-
trols hire-Purchase dealings in Western
Australia?

Mr. Bertram: Of course I know. Was it
not a Labor Government that introduced
the Hire-Purchase Act of 1959?

Mr. O'CONNOR: I would not know.
Mr. Bertram: Of course we know this

State can control hire-Purchase dealings.
Mr. O'CONNOR: Why did the honour-

able member ask this question if he already
knew? This shows the attitude of the
member for Mt. Hawthorn. Surely there
is a better way to stop inflation than to
hit every decent house owner in the way
he has been hit.

Mr. Bertram: Are You suggesting that?
Mr. O'CONNOR: I have already done

so. What is happening to all the money
that is not being invested in building
societies for the building of houses? The
answer is obvious: it is being invested in
hire Purchase. Why? Because people
realise that the money they invest can
earn a better return in hire-purchase deal-
ings. One sees many advertisements in
the Press that offer interest Payments of
up to 10 per cent. This is what is hap-
pening; the money that was previously in-
vested in building societies and deposited
in the banks and other similar organisa-
tions is now being invested in hire pur-
chase.

In his speech the Premier said-
The current situation in the build-

ing industry is highlighted by a high
level of activity in the housing sector.

Mr. Bertram: Hear, hear!
Mr. O'CONNOR: I say it will be high-

lighted by an increase in unemployment
early in the new year.

Mr. Bertram: Mr. Snedden said that
and they laughed at him over there.

Mr. O'CONNOR: It Is a fact, Lecause
when there is a decrease in the amount
of money that is being invested In hous-
ing It will certainly reduce the activity in
the industry. If the number cf houses
being built at the present time is reduced.
will the industry still employ the same
number of People?
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Mr. Bertram: They reckon that Mr.
Snedden is a prophet of doom over there,
and that Includes the Liberals.

The SPEAKER: Order!
Mr. O'CONNOR: I believe any sensible

person will realise that if only half the
funds that are now available for housing
Is Invested in the industry in the future.
and we build only half the houses that
are at present being built, there is every
possibility that the present number of
people employed In the industry wkill be
considerably reduced next year. If a sens-
ibie person cannot understand that there
Is no point In trying to explain anything
to him. If anyone looks at the situation
fairly and squarely and realises that the
Investments in building societies are down
by something like $37,000,000 for the month
and $84,000,000 for the year Instead of last
year's total investment of $160,000,030-
which means that only half the funds
that were made available last tear are
being spent on housing-and when it Is
realised that inflation has caught up with
us and we will build fewer homes for the
same amount of money we bad last year,
Is it not reasonable to expect thatt there
will be an Increase in unemployment?

I will not take any more time to explain
the situation to the member for Mt. Haw-
thorn, because if he cannlot understand
that there will be unemiployment In the
building industry next year as a result of
the increase in the interest rate on loans
advanced by building societies, and because
of the effect that will have on, the In-
dustry, there is no point in elaborating
on the matter.

Mr. Bertram: Hear, hear!
Mr. O'CONNOR: In dealing with trans-

port, the Railways Department deficit was
quoted, I think, at $21,455,063. That Is
probably the largest deficit the Railways
Department has ever Incurred. Some of
the costs the Railways Department has to
meet. including hidden costs, are $195,058
for fare concessions; $6,433 for flour con-
cessions; $179,354 to reopen discontinued
lines: $170,541 for road concessions; and
$61,804 for fertiliser concessions, making
a total of $22,068,253. However, this is not,
by any means, the total cost to the public
In this State for the provision of transport
facilities. The transporting of children for
the Education Department involve-, an
amount of $4,554,000, and pensioner con-
cessions granted to those travelling on
M.TT. buses amount to $1,932,000. Fur-
ther, the M.T.T. showed an annual loss of
$4,623,000, and further expenses amounted
to $702,000. In addition the State Shipping
Service lost $4.629,436, Therefore, in the
provision of transport facilities we have a
total loss of $38,508,689.

I believe that the railways in this State
are operated as well as any other railway
system In Australia. The staff of 'he
W.A.G.R. is excellent and I believe that the

operations of the Railways Department
In this State could not be improved to any
degree by following examples set by rail-
way authorities in other States and also
by the Commonwealth Railways. Hlowever,
when we look at the Interest and sinking
fund payments we discover that they have
a crippling effect on the railway. in this
State. These payments have to be met every
year Irrespective of any profits the Rail-
ways Department may mak2, and I point
out that the Railways Department nas
often made a profit. However, on every
occasion this is offset by Interest and
sinkingq fund payments.

Mr. May: It does not give the Minister
any Incentive, either.

Mr. O'CONNOR: Or the Railways Com-
mission. The Commonwealth should do
what has already been suggested in this
House. It should contribute sufficient
money to help the Railways Department
meet its Interest and sinking fund pay-
ments. It should Put the Railways
Department on the right side of the budget
so that It can operate efficiently.

I am completely against the takeover
of the W.A.G.R. by the Commonwealth
Government, because what will be the
next step? The Commonwealth will then
want to take over the State Shipping
Service and the M.T.T. and we will be left
with nothing to control in the transport
field. In any case, I have no desire to have
our transport activities conducted by the
authorities in Canberra. If the Common-
wealth Government could be encouraged
to come to the party-

Mr. Lapham: What do you mean by
coming to the party?

Mr. O'CONNOR: I do not mean that we
should present it with a large Ice cream
cake; in tact, I am suggesting that It
should give us one.

Mr. Bertram: What is the Liberal Party
policy on this?

Mr. O'CONNOR: I am making my
speech at the moment. If the member for
Mt. Hawthorn wants a copy of the Liberal
Party policy speech I will supply him with
one, because there is some very excellent
reading in it and the honourable member
many obtain some views to Pass on to his
colleagues so that we may get some sanity
in this discussion.

Mr. Bertram: I wonder whether you
could oblige us by supplying a copy of that
policy speech tomorrow?

Mr. O'CONNOR: I cannot give the honi-
ourable member what I do not have. Indi-
cations have been given by answers to
questions in this House that discussions
are currently taking Place between the
Commonwealth and the State In connec-
tion with the takeover of the W.A.G.R.

I have said that in my view the Com-
monwealth could provide the funds, so
that the burden of interest and sinking
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fund, etc. would be removed and thus give
the railways an opportunity to operate in
the most efficient manner possible, and the
employees of the department the incentive
to carry on.

Mr. Lapham: How much in the way of
funds do you need?

Mr. O'CONNOR: The honourable mem-
ber can easily obtain the Information by
asking a question of the Minister for Rail-
ways. If the Commonwealth takes over the
railways it will have this burden.

Mr. Lapham: The cost will be about
$140,000,000.

Mr. O'Neil: The Minister for Housing
has said that the Government can get all
the money it wants. All he has to do is
to ask for it.

Mr. O'CONNOR: In drought periods
when difficulties are experienced we retain
the freight rates at a reasonable level so
that the people who are affected will be
able to get by. However, if the Common-
wealth takes over the railways and the
administration is from Canberra what will
happen? If it rants concessions they will
have to be applied in all the States. The
State should have control of the railways,
and the Commonwealth could come to the
Party by assisting the State with finance.

Mr. Bertram: On the question of the
Commonwealth takeover, what do the
experts think?

Mr. O'CONNOR: When I last spoke to
the railways experts they told me they
wanted to retain control in this State.

Mr. O'Neil: The member for Mt. Haw-
thorn should put the question on the
notice paper.

Mr. O'CONNOR: I believe the railways
have been operating efficiently, and I
believe the officers of the department are
doing a good job. When I last spoke to
them they indicated they wanted control
to be retained in this State.

Mr- O'Neil: The member for Mt. Haw-
thorn should ask the question of the
Minister representing the Minister for
Railways, because the Minister is on his
side of the House.

Mr. O'CONNOR: In this respect. I think
that with the retention of control of the
railways in the State. certain areas which
are required to be developed will be de-
veloped, but with the Commonwealth take-
over areas which the Commonwealth
thinks should be developed will be de-
veloped.

In my view the discussion on the ques-
tion of the Commonwealth takeover of the
railways should be deferred. I do not
think we should proceed further with this
matter. Just as we deferred the discussion
on the proposal to sink the railway line
until the incoming Government took office,
so should the Premier on this occasion
defer the discussion on the Commonwealth

takeover until the next Government takes
office and is able to declare its policy in
this regard.

Mr. Bertram: What is that policy?
Mr. O'CONNOR: As to whether the rail-

ways should be taken over by the Com-
monwealth, and whether or not we want
a centralist Government. I do not believe
in centralism and we have had enough
of centralism in regard to the Common-
wealth takeover of Aboriginal affairs. 'In
this respect the Minister in this House
could not answer certain questions relating
to Aborigines, because he had to obtain the
information from Canberra. I am sure
we do not want the same thing to occur
In relation to other matters. Ministers in
this House have not been able to answer
questions in respect of matters relating to
education, air transport, railways, and
shipping. r earnestly request the Govern-
ment to defer discussion on the Common-
wealth takeover of the railways until the
incoming Government next year has had
an opportunity to put its policies to the
Commonwealth Government.

Mr. O'Neil: We should all go home now,
and start again next year!

Mr. Bertram: Is the discussion on in-
come tax among these matters?

Mr. O'CONNOR: The Government which
the honourable member supports has in-
creased taxes since It has been in office.
However, the Premier indicated that the
Budget would not include any taxation
increases. To a degree I think this is
fair, but let us examine all the increases
that have been effected by this Govern-
ment since it assumed office. I cannot
mention themn all, because my time is
limited and there are so many instances.

Railway fares and M.T.T. fares have
been increased by 15 to 20 per cent., but
I do not blame the Government for this.
However, I do complain about the strange
timing of the Increases and the extra-
ordinary way they were brought Into effect
prior to the introduction of the Budget.
This was probably done to enable the
Government to say that It has introduced
the Budget without bringing in any in-
creased taxation.

Hospital charges have been increased by
about 50 per cent., and from the public's
point of view this has a serious impact. I
have already dealt with the Increased
S.E.C. charges; these have been raised by
20 per cent.

The SPEAKER: The honourable memn-
ber has five more minutes.

Mr. O'CONNOR: It seems that all
charges have increased, except the public's
view of the Government!

Mr. Bertram: Which Government?
Mr. O'CONNOR: Both the State Gov-

ernment and the Commonwealth Govern-
ment. I have only five minutes left, and
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I do not want to be sidetracked. Wharfage Many People have devoted much of their
and cargo handling charges have been in-
creased, as have the fees for subdivision
plans. Even adoption fees have been in-
creased by 874 per cent.; fancy the Gov-
ernment increasing this fee. It ought to
pay people to take the children, but it
decided to Increase the fee by 87i per cent.

There have been increases in motor
vehicle licenses, drivers' licenses, and
stamp duty. These have been Increased
by 100 to 150 per cent. Other increases
include shipping charges and pay-roll tax.
Death duties are to be Increased, and in
this respect the member for Wembley made
the position clear when he spoke the other
night. I have to agree with his views.

In introducing the second reading of the
Appropriation Bill (Consolidated Revenue
Fund), the Treasurer said-

I have already mentioned the pro-
posal to increase pay-roll tax and a
Bill to give effect to that proposal
has been submitted to Parliament.

No other major increase in taxation
and charges Is proposed.

In fact, the Government intends to
introduce legislation to lessen the im-
pact of probate duty on small and
moderate estates.

People have objected strongly to the in-
crease in probate duty, but there has been
no tendency on the part of the Govern-
ment to reduce it. The Bill which has been
introduced does not even exempt insur-
ance policies, contrary to what the Prem-
ier said in his policy speech. Under this
Hill policies which were previously ex-
cluded will now be brought in, and they
will be subject to Probate duty.

If a worker has planned for his family
and made adequate provision all his plan-
ning is to be wiped out in one fell SWOOP.
I hope the Premier will have a look at
this matter, because I am in agreement
with the views expressed by the member
for Wembley.

Mr. J. T. Tonkin: You are very wide
of the mark.

Mr. O'CONNOR: I hope I am. From
the information I have received, I think
the member for Wembley is correct in
what he has said. The probate duty Pay-
able under the Bill is unacceptable to
people. The people are taxed all their
lives, but at death the final nail is to be
driven into their coffins.

The Brand Government did commence
to ease the burden of probate duty. I be-
lieve this trend should be continued by
the present Government, but under the
Bill that has been introduced this will
not be the case. The rate of duty has not
been reduced, nor has the level of the tax-
able estate. The inflationary trends have
been the means of draining the assets of
many people, and this is having an ad-
verse effect in Western Australia.

time and effort to providing for their fam-
ilies, but their plans are to be thwarted.
I could spend more time in dealing with
this question; I shall not do so now but
On another occasion.

Sir David Brand: Have another bite of
the cherry later on.

Mr. O'Neil: Move an amendment, and
you will be able to speak again.

Mr. R. L. Young: There has been an in-
crease of all State taxation from $48 to
$106 per head.

Mr. O'CONNOR: It has more than
doubled. When one looks at what has hap-
pened in regard to taxation increases, one
finds that the action of the Government
discourages incentive and encourages
centralism.

The Death Duty Assessment Bill has
been introduced to prevent workers from
providing adequately for their families. I
certainly hope the Premier will have a
closer look at this legislation, because he
has indicated that both the member for
Wembley and I1 are wrong. I hope that in
making that assertion he is proved to be
correct. I have examined the Bill and I
believe the member for Wembley Is cor-
rect.

Mr. J. T. Tonkin: Did you not listen to
what the Attorney-General said?

Mr. O'CONNOR: I did. I think he was
wrong. Surely I am entitled to think that.

Mr. R. L. Young: Let us see how many
amendments he is prepared to accept.

Mr. O'CONNOR: We have the example
of the Maritime Archaeology Bill which did
not go through the department before it
was introduced. It is fortunate that the
Premier is sensible enough to arrange for
certain amendments to be effected, I
hope he takes the same attitude in con-
nection with the death duty legislation.
The tax increases and other events have
placed a tremendous burden on the people
of this country and I hope that if the pre-
sent Government remains in office it will
give further consideration to the matter.

Mr. May: There is some doubt then?
Debate adjourned, on motion by Mr.

W. A. Manning.

BILLS (2): RETURNED
1. Co-operative and Provident Societies

Act Amendment Bill.
2. Mine Workers' Relief Act Amend-

ment Hill.
Bills returned from the Council with-

out amendment.
BUILDING CONTRACTORS

LICENSING BILL
Third Reading

lMR. JAMIESON (Belmont-Minister
for Works) [10.41 p.m.]: I move-

That the Bill be now read a third
time.
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111R. HUTCHINSON (Cottesloe) [1OAZ2
p.m.): I rise to speak briefly against the
third reading. It will be remembered by
those who are interested in the legislation
that we. on this side of the House, stated
during the second reading debate that
we were opposed to the Bill as a whole.
During the Committee stage attempts were
made to amend the Bill which, frankly,
was difficult to amend to any extent in
order to completely satisfy us.

Mr. May: But it was amended.
Mr. HU'TCHINSON: Yes. Some small

particulars were amended, but the basic
principles still remain; that is, the repeal-
ing of the Builders' Registration Act and
the Painters' Registration Act and the
substitution of legislation which provides
for the registration of building contractors.

I do not believe the legislation is in the
best interests of the building industry, the
workers, or the consumers, although the
Minister has indicated that it is a con-
sumer-protection kind of Bill.

I maintain that the board to be estab-
lished under the legislation will, in its
implementation of the legislation, prove to
be very expensive. The administration of
the provisions in the legislation will impose
a great cost on the building industry and
this cost will be reflected in the price of
the buildings and, more particularly, hous-
ing. The Minister does not have as much
fear as I have in this regard, but I am
convinced that the building contractors
will be faced with considerable costs. We
do not know what will be the annual fee
the contractors will have to pay because
this will be prescribed by regulation. The
amount will be certainly substantially
higher than the union fee, according to
what the Minister said.

Mr. Jamieson: I did not say that. I
said that the $25 proposed as the limit
was not even a decent union fee these
days.

Mr. HUTCHINSON: That paraphrases
what I said.

Mr. Jamieson: Many union fees are $50.
Mr. HUTCHINSON: The Minister went

on to say that he did not want these con-
tractors deserting the unions to become
licensed contractors and vice versa.

Mr. Jamieson: As a matter of cheapness.
Mr. HUTCHINSON: Yes. I emphasise

that the cost to the contractors will be
quite high. The annual fee is only part
of the extra costs involved. The legisla-
tion makes provision for levies to be im-
posed. Any member who has belonged
to a club knows what is thought of levies
imposed by clubs. The levies to be im-
posed under this legislation are required
to help pay for the administration of the
industry.

I want to make the point that the Op-
position is not at all happy with the legis-
lation, and opposes the third reading.

MR. MENSAKOS (Floreat) [10.45 p.m.l:-
I want to briefly repeat our opposition to
the measure which, broadly speaking, con-
tains four provisions, every one of which
we dislike.

We are opposed to the licensing of sub-
contractors even though it has been con-
ceded that [he licensing will apply only to
those directly contracting with the owner.
We feel that such licensing will be detri-
mental to the consumer whom the Minister
wishes to protect. We also have a very
strong suspicion that it will ultimately
destroy the subcontracting system, lead to
total day labour and consequently union-
domina ted Industry, and the disadvantages
of this we have spelt out many times.

We are opposed to the second provision;
that is, State-wide registration. We be-
lieve that at least for the time being this
would not be practicable, and would be a
waste of money. The Minister has argued
that the provision is necessary because of
the number of complaints which have been
received. However, when he was asked to
give us an idea of the cost Involved to ex-
tend the provision to the country, he said It
would be only about $60,000. We cannot
see the logic in the two statements, be-
Cause if so many complaints have been
received, the cost Involved should be more
than $60,000. Whatever the cost, it will
have to be borne by the industry.

We would not be opposed to the exten-
sion If it were done gradually, first to the
more populated areas, which would be more
practical and could be done without any
difficulty under the provisions of the ]Build-
ers' Registration Act. We believe that the
extension could even place some State de-
partments in jeopardy because in certain
areas a local registered builder, required to
erect schools, hospitals, and other public
works, would be bard to find and the em-
ployment of a contractor from the metro-
politan area or somewhere else would be
more costly.

The third principle, which we also
oppose, concerns the composition of the
board. We oppose this provision because
we maintain that the board should cater
for the Interests of the industry and the
public and for this purpose it should be
fully representative Instead of having a
minority representation of the industry.

The final of the main provisions, deal-
ing with Insurance, we oppose in its pres-
ent form because we do not wish the
Treasurer to engage in insurance business.
We reiterate that the Industry is quite
happy to establish a scheme serviced by It
and private insurance companies. Such a
scheme would not be restrictive as is the
present proposition. It would include
almost every domestic building and if there
is a limit it should involve the claims
rather than the contract price of the
buildings.

Domestic buildings however should be
excluded if they are supervised by archi-
tects. Presently they will fall within the
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compulsory scheme and this Is almost an
affront to the architectural profession.
What will be the point in employing an
architect if we are to say that even under
his supervision we can expect shoddy work
to be done and, therefore, the owner should
insure against the possibility of shoddy
work? I understand the West Australian
Chapter of the Royal Australian Institute
of Architects is quite offended by this pro-
vision but, of course, the members of that
institute were nut consulted. The Minister
said he was not keen to consult people in
the industry.

Finally, we maintain that the present
Act can be amended if need be, and after
proper consultation with all those inter-
ested in the industry, collectively, and not
one at a time.

The SPEAKER: Order!

Mr. MENSAROS: Any justifiable com-
plaint within the building industry could
be remedied with the Present board
and through the provisions-with amend-
ments if necessary-of the present Act.
Therefore, we oppose the third reading of
the Bill.

MR. JAMIESON (Belxont--Minister for
Works) f 10.52 p.m.]: There are only two
points worth commenting on. The
first point is merely repetition. . The mem-
ber for Floreat has continually stated that
the board will not have a majority of mem-
bers interested in the industry. Of course,
it will. The only member not associated
with the building industry is the proposed
chairman. The other five members are
tied in with the building industry com-
pletely and there is no use in the member
for Fioreat making the statement, ad
infinitum, in this House when the situation
is very clearly set out in the Bill. There
has been a deliberate attempt on the part
of the member for Floreat to mislead
those people who have not read the Bill.
Unfortunately, this sort of thing gets into
the Press more often than-do the realities
associated with it. The member for
Floreat knows he is quite wrong.

The other aspect, advocated by both
members who have spoken, was in regard
to the expenses of the board. I again say
they are guessing and jumping at shadows'They are imagining many things which
might happen but which need not neces-
sarily happen. It was pointed out by the
member for Floreat that the Builders'
Registration Board operated very cheaply.
By its very nature the proposed board will
be run on a similar basis. Nobody can
determine the number of inspectors to be
employed. Inspectors will not be rushing
madly around the State. Complaints will
be received as is the case now, and the
complaints will be examined by the build-
ing inspectors. There will be a definite
need for additional inspectors, but there
will be more members to Provide the funds
in the first place.

There should be no worry about the f or-
mation of a gigantic octopus set-up, as
envisaged by the member for Cottesloe. I
see the new board as a very economically-
run project which will be of worth-while
benefit to the community. It will operate
in the interests of the consumer whom we
intend to endeavour to Protect with this
amending legislation. I commend the Bill
to the House,

Question put and a division taken with
the following result-

AyeS--20
Mr. Bateman Mr. Fletcher
Mr. Bertram Mr. Hartrey

Mr. Biksrtan Mr. Jamieson
Mr. Brady Mr. Laphamn
Mr. Brawn Mr. May

Mr. Bryce Mr. Sewell
Mr. B. T1. Burke Mr. Taylor
Mr. Cook Mr. A. R. Tonkin
Mr. Davies Mr. J. T. Tonkin
Mr. T. D. Evans Mr. Mailer

(Teller)
Noes-20

Sir David Brand MY. O'Neil
Sir Charles Court Air. Ridge
Mr. Coyne Mr. Runcimmo
Dr. Dadour Mr. Rushton

Mr. Hutchinson Mr. Sibson
Mr. A. A. Lewis Mr. Stephens

Mr, W. A. htanlng Mr. Thompson
Mr. MePbarlin Mr. R. L.. Young
Mr, Mensaros Mr. W. G. Young
Mr. O'Connor Mr. I. W. Manning

(Teller)
Pairs

Ayves Noes
Mr. Harman Mr. Gayfer

Mr. Jons Mr. E. ff. M. Lewis
Mr. H. D3. Evans Mr. Nalder
Mr. Mclver Sir. Bisikie
Mr. T. J. Burke Mr. Orayden

The SPEAKER: The voting being equal.
I give my casting vote with the Ayes.

Question thus passed.
Bill read a third time and transmitted

to the Council.

House adjourned at 10.59 p.m.

Tf~~aie lrni
Thursday, the Mt November, 1973

The PRESIDENT (The H-on. L. C. Diver)
took the Chair at 2.20 pm., and read
prayers.

BUILDING CONTRACTORS
LICENSING BILL

Receipt and First Reading
Bill received from the Assembly; and,

on motion by The Hon, J. Dolan (Leader
of the House), read a first time.
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